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Revision 18

I.A. INTRODI)UCTION 

The purpose of his manual is to provide the sampling and anal\ sis programis which prov ide input to 4 ~~-j * ilie O-4 4~Mfor calculating liquid and gaseous effluent c oncentrat ions and of fs it doses. Guidelines 
are provided for operating radioactive waste treatment s, stenms in order that offsite doses are kept 
As- .ow-As-Reason ably -Achievable (ALARA).  

The Radiologicat Environmental Monitoring Program outlined within this manual provides 
confirmation that the measurable concentrations of radioactive material released as a result of 
operations at the Millstone Site are not higher than expected.  

In addition, this manual outlines the information required to be submitted to the NRC in both the 
.tiMua tladiohoiical Environmctital Operwtin' Il?ot'prt and the ..Inual Rad sur(tive tEf/haunt Report.

IA-1
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Rcision 18

l.l1. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All changes to l4i. 'manual the Radiological Effluent Monitorin.< Manual (RE.MM) shall be revicxed c 
and approved by the Site Operations Review Committee prior to implementation.  

All chanees and their rationale shall be documented in the .-nnuul RadiouiLc lve Ah/,l t' Rcpor.  

It shall he the responsibility of the Senior Vice President and CNo - Millstone to ensure that this 
manual is uised in performance of the surveillance requirements and administrative controls of the 
Technica .Spciflc'ntionis hir ,l:U4t44cne Units 2 aud 3. Ihe delegation of implementation 
responsibilities is delineated in the Millstone Radio/loveN Efl/uct w J'r,,rin Refr'ntce ,Alatnual 
(I'- 13-RE~I'-REF 01).

1.1-I
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I.C. LIQUID EFFLUENTS 

I. Liquid Effluent Sampling and Analysis Program

Radioactive liquid wastes shall be sampled and analyzed in accordance ,vith the program 
specified in Table L.C-l for Millstone U Init No. I, Table I.C-2 for Millstone IUnit No. 2. and 
Table I.C-3 Ior Millstone Unit No. 3. The results of the radioactive analyses shall be input to 
the -methocdolgy of ODCM to assure that the concentrations at the point of release are 
maintained within the limits of Radiolog'icul Efl/bat ('ottrol (Sctiuon III D. 1 1) for Millstone 
[ Init No. I and wxithin Tcchnical Specificutioi 3, 11. I for Millstone t fnit Nos. 2 and 3.

I.c-I
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Table I.C- I 

MILLSTONE UNIT I 

RADIO). II E I'II) WI ,ITE ,,MPIJAI.I -)D .IN,, ISIS IROGRIfI

Lower Limit 
Minimnumn of Detection 

Liquid Release Type Sampling Analysis Type of Activity (LLI))% 
Frequency Frequency Analysis (pCi/ml) 

A. Batch Release" Principal Gamnma 5 x 10 7 

Prior to Each Fmitters( 
Waste Sample Batch 
Yanks, Floor Drain 1-131 I x 10o' 
Sample Tank Ce- 144 5 x 10' 

and Prior to Each Batch 
I)econtamination Monthly 11-3 I x Ito 
Solution [ank Composite' (Iross alpha I X 10 

Quarterly Sr-89, Sr-90 S x 10 
Composite' Ie-55 I x 10' 

13. Continuous 
Release Principal Gamma 

Weekly (Irab Weekly lIm itters( 5x 10 

Sample Composite' 1-131 1 x 10" 

C.e- 114 5 x l106( 
Reactor B[uildin gS 

Service Water 
Weekly (rab or Monthly H-3 I x 10' 
Composite' Composite` Gross alpha' I x 10o 

Weekly Quarterly Sr-89', Sr-905 x 10 o 

Composite, Composite' I5j * Fe I x 10' 

I here is a Conditional Action Requirement associated wN ith this notation.

I.C-2
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TABLE L."-I (Cont'd.) 

FABLE NOTATIONS 

INI ()RMArI l( )NAI. No(I [S.  

A l he I 1.[) is the snmllest concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will be detected Nsith 950 probability 
With 5'1", probabilitv of falsely concluding that a blank obscrsýation represents a "'real'" signal.  

For a particular measurement system (s hich may include raditwhemical separation): 

ILL) -1.66MS 
F - V - 2.22 x 10C-Y. exp (- X At) 

wvhere: 

LIA) is the lowser limit of detect-ion as defined abos.e (as tIC'i per unit mass or volume) 

S, is the standard deviation of the background counting rite or of the counting rate of a blank sample as 
appropriate (as counts per minute) 

E is the counting elfficiencv (as counts per transformation) 

V is the sample -i/c (in units of mass or volume) 

2.22 x 1()6 is the number of transformations per minute per i1nicrocuric 

Y is the fractional radiochentical yield (when appliC~abl) 

X is the radioactive decay constant for the particular rad iorllClide 

At is the elapsed tile between midoint of sample Collectiloi iind midpoint of counting time 

It should be recogn-ized that the I.DI) is defined as an a priori (belore the fact) limit representing the capability of a 
measurement system and not as an a posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measurement.  

Analyses shall be performed in such a manner that the stated IHIt)s ws ill be achieved under routine conditions.  
Occasionally background fluctuations, unav odably small sample suies, the presence of interfering nuclides, or other 
uncontrollable circumstances may render these I IF)s uinachic,xablc. In such cases, the contributing factors will be 
identified and recorded on the anahsis sheet for the particular saimple.  

B. A batch release is the discharge of liquid wastes of a discrete volume from the tanks listed in this table. Prior to the 
sampling, each batch shall be isolated and at least two tank simjp volunies shall be recirculated or equivalent mixing 
provided

C. The 1.1.1) ,will be 5 x 10 pCi iml- lihe principal gamma emittcrs for s, Iich this I LI) applies are exclusively the 
follos,,int radionuclides: \ln-54, fec-59, Co- 5 8, Co-60, /n-65. Mo-99, Cs- 134, Cs-I 37. and Ce-141. Ce-1441 shall be 
measured, but ,. ith an II.I) ot5 x 0 "uCi 'nil 

"[his list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks ,% hich are ineasurable and 
idenitifiable, together v, ith tie aboxe nuclides, shall also be identified and reported. Nuclides x, hich are below the LieD 
for the analy ses should not be reported as being present at the I I.I) level. When unusual circumstances result in a 
priori L[I1)s hiihur than required, the reasons shall be dotlumenited in the AInnmual Rahlioactiv c ffluctit Replort.

I.C-3
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TABLE !C.- I (cont'd.) 

. A comnposýite sample is one in xhich the quantity of liquid sampled is proporlional to the quantity of liquid xwaste 
discharged and in which the method of sampling emphloscd resiilts in ,a specimen xsthich is representative of the liquids 
rclCIl cd.  

Prior to analysis. all samples taken for the composite shall be thor .oiill mixed in order for the composite sample to be 
representati e of the effluents released.  

(C> Ii [)apphe'.<; ..... hitvely-;tE*ho *o. tinll ra.dinChides K,8. K r 88, Xe Iý, Xe I' 3I1. Xe 15, an..d Xe IP9. ThiS 
--st doe n -- mea-tat-n- thlee n-clidei.-ire t4) o be4 de-vted and reporte - therf peall Wxhilh are. measurable and 

identifiable, toetlhr M0 ile ailt. e hline... 1 ,I Je. t,. he idt•1,lfiit"I .died rendrleported. Nutelide,• NN hieh are bealo- th-e lId 
fr thie aInIl' ,' 'e thuld not be repOrted a•t eing Present ait teI11I 1) lexý t4 'hen 1unutua eircunlstai!eeS result in A 

~~~(i til(n 1 all bedh nev4m-he4fo??rod fN, et; U.nvCf7.e g9 

('O)ND[ITI)NAI ACt I(ON REL.QUIRFAMNlIS: 

I) -IF a \% eck ly sample ideinti ties the presence of gammunia act i'v its greatecr than or equal to 5 x 10 ut'imll, 'I'll EN the 
saulple frequency shall be increiased to daily until the gaumma aidci itx' is less 1lhan 1 X 10 7 u(D'il. )aily grab samples 
shall be taken at least five timics per wcsek.  

1F. 1 he I'e : ..... t ..are O,, '" required iE a xweeklv gamma 11ala sis does not indicate a gamma actix, ity greater than 
5 x I0 ' t(,i ull.TIIEN these inalx ses (gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-C)O, Fe-S 5) are not required-

I C-4
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Table !.C-2 

MILLSTONF I NI T 2 

R. tDIOA) l( li" 'El 11) WIDWASTES .IMPI '.( [. ,D.,IVA LI" II'ROR. 1,!

Lowver Limit 

Mini mum of D)etection 
Sampling Analysis Type of Activity (LLD)' 

Liquid Release Type Frequency Frequency Analysis (tCi/ml) 

A. Batch ReleaseR 
Principal (Ganma 

I. Coolant Waste Prior to I'ach Finittrst 5 0.  

Monitor Tank. Batch 1-1 11 1 x 10' 

Aerated \aste Ce- I -1-1 s x 10-1 
Mon itor l ank and I)issolhed and 
Steam (cincralor Prior to f1ach -Entrained (;asesx I0 

Bulk Batch 

Monthly 11-) 1 x 10' 

ondnpitenot (Iross *ilpha' I x tO 

Polishinz Facility 

- Waste 
Neutralization Srx 10 

S SL = Sr-L)01)' ,;m _* Quarterly 

Cornpwvitce 1 ' * I x 10" 

B. Continuous 
Release Principal (Yamma 

l)aily' Grab Weckl\ Eminttcrs( 5 x 107 

I. Steam Generator Sample, Composite"' I x 10' 

BIoNs dos s1

('Ce-I14 5 x 10-1 

Monthly Grab Monthly Dissolved and xl0 
2. Service Water Sample Entrained (Gase•" 

I Iftinent 

Weekl] Grab or Monthlv 11-3 1 x 10

Composite Composite, '' Gross alpha * I X 107 

3 Iurbine Building 
unp .* *•1 

Sumps Weekly Quarterly Sr89' Sr90_ 

Composite Composite' I x 10,S

I.C-5
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Rex iion I 8

"I'ABL[E I.C-2 (cont'd.) 

T ABLE NOTATIONS 

F. For Batch Rclcascs and Steam (Wenerator BlowtdoNn only. a compoitCe saiMple is one in ,,hich thle itintity of 
liquid amnpled i. proportional to the quantity of liquid ,isaCte disch,irgcd and in s hich the method of amnpline 
einplws cd results in a pticcimun ur hich is representative of the liquids iclea<ed 

G Prior to aai l)is, all samlestaken for the composite shall be thorotighl mixed in order for the coniposite sample 
to be ecpre.Cirtatis e ofthe Cflunents rlciascd.  

I. [)ails ruab samples sha ll be laken at least five dais per %Neck. F[or serN ico \Niater. daily -rabs shall inchride each 

train thai is ins-crvice.  
K. IDI.[) applies exclusively to the fol1s, in- radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xc- I 33. Xc- 3Im. Xe-I35, I .and Xe-3I 8.  

This list does nlot mnean lthat on lN thc;e nuclides are to be detected and reported- Other peaks hirch are measurable 
and identifiable, tocethcr \N ith the aboxe nuclides, shall also be identified and repoeled. Nuclides xxhich are below 
the ll11) for the anaix ses should not be reported ais being present at the ITI) level. \When lniUsnllt circurnstances 
result in a priori I I l)s higher than required, the reasons shall be doctiimented in the . mluud T iic/luiv, f•f/fl hu 

(ONDI I II)NAI A(-I ION RE( tUIRI MI'N IS 

D. Ior the ('ondeniste Polishing I:aciliti,, (I-F) -W--•aste Nneutralization 5tsunip and steam cenerator bulk:lIF 4i-,e 
a aipplil- - •, I .... cable batch oamma activ its is not greiater thin 5 \ It 1 pi()i 'nil. TIIlEN these 
analh, ss (r(ross alpha, Sr-89. Sr-Q0(. e-5 5 ) aire not required.  

I. For the (Condensate ol ish in,I•' aciri "T,'I) - Wxxaste Nneutraliization •islSsp: IF Itfr+1-riimi'u g ..... a anale. s 
t+ -�--.�f�ri-l 11d-i F there Is no1 detectibIle tritiiun in the steam gencnrators. TIIHEN tritium saimplin.g and analbses are 
not[ retquired.  

Rmin-1 ranlplin-, , •'..•ali-e su;F the steam -encrator cross Lcalmnia aictis it% (saMpled and analx 'ed 
three times per xxc ek per TubAc 4. -2 of the r'c-lhical Spet i/htUIU', I does riot exceed-, I x 10 ' p0milll. I'i EN the 
sampling and analssis schedule for all principal gammia emitters, 1-1 -. ( c- 144.1 noble -,scs s,cross alpha, Sr-89, Sr
90 and Fe-5$s are notl required.  

fl. IFor the Steamn Generator Blowdown and the I urbine Building Siump t4itn ialng ,,. 4 ,<equi,.; 
i41F there is no detectable tritium in the steamn generators. THEFN tritium samplinc and analysis of the Turbine 
Building Sump is niot required.  

-emaliniw ! i+ ,,., <"' " d ... li; he n I the steam gcncrator gross giamnia activ its (sampled and 
anal tCd three times per xx eek as per Iuhl•' 4ý -2 of the "ýqfc v I7'ho/I ul ,S c(il/i•,los) does not exceeds S x 10 
pCin I. irll FN the sampling and alna sis schedule for all principal gaimina I- 131, Ce- 14-1, noble cascs, cross 
alpha. Sr-89. Sr-'0 and F-e-5 are not rctunircd.

J. FIor the Service Water:; It.. .inAs- es., are ,,l req'ired ifP F-a sx eekl'. cammia anals sis does not indicates a camrmla 
activity grcatcr than x-\ 10 i (i ml. MlEI EN these anala<ses (gross alpha, Sr-89. Sr-9(). I:c-55) are iott reTuired 

I. W,4en-l or tie I urbine Building •.Strmp: IF the release path,,s ax is directed to 15iird drains. TillEN the II.I) for 1-13 1 
shall be I. x (10 7 i(iml and for gross alpha I x 10 uCiiml.  

M. IF the Turbine Bu ildiuc Stimp is directed to rlxd axle treatment. TIIEN samplirnc is not required.

I.C-7
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RI' NINIRex ixion I S

'-table L.C-3 

NILLSIO NI V N IT 3 

R, lI)IO, 1('741T' 10 U)! 11) 'A 1S 15S I J If! 1VG . NDI IN. I L I SIV PROGR I I

Lo-,ser L imit 
M1in imum11 of Dectection 

Samrpling Anal11N~is TN'pe (of AcliN itN LL) 
Liquid Release UT pe Frecluency Frequcnccy Aniiahsis (~/i 

A. Batch Release' 

P] inc pal ( ijiiflifla 7 
1 Cndensate I no Iit t CrY S' 

P~o Ii ,11in I , rior to Fach I -~ 13 1 1 x10 

Facilitx Wkaste Batch (Ce 1 -1 x W" 
INenut raiz/at io 'aI iyýok d and 

Prior to Fach I ntrainled ( axcs" I x 0 

Batchi 

2 \\ ase I ex T anks, 
L ow' Iv cx!V~axtc Noiothx H1-" I x 10, 

D~rain lI nk, ('onpositt I ;row a Iph a' *I x lo 

Boron Fci ex Inks 
a nd Ste ama 

( encritor Bu 1k 

Qnaiterl r 89' ,Sr-901 '\1 

Composite, *-- 51 1 10" 

It. C'ontinuous 

Release Pr;incipal (JaIarni -1 
D~aily ( rab Wveekd, Eminitters(sxl 

samiple, C'omposite'' I- I x 10" 

I Steinn G;enerato~r Cc- 14-1 -Sx 10~ 

Bloxs dox, an 

Nionthlx (irah D issolvecd and Ixl
Sanmple Mlonthly FrIntrained Giases' x1 

2. Serv ice WVater \VCekA (IYrab Monthly 11-3 1 x 1W 
I Iflauet or C omposite Compox"ite, 

( ross alpha'=I 1 

3. Tunrhine Building.  
SnnpQ'~'Wcckly Quarterly Sr x9 r9 10 S 

Comnposite Comnposite,' c I x 101, 

I hcrc is a Conditional Action Requniremnent associated x% ith ithis notation.

.C-8
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TABI.E 1.('-3 ((won'd.) 

TABLE NOTATI(IONS 
INH NM.A I I)NA[. N TIS: 

A Ilhe I 1 1) is the sm allest coricentrition of radioactnei, mateil iI 1in a -aniple that N% ill be dletectCed v, ith 9550 
probability ws ith 5° 4 probahi it itv of falel concluding that al blank obsci, atton repiresents a "realF signal 
For a particuilar iiemsircineit sxstcm vliich may include rildliocIhemical cparalion): 

[I,) -1.66 S, 
F - V 2.22 x ]0' -Y. cxp (-A \t) 

i,'here: 

LI) is the loss er limit of dtctCCtion as defined abov.e (as I(1i per tin it mass or voltllme) 

S, is the standard deviation of the background countine rate or of the countinlg rate of a blank sample 
as appropriate (as counts per minute) 

E is the counting ef ficiency (as countls per transfotmmatlollt 

V is the sample size (in units of Mass or Vohlu11) 

2.22 x 10' is the number of'transfOrmations per minlute per illicrocui ic 

Y is the tractional radiochcmical yield (Mvhen applicable) 

2. is the radioactisc dcca, constant for the particular radiormuc lide 

At is the elapsed tilmc betweein midpoint of sample Collection ll(1( mai1point of coLuntinlg lime 

It should be recognized that tihe I1 is ;i dtfilled assll it priori (bcfore hc faicl) hlit representing the 
capability of a nicastireinein s sterin and not as an a postiiori (iificr the fact) limit for a particular 
mIe kas tirc ncrlit.  

Anal\scs shall be pcrformecd in such a manner that the stated 1.1Il)s \ ill be achieved under routine 
conditions. ( )ccasionally background fluctuations. unas oiclabl, small sample simes, the presence of 
interircring nuclides, or other uncontrollable circumstances maN render these 1LlDs tinachievable. In such 
casts. tihe contributing faclors , \ill be identified and recordcd on the aiads sis shect for the particular 
sampllie.  

B> A batch release is the dischargc of licquid sw astes of a discrete .( oluic fromn the tanks listed in this table.  
Prior to the sampling, each batch shall be isolated and at least t\ o tank 'sump , cllumnes shall be recirculated 
or equiviialent mixing provided, Ifthe steamu gcenerator builk can not be rccirculalcd prior to batch discharge, 
samples %, ill be obtained bs representative compositinmg diir ing discharge.  

C. TheC 1i_1) ,vill be s X 1 7 Ll(( i 'nml. Fihe principal gamma cinitteirs For wshich this II I) applics are 
exclusively the folloss inc radionuclides: NMn-54. Fe-59, (o-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, Cs- 1 4, Cs-137, and 
Cc-dl. (',lc-I144 shall also be measured, but with an IA ))1 ofs x 10 ft i'mlI. This list does not mean that 
only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks ss hichi are measurable and identifiable, 
togcthcr sxith the abose nuItcides, shiallI also be icentiflecd and reportcd Nuclidcs khicliarebcloss the ITI D 
f-or the analN ses should not be reported as being present al thc I ) lc,, el. When unusual circumstances 
iestill in a priori IlI)s higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the liinmal Rmdioactivc 
f'-/tluL ut /hT!iur{.

IC-9
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TABLE !.C-3 (cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATI I)NS 

I I or Hatch Rcleascs and 'Steam (;cicrator Blowtlo•.n ouly , t:olinC,-ilt amlllplc i onlie ill Mhich the qllalltity of 
liquid iamplcd is propoitional to the tinintitN of liqui t tlc dicaiced iid in whihh the iethod of saipling 

cuploh cd ie-sits in a specimcn Mlhich is representative of the liquids released.  

(. Prior to analy-is, ill samples taken for the composite shall ble thoriitouchl i\ed in order for the composite 
sAMnpie to be rCpresenialiic of the elfluenlts released.  

I a[)i lx grab samples shall he taken at least five days per s eck. I or ser\ ice xs ater, dai 1v -rabs shall include each 
train that is in-service.  

K I.I 1) applies cxclusiv ely to the fol loN% ing radionuclides: Kr-87. Kr-S Xe- 133 Xc- I 13m, Xe- I 3, and 
Xe- 138. li is list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be dctected and reported. Other peaks s, hich are 
measurable and denttifiable, together x,,ith the above nuclides, Thall Ialso be ident iled and reported. Nuclides 
wiich are below the 1.1.1) for the analyI'ses should not be reportcd as being present at the I I I) leci \When 
unulsUial circumstances rcsutlt in a priori LIlII)s higher than required, tile iltil.tqios shall be documented in tihe 

mi-iln Rt jliot• i( ' t' ff-iih-nt J<'yoirt 

C()NDI I IONAI. AC I ION Rl'(I QI'IRI•NI-N I.S 

I) [.or tile Condensate Polishing Facilits ((ICI ) --Ws'aste Nlcillli/tiatron -snnp and steam gencrator bulk:-, these 
"ina I "I arSe .. r. Fp+ed t-F the applicable hatch ganmma actlt' it,, is not mrcatcr than S x 10 ,Ci nil. ThEN 
these anusses (grioss alpha, Sr-89. Sr-90. I-c-55) are not required.  

F. For the ConticlSatel Polihrinl IFacility (('PI-) -V-waiste Nlucut+ilmition ;and anl 
oFd3 refuirFel, illIF there is no0 dCtcitable tritium in the steam 'cncratortLr[l FN tritium Samplinrz and analysis 

is not reqtircd 

R4emai;,;c;amnplinc a., a..l.. ... i-. riequired whenlF the stcam .cer•irtor gross aillmml actir, itv ( sampled and 
analIs ed three times per %s eek as per 7Joh/c 4 --I of the Silft v TL hnicil a!'pSn( ific (10(m0) does[ not exceed's 
I x 10 •ui,'ml THEN the sampling and analysis schedule for all •rticipatl camillma emitters. 1-13 I. ('e-144, 
noble 'ases, cross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55 are not uircdr 

11. For the Steam (jenerator Bloshdossn and tlhe Turbine Buildin c-;um:p twrPn anin-p-hi•,-and analh i.; 
e-tt+4te-u41 F there is no detectable tritium in the steami gneirahor,ý. THEN tritiliml samplinp , and analysis of the 
I urbille Buildinwc Suillp is not rcquil-ed.  

"R'....., ........... and an",is'", . is re• i h-•e iF the steam gnt' leator cross ganmra actisitx. (sampled and 
analu ed three times per s ecuk as per Tihle 4. 1 of the Soft/cv Itt Jmic itl Specci fcalionsm) does not exceeds 
5 x 10 u(i ml. ITHEN the samplinc and analysis for all prinlCipal cammnra . - 131, Ce- 14-1. noble cases, cross 

alpha, 'Sr-9, Sr-90 and IFe-55 are not required.  

Steam enerto'rl Bnlosdossn sam pies are not required Nshen blosdtlosVsn is being recovered.  

J For ithe-Service Water:, Ot"e "--,P .ls .. e.. aFe only required ill F a ss eckl' camma analsis does not indicates a 
Palmillma acti its reater than 5 x 10 i .l, TI-l EN these anal,,ses (,cross alpha. Sr-89, Sr- 9 0, Ie-55) are nlot 
re•tU niredtt 

I.- When!F the I h lrbinel Building sump release is directed to saitl drains, TIHEN the 1.1-I) for F-I I I shall be 
I5 x 7 t, u(i ,l and for cross alpha 1 x 10 ' uCinil.  

M. IF the I urbine l u Bildinq, SUiip is dirccled to radwaste treatment. THlIEN sampling is not required.

I.C-10
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I.(.2 Lii id la(dijiactive \V:aste [retnient (('ont'd) 

C. Report Requirement For All lhrce Millstone Units 

It''rcquiiid bx Scction ii(a ), preparrc ( siibimiit to the Co'nmi, ,ln I 'spccial Rcpoit •ithin l)0 dixs NN ith the 
to! loss iiiw c oiitct:[ 
"* I \plAMntiOT Of' Mil, licjuid Fatds.c astis being, discharocd \k ithotit treatint, iclenificatiion lf any' 

inopea•ble equipment or ss\.4teinsand the reason for thc imnopcribiltx, 
"* Actonl(") tAkCn to rctlorec the iloperable equipment to (OiN RABI, I ,ltln,, ind 
"* ullllmarr description of acliton(s) taken to prevent a recurrcnce.  

3. Basis for Liquid Sam plin•, Aaksis and 1Radioactive Trreatmenit S)stnm UIse 

Paraurmrh (a)(2) of Pat 50. 6•N piro idcs that licensee will snubmit an annual report to the 
(ominismon xx hich spýcifics thle ctnantit, ote-ach of the principal rmaionuclidcx> rle.ased to 

unrestricted areas in liquid cftlueilit, durinm the past 12 iiioiiths of plant operation. I he indicated 
licquid surxciihance pro.grams (as dirccled bV IUnilt I Radiologicýl Itlfluent Control IllDI ) I 
Surveillance Recquirement I I and I nits 2 and 3 1 echnical Sp-cification Surxeillance Reqnirement 
4 11. I . I . I ) provideCs thC jirealns to quantil' and report on licuid drscharres from all mator and 
potential sign iflicant release path\xai\s. I his information also pro (ides for the lSsessillent of 

fl-finetr concenlrations aild ensc} ironmental dose impacts for the purpose of demonstration 
compliance xxith the ltflunent limits of 10 C!T . 20. and dose ObtCctiVes of' 10 CtlR 50., Appiendix I.  
I fhe iequired detection cpjabilitics f'or radioactive materials in loinuid xýisac snilples are tabnlatedcl in 
ternIs of loxxcr Ihiiits of l)etcction (I IlI)s) and are selccted snch thalt the deectCion of radioalctmxitv 
ni effluent releascs xxill occur it leýc ls behlt which effluent conccntration limits and offlsite cdose 

ob cctixcs ,ould beexcCCeded. $"' L-.PI-a' Ij . .- /-- "1- t . - S t-,L- P. /' ./ f'rA.  

icldicatcd licquid radxN saxe trcatmcnt ctuipmient -or each t Jnit hals c becn determined to I
capable to minimniz.e racdioact[ivs liiuid effluCnts suc h that the dlose Obictlixe.S of Appt•->cdix I cinl be 
met f'or expectcd rout ine (and aitic ipaited operational occurrencc) ef1 hicint rcleases. Ihis 
ectuipment is mainltmied and routinely opciratcd to treat appropriate Iicquid xýaslc streams without 
reC.gards to projec ted enx ironiiental dows.  

If not alreait, in use., the recquirciiment that the appropriate portions of the I icu id radioacti,, c xxasle 
treatment svsteml for cach Ulnit be retuied to ser,,ice xhein tIre specified effluet' doses ire 
exceteded prox ides assurance that the release of radioiacli, e inuaterials in liquid elfUfnents xxill be kept 
",1as Ioxx ais is reason ably achiiexhable." 'his condition of ectoripiment ns[ tim plentietcis tihe 
reqluireiCnls of1 10 ('CUR 50.36a, (iencral )esiqn Criterion 60 of.Appenidix A to 10 C'IR 0. ainld the 

dCsigtn objectivse .ivcxn iii Section II.D of-Appendix I to 10 C IR Palrto i. lie specified (lose lhutits 

-overning the requircd use of•appropriate portions ofethe liquid racixxste ttMreatmrent l sqtilnl xxCere 
selected t a su mtable Fraction of'the dose design obiectix cs set f-ori tiin Section IILA of AppeiCndix I, 

10 Cft.K hR 0 for li quiid effluents. - - . / /Ia"I - (3[ /

I.C-12
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Containment Leakoff

:' .. . ... . . L I .LEEquipment Leakofi 'la Liquid 

Deborating, Rid Monitor 

Primary Coolant Ion Exchanger condcnsatc S" TI) Polishiing F~~r (TII P l~ inL:Facility 
Letdowsn olunc TOPrimar Waste \tc N u. unp 

2 Purification Tank .,5' C l t-7 
Ion Exchangers 

AT I OA,B) Rad Monitor 
S•/S G Blowdownl 1CN D' 45 

. Steam Generator Blowdown lo•' or Quenchi 'Iank 

© RB3CC\\ H\ 
SS G S ,osdosn Rad Monitor 

Sampling Drains RP, 2 

IPiping & A -Aerated Waste Aerated \\ aste 
Equipment Drains Draiim Tanks Jon 4) I Monitor 

T2 UA, BT Tank 
Decontamination 

Aerated Liquid Rad M onitor Turbine Bldg, Floor Dirains* [ ] RNW{I 1,i 
. .. . . . . ." . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I . . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N i ti v 

"*Turbine 31dg floor drains normalkl, to storm drains.  
Drains ma, be di crted to the radx\ aste treatment sNstil. suaii\ 

Component included in radwaste treatment 
equipment requirement



0 

2 

2

Lo%%-Lo~ci 
\\aste Dramr 

Tank 10 Fiter -

Comnponent inclIuded in 
**Norniall di-.1ihirged Jirecdl to cf\ ironrcnt. radx% ste treatment equipment 

requirement
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1.) ASFOIJS [FFLUtENTS 

I. Gaseous Efflueint Sam~iplingt and Ann k sjs IProurami

Rmijoactise ,,wcouis ss istcs shall he sample:d mid iiiilx ied in itccordmine ss ith the pro,-)rani 
specified in Table LD1.- for Millstone U nit No 1, [abl hkI.D-2 for NIi~lktone Unit No. 2., and 
Table I.1-3 for Millstone tI.nit No. ) I he rftl 01'111C tlMrdiodCtix C iiihil\, SCS haidl ti imipait to 

mimeniehodloe ot~4~4-4eM-tolSSarC that of k~tU (do1 e C rates are ainitained %ý thlin the 
im its of'Radihogniccl If/lnewo ('fol/n ///I)- 2I tor Nhlj Ftone U nit No. I anI N% ithinl[ 

I~lmmcd '~ /iuioi3. 11 2, 1 for M Ill Istone I In It Nos" -'; and).

I D-1
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Table I.D1)

M¶ILLSTONE UN IT I 

R.I)DI() CHJJJE G. ISEO( S III IST1ESA -II1 I.G Ps GA) D A'A L ISIS PR 0R(,R1 11

1. D-2

Mitnimum AnaIhsis of Detection 
Gaseouis Release Samipling Frequency 'UN pe of Acti., itx LA) 

Ty pe Frequency A n a INNis (l,10/cc) 

A%. Steami Jet Air Niondhiv 
Ejector (laseonls Grab Mionthily Pril nipall (jim ma I ilnttersQ I x 10, 
D~ischarge apl'k 

B. Mlain S~tack Mlonthly - P~rincipal ( mirinma I Fitters" I x lot< 
( ISeous Nointi 1\ 

(1rab Sample III x 10' 

Conitlinuouls Weekly C harcoal I 13-1 1 x10 

Sample'=I3 1x1 

P'rim ipal Paritiil~late 
C~ontinuous" Wkeekly P~articulate (1,1111111a I llitter's,'' 

*(1- ') 1, ( )iher' s %ith1 1alt11- 1 0N l 
Sample'=l ~erae than 8 S)a~x 

Coitrntinuis'' Mlonthly Composite (i o"S alpha I x 10 
Parliculate Sample 

Con1tinUOUS'' Quarterly Sr-8') Sr-9(1 I x lo10 
Comnpos ite 
Particulate Sample 

Continuous'' N'oble Gas Mion itor Noble ( ,aes - G ros~s I 'x 10" 
\ctix itx

I; hlere is a Conditional Act ion Recu ireiment associated NN it thl n~ioutat on.

R 1: 'M %1 1
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TABLE !.1)-I ((oncd.) 

TABLE NOTATI IONS 
INf( )RMAVI IO NA[-, NOJ F-, 

A lihe owcr limit oftdetcttion I1.I.1)) is defined in l llh \hit• o, /.',im a. of C,., ( -1, (-2 or (-3.  

B. I or _ascous samples, the II.I) ,, ill he I 10' p(.Cicc and for particulate ,amplcs. the I1l1) xIll be 
I x 10 ' pt'cc. lI he principal ganimma emitters for x, hich these II I))s apply are cxt u•iv,,xc thle 
f'ollox.vi r radionuclidces Kr-87. Kr-88. Xe- 133. Xc- I Xc- I an. and Xe- I 38 for vasicous emission 
and NM,- 54, e-5).9 Co-ý ,8 Co-60. Zn-6", Mo-99. 1-1 31, CS' 1, Cs - 137, ('c-I t. and 

C'e-I 14 for particulate emissions. I-he list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and 
reported. ()ther peaks which are measurable and identifiable, tog-ether xwith the abox c nucliides, shall 
also be identified and reported. Nuclides ,ahich are bclo%% the [.1I1) for the analvscs shouMd not he 
reported as beiMn present at the LID) level for that nuclide. Wlhien unusual circurnstances result in a 
priori 1.I I)s higher than required, the reasons shall be dotiiiented in the .mtoitl Rui.,ia thoa In f/Jut f 

D. I lie ratio Of the sam pIe fltw rale to the sampled stream flox rate 4iall be kno, in.  

.'\nalvses for I-1 33 xsill not be pertformed on each chaicial sample. Insteiad, at least once per munth, the 
ratio of 1-133 to I-'I , will lie determined from a charcoal 'aniple chaniged after '-1 hours of sampling.  
llis ratio, ahog ,, jith the routine 1-131 activity delerminllationl ,.ill be used to determine the release rate 
of, I-1 3 

(CO)NI I IONALN AC'I ION RI ,'IFiRIEI NfS: 

( S an.p i'lg and be perfAmied fl'.x m-e-,Lit~ F,41owhme- I F there is an increasc-'+ý 
mic ol-bfof-the steam let air ejector off-gas monitor of ,icater than 5'006, after faCto1-i in out 
increases due to chances in 11 IIRNII. POWI R lesel. THlEN saLnIp/inn and analx sis shall also be 
performed xN ithin 2-4 hours 

I Samnples shall be changed at least once per seven daNxs and analx ws liall be completed x ithin 48 hours 
after chlanwiun 

5.pe4'l pi-a++*g-_ xll mks;' '4-h ne and pa-t en ate 0] 
- tiis*eq-uenilIF reactor coolant 1- I 31 samples show an intici-ca.s of leiCater than a factor of' 5 after 
facitoring out increases due to changes in thermal plxx er lcl. (LTfEN special samplinc and analssis of 
iodine and particulate filters shall also be performed I hese filters shall eb changed folmlo inn such a 
fi'.e-fold increase in coolant actix. it.' and every' 2.1 hours lhemealter until the reactor coolant 1-13] levels 
'ire less than a faclor of 5 greater than the original coolant lexc is or until seven day s hac p assed.  
xhithcver is shorter Sample analyses shall be completed x itlhin 18 hItils of changing. I lhe l)s mnax 
be increased bx a factor of 10 for these samplesm

I. D-3
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Table l.I)-2 

NILLSTONE MTi 12 

R IDIOUM 1(Il' ( SEIN( HAISTE UM11'!IN(; I '4) I\ Y SIS PROGR.I 1

(.aseniis Releas Tý pe Sampling Minimum Analysis Trype ofk'cti~ itv. of D~etection 
Frequenicy Frequiency Analysis ( tI' )) A 

A. Batch Release 
1. aste (ias Prior to Fi ch P~rincipal (anjm I t 

Storaee lank'' Tank F ach T ank Ill intters' 

C (ontainmiient I )pcliareg Discharege II3 x 10" 
lilnrre 

RI. (onrtinuoiis Principal ( ininia I x I o) 
Release NotisM l'*1i ir' 

Grab SaMpleS13II( 

(,illntinous'' Weekly' (haicoAl I- I 31ý I x 1 0 

Sampl'1.1I33' 1 x 10' 

F1rincpal 1articil lae 
Wveekly, Ilaiicublt ( ianInia I illtters'' - 1 x I o 

(ontinnMOnISI'F (1- 13 1, others wit lialt hi 
'Salflpie lives ereae thin 8 

I 'n (C1 onrinnuous'' Noiothlsy Composite ( ros;s alpha I x. 10 

Particu late Sanip~le 

(ont inu ons') Quarlerly C'omnposite Sr- 89, Sr 90 I x 10 
Particulate Sample 

(onitinniolls' Noble ( as Monitor Noble G ases - (Fross I x 101 

2 (onainrient Principal (iAnma I x 10 
\'en~tunt" Wkeekly Granb, if WVeekly F niillcrs" 

* II 3I x 10"

*I here is a (Aonditional Action Recn irement associated N~it th iis notation.

I DA
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"TABLE LID-2 ((ont'd.) 

TABLE NOT[ATI)ONS 

INI )RMA 11)NA[, No] tIi 

A. "I hle lhswr limnit of dctecltion (I. I)) is defined ill Tab/, .\-d,,raonp. lWin a. of 7TA b (-s C- ' 2, C -w (C 3.  

B I For gNaseous si inpies, the I. 1 ) x,,il1 be I x 10( ' pCi 'cc and for particulate samples, the II ) 1ill be 
I x 10 '' p()'.cc, lih princ ipal ganima emitters fo r wx hich these II. Ds apply are sc ILsi ClV the 
foliossinc radionic Iides: Kr- 87, Kr-88. Xe-133, Xc- I 3 m, Xe- 135, and XF- I 18 for -ascous 
cmission and M\n- 5 1, Fe-59. Co-5 8. Co-60. Zn-65, Mo-99, 1-1 31, Cs- 134. Cs- 137. Ce- 141. and 
Ce-1 4 for particulate emissions- The list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected 
and reported. O)ther peaks x, hich are measurable and identifiable, toeether vOith the above nuclides.  
shall also be idcni tified and reported. Nuclides which are below the I.I D for the anail'scs shoild not 
be reported as bein- present at the LLD level for that nuclide. When iintisiail circunstances result ill 
a priori l.I)s higher than reCiuired. the reasons shill be documented in the .- immal ROwcuiftivc 
/f/lucwt RIx'prt 

ID The ratio ofthe sample flow rate to the sampled stream flow rate shall be knoxi.  

E. Anal,,ses for I-1 33 xxill not be performed on each charcoal sample. Instead. at least once pcr month, 
the ratio of 1- 133 to - 131 xwill be determined fronm a charcoal samnple chained after 24 hours of 
sampling. I his ratio, along, xitlh the routine I- t31 Iactix it,, detcrnlination xill be us,cd to determine 
the release rate of I- i13.  

ll. Waiste (axs Storjice I anks are normially released on a batch ba-is. Iox c, eer. Fo tire purpose of' tank 
Ilmailnteianicc. irIspection, or reduction of ox Ogeni conIcenttIonll M , a \% aste -as tank ina, be 
continuouas, purged xx ith nitrogcn provided the foioxril conditions arre met: 

(I) I lhe prcx ious hatch of radioactive xw aste gas has becn disc'hareed to a final tank prcssure of 
less than ' f'S1(i.  

(2 No radioa;clixe geascs have been added to the tinki since the prcsionis disc hargc.  

(3 Valve ]incups are eriflecd to ensure that no radioactPixe wxxaste eases Will be ddedc to the tank.  

(4) After prcssuri/uing the tank with nitrogen, a samnple of the gas in the tank xx ill be taken and 
inaix zed for am' residual gamnia emitters and tritium prior to in itiation ,of-the nitroccn purge.  
tlre meaasurcd acti,,itx .vill be used to calculate the amonnt of activixt releascd during, the 
purge.

L.D-5
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TABLE I.1)-2 ('on'1(l.) 

"TABLE NOTI"ATIONS 

('()NI )I l)N.\L A("1l(Y\)N RlJ tlI-Rl :NfS

C. A! 0 he ferfOr"ed -11 41-' 1 ,,- r; f)lk if!lF there is an unexplained 
incrcase-,,-f1w,4,4 *i-f byof the U 'nit 2 stack noble gas monitor, of greater than 5 O, after factoringe 
out increases due to chances in '1I HRNIAAL POWI R lcecls. containment purges, or other 
explainable increases, UlIEN sampling and analysis shall also be perfiormed within 2-1 hours.  

F4. Samples shall be changed at least once per seven da~s and analyses shall be completed x ithin 48 
hours after chiangin.  

P, !;a!p lng-"n and Parto.ilt fieltr', shal ada b'` pher,4ilred 1 h1 lever 
--;+bseqp+te F: rc tihr coolant Dose I-qu ivalent I-111 siamples. hich are taken tw, o to six hours 
folloNkmig a-1111-RMAIA I ()\VER change exceeding I 5% ot RATIA) TI)111RMAI P_)WVlR in one 
hour. show an increase of greater than a factor of 5. [IIEN special sam plin. and analsis of iodine 
aid particulate tilters shall also be performned I hese filters shall be changed fOllowing such a 
tire-told increase in coolant activits and every 24 hours thereafter until the reactor coolant Dose 

Fquiiialent I-1-I I lcCls are less than a factor of S ireater than the original coolant le eIs or until 
seCxn da, s hasve passedW x(hI iischcr is shorter. Sampie anahssCs shall be c0oiaplCted Within -18 hours 
of changing, lhe IC H D)s mii be increased by a factor of 10 for these samples.  

G. "fal !;amples jtfi h ;; he+el F the refueling cai it is flooded and there 
is fuel in the cas<Jt,, TiHEN .,rab samples for tritiuil ,hall be taken %N eckh. [he giab sample shall 
be taken from the stack (( nits I aind 2) where the containient x, entilalion is being discharged at the 
time of sampling.  

1 441 F the containm ent air radioactivity increases or decreases by a t1ic tor oft'x o compared to the 
radioacth its al the t me of the weekly air sample biseCd on a trend of Radiation Monitors RN18 123 
and RNM8.6 gas channels, TllEN a new containmetnt air sample shall be taken.

I.D-6
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Trahic I.I)-3 

NHIIA.FN)NE IA IT'3 

R 11)01(11K (;ISFOUS JIIi 1'II1 . l AI RG l

LonvCr Limit 
Gaseous~ Rce~ase Ty pe Samphing Nlinimum Anab si Ty pe of Activ it of Detection 

Freq IicliiCy Frequeiricy Anal) sis (LLD)' 

B. atch Re'leae lPrin ipal Gamma I x 10
1. ( ontaimnient l'iior to l~ach I mitters'' 

D rass dosN n1 F'~~eIacli Purt.ee or 

2Conitainmenlt or I raNs do's ii" IDrawxdossrj 1n 1I x 10 

B3. ( onthrious NIonthIN -tl l'rinicipal G amma I x 10
Release (iscous 1,i bi t ters" 

1. 1443t CA(oninin'ns' Weekly, (hartiral pil~l x \ .12 

\en1tilationl 1.133,le 1 x 10 ' 

rmincipal P'articulate 
Conitinluous'' Weekly Particutlate G ammina I initters' I x I o 

Sample= (1- 13 L others "s th halt' 
F~iiiiicrecllives g~reater thani 8 

Siteiziards dayxs) 

OmOfllfmiils' on11thly Composite (Gross alpha I x 10 
Part iculate Sample 

3. Contantinen 

Vaut]num Conitinluous") Quarterly Composite Sr-89. Sr-()O I x 10 
S; Mtum mnd Particulate Sample 
G aseou s 

(O"iit usP Noble Gas Moii ior INobe Gases -G ross I x 106

I here is a Condlitional Actioon Rtccuiremnent -associated s idth Ithiis n('tationl

I-D-7
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TABLE I.I)-3 (co'tt'd.) 

TABILE NO(TATIIONS 

INi \I.R..\ I 1( )NAtI N)It-IS: 

A. Ihe lo\hsr Ilmit of detection (ITI D) is defined in ljobh, ..V,(fIwn ;n Ithr d. ofl bh (- 1. (-2. or ('-3.  

R. For ga-,eous samples, the [.l D) x, iill be I x 10 'rC i . cc and for particulate samples, the 1I I ) N ,il! be 
I x0 () '' p)cc. I he principal gamma emitters for x, h ich these 1. Ds apply are exc lusiely the 
1i6llo\ ing radionuc Iides: Kr- 87, Kr- 8. Xe-133. Xe-I 3 in, Xe- 13 5. and XI I , 8 for gaseous em ission 
and Mn-54. I c-5). ('o-58., Co-60, /n-65, Mo-99. 1-13 1, ('s- 13-1. C's- 137. Ce-141. and Ce-144 for 
particu late em iss ions. I he i st does 1iot mean that only' these nuc I ides are to be detected and reported.  
()ther peaks shiich are measurable and identifiable, together \sith the aboxe nncIides, shall also be 
identified and reported, Nucliides xMiich are belows the I I 1) for the anal'Ss should not be reported as 
being present at the LID level txir that niuclide. When unuistial citiriiistarics result in a priori I I Ps 
higher than icquiirCd, the reasons shall be documented in the .tmmd tR•hoclivc ( 'nI//lric Rc•P)wrt.  

I) . lie rairo of the sample flovs rate to the sampled stream floss rate shall be ktmo n.  

- Anl's ses for I- I 3 will riot be performed on each charcioai sanmplpe In stead, at least once per month, the 
ratio of I 133 to I I 13 1 s ill be detcrninmced from a charcoal samupie chanirged after 2'4 hours of sarinpling 
,Ihis ratio, alone s tiih the routine I-131 activit's detcermiinalion wil!I be used to deLcirnirne the release rate 
of, I - 1 3 ' 

It Subsequent to medical Cenmrgencies, for initial determination of isotopic content ot the containment air, 
a I Icalith lIlyNics sample Ina'. be ise.d in place of the nr Manil chcniirtriv .r',alpleý 

C(()N)I I1( NAI A(lI[)ON RItIQ 1lRI\1.tNIS 

C. A-"+rffi*fuf"+e pr hs +a-- 4-asoep,+44 bi 4(4w•4d F there is all 
unexplained increase,- asidwatied-byo'the i Unit 3 ,cntiti anon Lcnt noble gas monitor or gaseous 
raidioaiciixe x aste mironitor, of greater than 50%. after ficiotring iout increases due to changes in 
TI IR NiAI P( N "I R Ic els, containment purges, or other cxpiainabie increases. TIIEN appropriate 
sampling and anal'sysis shall also be performed within 24 hours. (O)nlyv applicable to gaseous radioactive 
, astC monitior Msehen gaseous dose exceeds 2000 of ill it - see Footnote I 

F a. Saples shall be chan Ccei at least olce per sexei days and anialy ses shall be completed xx ithin .18 hours 
al'ter changing 

S.a..p...... an .l.... l 4 idiw m..id .. .. l.....e ri.tL. . . - ...... "; heiele; rFF 
reactor coolant Dlose I quixalerit I 131 samples (xshich are taken tx\o to six hours follo ring a 
J 11IRNIAI, POWEI-R chage e'sxcecdmng 15`o0 of RA i1l) 11 IfIRMAI. PW()\FIR iil one hour per 
7i1hlc . .1 4 of the ,/c,'tJc'L, TC(hnih' .Spc'cfwaiun.) sho% aini increase of greater than a factor of 5, 
TlHEN special salnpling and analysis of iodine and particulate filters shall also be perf'Onned. Ihese 
filters shall be chanced followinL, such a fixe-fold increase inl coolant activit' and everx 24 hours 
thereafter until the reactor coolant Dose Fquivalent I-1!31 ICe ls are less than a factor of 5 greater than 
the original coolant lexels or until secxen days have passed. Mhicheýcr is shorter. Samiple analyses shall 
be comipleteld ssithui 48 houris of changintg the filters. lire I I I)s ria% be increased b\ a factor of 10 for 
these samples.  

Gi. (;Fab-';n-ple.<; t-±rji , I-.,1--.1 . .. .' h' trken .. , .I ... ;h 'e ut4i+tit' r '.. , ohn evl Nr1 F__ tire refricling 
cavity is flooded and there is futcl in the cavity, TttEN grab sanmples for tritiurn shall be taken xeeklt 
from the \cnrtilation VeLii.  

I • ý4,4, Fe"req'uired I fl rit I or 3_ gascous doses do[ not exceed 2-0,, of their limits, TIlEN sampliring and 
alla sis of containment xacuic run s,'sstersi and gaseous i-ad\chaste are noti required.

I. D-8
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1.1 (.SI I[ I 1F[IT NI ((ont'd) 

2. ( se-ous Rardioactixe NWaste Treatmient 
aI. D~ow Criteria for [qrn ipmrilt ( perahility Applicairl e to All M51illstonec Un its 

I lie ol\\rb do'se criteria shall be applied scpairatcl to C~t~h \lillstonle unit.  
1. IF~ ins ol the riidroartis, e xxast proce~ssinge equipilhent IiA tdIII Section1 h ateý ri0t iI-itlinel\ 0perartine.  

JIIF N doses due to g'asetils effluents front the mill-itretd ssivte ,tremiri to mminrestiicte2d tneas shall be 
projected at leas erc per ')I daxt s inl arcordarrcc sý ith the mcrthoholoen aind patramecters itl Section 
11.1).- of the R( IA)(MC\I For each Wiatet stream.ll iiiii tlose doses, spec lied inl Section II 1)4 of' 
tihe RI M1()IXNI treedI to he deterorined f'or compliance sx rut this sectiorm1 

2IF aimx of these dlose projections exceed 0.(02 mirad for -,tinam radiatrIr. IO 0(4 11 nitd f'or beta 
raldiation1 or 0,0 ()n retn to any ortman dure to c-aseots ef-fluents.  
Fril I N be st efforts tliai b e made to returnI the loI)operi ableC eqir ipnetit to sers, ice.  

IF actual dJoses eXCeed 0. 2 mrad fkrr ,amitmr radraltrirl. t). I irrad fo(r betaj radiation or 0I 3 mlrem to 
airs oreani 
ANDI thre dose from a ss aste stream) xýithl equipmenrt trot corit riiroisl opcriitine eceecd I '(,1% an of 
thre~se lInnilts.  
THE N pi epare arrd siruhmit to the Commission a r eport it' IpeCC fred Irr Sectionl I 1)2 eý 

1). Requ ired Fquininint fr Fach MIillstorne Uniit 

Best elfforts shlral be riride to return the r-useors radroacntse 'crt trertinrret ,%.sterm equripmrent specified 
be los fo(r eacirC un it to sers ice iftire projected dlose,, excced iins f doseLs spec rf-ied ib]: or tire I 'nit 

2asdecax, turks tire turks shall be ipertedi to allosseioie decaN timei of, radioactrse eases to ensure 
tlrat the (lose limits are nlot eceededIC 
I.\Miiistotre lU nit ItNo. I 

I XWaste St ream IIrnicessinrg Equiipmenit 

Rad%ýaste Venrt Ixraust Radxs~aste eritilatiori III l' filters 

2 \Iilstocrne Itn~t No. 2 

WXaste Stream Processing EI nlipnhnt 

Giisc'otis Riibs aste I r eitnert 55 ster Fix e (;) (-,rs decax tarrk's 
One xs aste oas comrpressor 

Veittilritionl Ixhauist AuxiliarN buildiric s elItIIatiorr I ll PA filter (1,26 or 1.217) 
I'reatirreirt Ss stern Containrireit puree I IF PA filteI r ( 1.2S) 

rcoritaimnrrent x ert Ill PA'chart oaF filtertf.2'AorB 

3.Millstone UnJrit No.  

NWaste St ream nirocssi ng k u ipurent 

(1 aseoims Rrdxs amste I reiatnetit Sx s~teml C'harc oaF bed aldsoiber s 

One I II IA filterI 
Bliiltldmnt Ven1tilationl FuelJ burldtrrel( eritrllation filter 

c. Rep-ort Reqruirement For All Three Mlillstone Units 

I'fCrequrred bx. Section 1f -1) a .1 prepare and subrrit toi thre ('omnrrission it Special Report x Itlirin "0( thilS 

Ns ith the fo llo -, Contciterit 

* F Xplrrratijirrj (if xx Irs easeoiSC) radwsaste xsas berrrrL clischirared ss ithorit treatmrenit. lIider'itication of ain 
inoperable equ~ipirreirt or subs' sterns, and tire reason f'or the inpciihprblruxý 

0 Actiorrts taken to restore the inioperaible ecjnptrpment to (A)l'I R\IT F sItris, arnd 
0 Surriruit description of alctionl(s) taken to prevent a recurnrence.

1. D-9
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I.1) ( FA,0EtI S F F I 1t E N_ (Fon C'O) 

3. BaIisis for ( ascoils Samplini Anahlsis aind Raidioactie [rcat-mlnit System I se 

lPararapl. (Mr)2) of' Pait 5(). 3 6ýa pros ides that licCns•ee s ill subin it di ainnual rCpoil to the 
Comml1 ission \M uich spccilties tlhe qulantity' of each of the principiI radionuclidcs relcaased to 
unrestricted mr eas fi ,ascous eftluents during, the p) 12 m1n1ths of plant operation. 'I he indicated 

-aseoi•s surveillance programs (as directed by t nit I Radiolopical Itfiluent Control 11.D1).2. 1, 
Stur•,cillance RepCiiremcnt 3i and UJnits 2 and 3 I cchnical Specilication Stirsciflance Requir nt 
4-I 1.2. 1 provides the means to quantifv and report on radlioacti se materials released to the 
atmosphcre from all major and potential si(mnificant release pathssass. I his in formation also 
provides for the a,ssessment of effluent dose rates and en,, iroiimentail (lose impacts for the purpose of 
dCemOnstration COmlliant e w ith the effluent limits of 10 CFR k20. and close objectives of 10 CFR 50, 
\ppCnd ix L I hC requirud dctcction capabilities for radioactive materials in g'ascous waste samples 
are tabulated in terms of losser limits of detection (I ,I )s) and are selected sLuch that the detection of 
radioactiVist in releases w ill occur at levels below shich effluent offkitc close obiectiies sould be 
exceeded. The indicated liquid rads, aste treatment equipment for each I 'nit have been determined to 
bc capable o iniinimile radioactise liquid effluents such that the dose obiectis esof Appendix I can 
be nincl for expected routine (and anticipated operational occurrence ) effluent releases. 'I his 
ecquipn•ent is maintained and routine'y operated to ticat appriate l nicidsate st reams ss ithout 
r ceards to proiec ted ens irolnmenta I doses.  

If not alreadcf in us,. the rcquirement that the appiopi i•te poitions of the liquid radioactise vaste 
trcatment sslcsti for each Unit be returned to sesrvice , hien tie specified cffluent doses are exceeded 
provides assurance that the release of radioactis e imatcrials in liquid ceffliielts sill be k.ept -as low as 
is reasonablv achievable.- Ihis condition of equipincnli 'sawc iipicme•its tile recquirements of 10 
Cl R 50.36a. (.heneral c)esien Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10 CiR 50, and the dcesien obiective 
uiv en in Section 11.1) of Appendix I to 10 CUR Part 50. I lie specified dose limits Eoi erning the 
required use of appropriate portions of the liquid radms iste trcatment s,\s stenm serc selectcd as a 
suitable fraction of the dlose design obicctives set foith in Section 11.A ofiAppcndix I, 10 CIUR 50 for 
liquid effluents.

I.D-IO
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lRcviio I1

I.F. RADIOIOGI AIC INVIRONNIINTAI, MONITORIN(; 

I Sam'lFTi and \nalh ri 

I he raitiMilogical -mnpliniiii and aiilykse provx ie ICrei, rents nt radiititon and of radioicli, c 

Materls Il it c hiosec •ostirc pathoads and fkr those ritiiloiit liies .. hich lciid to the hiihC.t potentiial 
radiation exposnrers of ilidi ,idtials reslting Florn plaint opcr mtion Ilhis moni itor ing pro'rairI thereby 

stippIcirrcnts the radroirrical celucnt monitoring piogr mn b, xcrif\ inc that the mncasur able 
coIncCntrations (it-radioactixc Materials and Ic, cS of radiatiori are 1iot higher than expected on the 

basis oifthe etfiunelt jireasurements and modelimrr ot the errs irirmcntal cxposure F pathv~axS. Prorain 
chances mra, be made based oni operational cxpcric n c 

The sanipling alod arraIlSCs Shall be conducted as specified in Tri,/h I F- I for tile locations shown 

Table I.U-2. 1 ),,iations are permitted from the required sampling schedule iftspec imens are 

unobtainable due to lia/ardous conditions, seasonal ixvaihilability, mialfilriction of auitorriatic 
sainpling equipment tr other legitimate reasons. It spc'ircrns are unobtainable duic to sampling 

equipment nralfunction, cvcry effort shall be made to LoinIpliet correctkixe action prior to the end of 

the neit sarplipn period.  

All dciations fronm the samplirn schedule shall be do1unilrrerniulC in the nirmrx fohh/c(i,/(d 

/ or it iorli('tnnt/ m (R1 taoc> z 1/'pot plrStrlait to .Sc(I i/I / I- It is recognrized thail, at tithes., it mla ilot 

be possible or practicable toi continut to obtain SiriupIcs Of tile Icdii of choice (excludhllu milk) at 

the rmost desired location or trlie. In these instance, sir tablc alteinatie ine/dia and lociltions ma% be 

choslen iior the particular pathlm ays inI qtestions and ippiopriitc s;ubs ituLioitx lrIide N ithin )0 dais ill 

the radiohicical Cer, ironrmicital roiiotoring prtocriin1 

If milk samiplcs are teimporarily uniaxvailable from airx one or miorertn the milk sample locations 
reqtuircd b% Iable I.1-2. ; grass saliple shall bc substituted diUi iii the grox'N ire seasoin (Apr. - i)cc.) 

allid anaiy cd for gcariina isotopes until milk is acain t\isilablc t pon notification that milk samples 

will be unaxailable for ai prolonged period ( 9 iiotlis) tiiili anm one or more ofthe milk sample 

Iocations required by Iable I1-2, a suitable rcpliacrmcIrr milk locatioi shlill be cxvaluated and 

appropriate chanlgces made inl the radiololical crr iuitiinenitial monitoring procrali, Reasonlable 
attempts shall be miadc to sample the replacement miilk location prior to the end olfthe next sainpline 

period. Any ofthie above occurrences shall be doctuirnieited in the Annuil Ridiological 
Inxironnental ( )perating Report which is submitted to tire 1I S i. Nucllear Reculitory ('toirrir issiOir 
prior to Max I of c;ih ear.  

Chances to samlpling locations shall be identilied ill a iCxixcd I able I.1-2 and, as nIcess-,ir Figure(s) 

Il-I throurih I.-3I 

It the level of radioacti,,ity in an environmental sainipliic riredinni at one or imore of tire locations 
specified in 7J,/u / 1-2 citxccds the report lexclS of 1th / - ? xen ax era.edus er ins calendar 

quarter. prepare aiid subn it to the Commission %N ith in (0 dax s froni tire cnd of the at I cted calendar 
quarter, a Special Report Nh-iich includes an evaluration of aix release conditions, emn ironmiental 

fictors or other aspects iicMI caused tihe liinits ot f lb' I 1/ , 3 to be cxceceded. Whlen irmore than onie 

of the radionuclides ill /blc I.-3 are detected in the •imipling rnediuim, tiis repor t shall be 
suibiitied it' 

cOntentr(ItIill02 (0) cOfCo'PlItuli)ll ( 2) 
+ t... > 1.0 

rc/uprtingt' Ichcl (I) reportitng lr'c/ ( 2)

IE-1
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i.F. RAI)IOI((I('AL, ENVIRONMENTAL MONIT OIRIN(, ((onfmd) 

Whchn rmdioiucliIccs other than those in 7fa/bl"[J./ 1 • irce detcted aind aire the result ol plant 'lichients.  
this e-lport shiall he subilitted it the potential anlual d(ose to in indi\ iduil is equal to or rcreeter than 
the alp propriaite c ilnd ar xear I imit of the Radio/loui d [i//lwuti ( 'Ouw,"l (cc (S ioi /1/,l 1) 1 1, 1)2. 2. or 
1)2 2 o3 lr Millstone I Init No. I or bfc/hniea N3c 11/u ,tn ? ] 1 2. . 1] 2 2 3r 11 2 3 Ior 
Millstone l(nit Nos. 2 aind 3. Ihis report is not required if the icilasured le l el of ridiro ctiN its Nias 
not the result of plant efflulents, ho,. ever, in such in event, the condition shall be reportcd and dC
scribed in the ..An1uimal Radologic'ial 'trnviromnr•,ntal O •crobi- M'j, at 

I he detection capabilitiCs required by T•Fbic [E-4 are stiate of-tre-art for outline cm. irnmentilt 
measurements in industrial laboratories. It should be rectcnlrijCd thait the 1.1. ) is dellned as ain 
ia priori (before the taict) limit representing the capability of' t nmeasurement s\ stern and Inot as an 
it posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular nmeasureucent. All aials, ses shall be performed in 
such it manner that the stated I.IDs w,,ill be achieN ed under routine conditiotns. ()ccasionaillv 
backuround fluctuattions, unavoiddably small sample ,i/es, the presence of interfering nuicIides, or 
other uncontrollable circ'umstances may render these 1I -I )s u)n;achie,,able. In srich ciases, the 
contributitng factiors \ý ill be identified and described in the .- n! fl Raduologi l-,+Ervux tnuuwwl

I.E-2
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TABLE I.1-I
All! MI/ 'T)\l /1)1( )L( ;I( 'AiL E!VIIRO( il VT\ IL 

IN Number of Sampl ing :inl ( •hollction 

Ie Locations Frequ(Ic

IxlpC and Frequvt'nc of.,naixsis

Ia. (;Ima m ))o'. - 1?7 Monthiy ( 1aro1a D)ose - Montihl 

I n m rnienmtad II A) 

lb. (mmI1a D)oe - I 8 snuarierly\ N A" 
AcCident f1EI) 

2. Airborne Particulate 8 Continuous sampler - ,. cckly ( ros FBta - W\cek IN 
filter change (;amma Spectrum - Quarterly on 

conmposite (b\ location), and on 
indi idual sample it -,loss beta is 
greater than 10 times the mecan of the 
,xcckis control station's cro-ss beta 
results 

3- Airborne Iodine 8 Continuous sampler - ,cekly I- I I - WCk Is 
canister change 

. V"cetnation (e)n sample near middle and ( ilmllml Isotopic in each s"auiple 
one near end of groxt inW 

. Milk Mlonthly ( arom Isotopic and I-I 1 on each 
sample. Sr-89 and Sr-9t)on ()Quarterly 

( oiipotitec 

5a. Pasture (Griss a 'ample as necessary to (Jiimtna ,Iotopic and I-I I I 

substitute for unavailable milk

6. Sea Water 

7- Bottom ll Sedniment 

8. Fin Fish -L oundcr 

and one other ti pC of 

edible fin fish 

(Iedible porti o)

9. Mussels 
(edible portion)

10- (%sters 
(edible portion) 

IfI Clams 
(edible portion) 

12. I obsters 
(edible p016ti11)

( 'ontintious sampler o, ith a 
quarterly collection at 
indicator location

Quarterly at control location 
(Cmposite of 6 weekly orib 
samples 

Serniannual

Quarterl

Quarterly 

Quarterly

Quarterly 

Quarterly

( iluinia Isot1piC ;n1t I ritiniln On each 

"sample.  

(iainmla Isotopic oil Cach sample 

(jiallinli Isotopic oin each sample

(aiiuniia Isotopic on eat1h saniple 

( Gaiitrr Isotopic on each sample

(jlmillla Isotopic on each Simple

(liaitlliia Isotopic oil ach sample

(a) Accident monitoring 11iDs to be dcdoscdl at least quairlcrl,

I. E-3

Exposure la tlhNl 
I It di/o r Sir in 1
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TFA BLE I.E-2 
(NJ RONlIEN('Il AO.NIORIG POGR 11! 

'Samtpliii L ocations 

'Ich ols in,' ii the ceii\ iriciiieital sampling locations ,tInd the tsp I C .ope, obtaiined at eaIch ltc~iltion. Sainplini, 
locations ire ad~u *losh i on I ileiiie' I 1, 1.FI2, anid IT 1

L oc.1ii 10

lDirectioii & 
Nuiirier'* Namie D~istanice from sampl PIC TN) 

I- ( )n-Site ()ld Millstone Road 0.6 Mli, NNW 1ll). Air Particulate, Iodinie, Veocetation 
2 I On-Site -Weather Shack (0.3 MNIi, S 1 [1). Air Pt articulate, lodiricl 

)- )n-Site Bird Smictinarý 0.3 M1i, N I III.Air Particulate, Iodinec 
4-I Ott Site - Albacore I)risc 1.0 Mli, N II [I). Air Particulate. Iodine 

ý NI P3 [ )sclihareei 0. 1 N1I, ssfI III~) 
6-1 Oinarrxý I )ichart-e 0.3 Xli, SSL 11II)

I nm roninentatl I ih lDoc k
ILm ironinenital L ab 
Bas Point Beach 
Itca~iire Betich 
"'.Je, ILondon (ountrsr C Iiih
h sher s I sind NYN

1 IC' %1\s~t~ C F 
I 1 C' JIed\aird, C F

N orss, 1 ci h, C 

OlId LI sice C 1 
Site BourndirN 
Pleasure Bealch 
( otit I tte~itionl No. 1

(ioMt I tcation No. 2 
l-,*eto imilibei:z~f~*~ fit-m-

(Toioa ILocation No. 41
Irnits &, S ~eizetahle', 
Fruits & Vce-,tables 
N ianit
1 ss o I ree Island

55 est Jordatn Cotis

Niatitic Shoals

32-1 Sicin its of I ischtrize

S)Seaide P01tiii

1 hamtes R~isver Yacht C'lub

Niantic BaN
Blackk Potinlt 

Omit'-, Neck 
W~atert'ord Shellfish Bed No. I

(0.3 Nhi, SI-
0.3 INI , S F
0.4 li. %V

.2 I\ 1i, F
1.6 Mi, FN I 
8.7 Mi, I SI
1 1.5 i N 

12.0 Mli, N1%
14.0_Nit, N 
8.8 Nli. W 
0 5 Mi, Nil 
1.2 Mli, I.  
2 .0 NfIt N
St.2 Nit, NNI'

29 Mfi, NNW
Wvithin 10 M~ile"

Be) ortd 1(M) Slks

17 Nh. W'N W
0.8 NIt. SSE 
iA Nit. NNF,

I.8 Nli. NW 
1.5 Nfi, NNW

1.8 NIt I, ESE
4-(0 Nhi, I Nb
0.3 NIL. fN \V
3.0 NIL W~SWV
3.5 NMi, W~SW
1.0 N1it. N\W

11II)
IllI) 
1IIID 
I I I) A ir Pat tic iilate. Iodine 
I I ,I. Air Patticulaite. Iodine
I IID 
It I 
Ill)D
I I I~ ,\ir I'attiicilmec. Iodinec 
Ill ) 
V e -ce tt i oil 
V e ce tat ittn 

Mhilk
Milk

Milk
Vegetait ion 

Veectat ion 
II Il), ,\ir I'articuti, lte Ioine 
Nlussels 
(11111S

I 01tt1o1 Sed inehC1tt ( )s ster' 
LSWInS eI

Bo11t[01i Sedinient, ( )\, terS. Lobster, I ish.  
Seimt ater 
Bot~tomi Sedtim ent 

B~tttOin Sedimnent 
t thstc'r, F ish 

Botttttnt sed intet ( )s sters. Seciss ater

( lanis
I l ndicator. C C ontrol.  

- I lie rclcasec points are the NIPIl ,tack Ibr terrestrial locatiotns andI the end ut the tlquarry tttr .tqiiatic location.

I-E-4

8-1 
() 1 

I 0I 
I12 (1

I"C 
1 6C' 
17-1 
IX I 
2t1 I

22

24-C

26-C 
27-1
29-1
29 I

31-I

�5 I
,6-1 

37-C' 
18-I

REMM

33-1
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TABIT LF-3 

RLP()RTP\(, LE H !'S f4)R RA DI)I( 1(1II Il (COA(TAY\ IR 1 OAS 
/A\ EATIIROA.lII'\ I L! S 1,1IP! L.%

Water 
(pCi/I)

20,000",

1 ,000)

400

I 000

Airborne 
Pa rIic ulatte 

or Cases
Fish 

(pCi/g, 
vwet)

30

10 

30

s 11 lifish1'1 

(p(i/g.  
xs et)

I It 

(6 0

Milk 
(p(iiI)

Rnw m 001 I8

Ve g ea I Ls

t +

100 50 

300 20 ~ SO 

AIM) 

2olhl~~1 0.1 .I 

0 10 1 00o 

50 20 8 0)2 

200)30 

200)S 
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TABLE I.E-4 (cont'(1) 

fTIBNOT 11I0I~N.1 

a I lhe I 1I ) is the smallesmIt conccntratliion of radioactix e material In a samplc that ý, IIl be detected , ith 9)5 0 
probahilit, \N ith 5, probability of falsely concluding that a blank obscr,-antion rcprcscnts a real" i nal.  

For a particiliiiir mcasurcmciit s',tcm (sN hich may include radiochemical separation): 
[II) 4.66 S., 

F- V • 2.22 .Y. _ xp At) 

".'here,: 

LLD) is the lohwcr limit of detection as defined abo,,c (as pCi per unit mass or , olImI) 

Sb is the standard dc,,iatioi offthe background Counitinte rate or ot)the counting late of a blank 
sample as appropriate (is cotunts per minnte) 

I is the counting efficienct, (as counts per transformiatlon) 

V is the sample size (in units mit mass or volumc) 

2.22 is the number of traisformations per imintie per picocuine 

Y is the fractional riadiochcinical icld (>,lien applicable) 

is the radioactive deca\ cotistant for the particular radionuclide 

At is the elap',Cd time bctxecen midpoint of sample collection (or end of the sample colICtion 
period t and time of coUnting.  

It should be rccoini/cd that the I111I) is defined as an a priori (before the fact) limit representine the 
Capability of a tc\surcnent xx stein and not as an a posteriori (aiter the fact) limit for a particular 
Hin etimrenlic en 

Analysexs Qall be performed in such a manner that the stated LI.)xs Ns ill be achice cd under routine 
conditions. ()ccasionill Nbckgronnd fluctuations, unaxvoidably small sample si/es, the presence of 
interfering nuiclidcs, or other uncontrollable circumstances max render these I IDI)s nnMuChieCxable In such 
cases, the contributing factors will be identified in the AnnIiial Radioloeical I nmxiroinemntul O)perating 
Report.  

b. III) for leafk .c( ctables.  

c. From end of sample period.  

d. Ifno drinkiing ssater pathsax cxists (i.e., seawater), a vulnic of3.())0 p(1iI. linas be used.

ILE-1O
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i.E. EAPI()I()(;I('I. FNVIIONMENTAL MONI [ORIN(, ((ont'd) 

2. [And II nmv 

]hie land use census elnsurers that chang-es in the use of unirstiicted areas are identilied arid that 
modifications to tie monitoring program are made if required by the results o htins census- his 
census satifics the r e(jutiiietnents oft,',c lio Ii7B 3 ofkppt v nIto I0 ( 'tR lr 5'0 Ilhe lid use 
census shall be maitined and shall identifys the location of the nearest resident, C~rCst tardln*. aid 
milk nim1als ill etch ofthe 16 meteorological sectors within a distance offix,c miles.  

I he vahiditN of the land use census shall be verified "i thin the last half of every y ear byr eitler a door
to-door sur\ exy acrial surve'y, consulting local agriculture authoritics, or amt coniibination of these 
in et itod s 

With a land u,,C census id(entiLinig a locatlion(s) " SIch ; QdMs a calculated (lose orose commitment 
"ereater than the dosts currently being calculated in the off-sitC dlose TiiodCls. make the appropriate 
cliauces in the •satnple locations use(d.  

With a land use Census identiflmiig a location(s) xxhich has ia higher I),(. than a ciurrenit indicator 
location the fllox 17i-i shall ipplh: 

It) If the 1),(7 is at least A(i p wreater than the prc iouslx hichvest I)D'. replace onle of tihe present 
aamplc locations xAll Witte nexw one Rithin At (lays ifmilk is axiialec 

(2) If he IM) (7 vits not 2W 'reatr than the prevmiusly lihchst M)'Y. conNider direction, distance.  
axailabilit of milk, and 1) (0 in deciding xhethchr to replace oiie of-the cxisting sample locations.  
Itfapplicaiible. rephweintlc'ill • be xxithi 0tii) sIno, rplac ment is alite, sUti'fiternt 
jiustificatiomt 444+W be civ en in the annual report 

k _ __---- - -

Samipie location chaln ges s hiall be noted in thie Annua11l fi PU/h 'ul4 l f uI0rmt'H itl'd ( )/1 't1lollg Ql','rW 

* Broad leaf xegetitimi (a comiposite of at least 3 differetnt kinds of xtectation) Imay be smiinplld at the 
site boundarr hi each ofi2 dif ferent direction sectors %x ilh high I) Os in lictu ofa .,ardeln census.

I. E-11
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I.F. RE(PO)RT C(ONIEN T 

I. Annual RIldiohoLyical Enironmenttal OperafiII2 Jpori 

I lhe Amtmltoo~i R[ý:1o'•b<•i i .t 'lu uunh'o ()pcrurtuu'l lT7-0 shll includie sill laris, intcrpretations, and 
slatitical c\aluiation oftthc restlts ofthe radioloical cns ironmelntal sur,,CillancC activities for the report 
period, including a comparison ý ith previous ns ironmenhl sutrseillance reports and an assessment of 
the obscrsed impacts ofthe plant operation on the ens, ironment I he ieport shall also include the results 
of the land use census required by Sc ti[on I.E 2 of this manial. If levels of radioacti, it) are detected that 
result in calculated doses greater than I 0(FRS0 Apperndi\ I (juidelines, the report shall provide anl 
anal. sis of the cause and a phlaned course of action to allc, iattc the cause

The report shall include a summary table of all radiological ns ironmental samples shich shall include 
the folloss ing information I-or each pathsway sampled and each tipc of analsis: 

I. Total number of analsses performed at indicator locations.  

2 lotal rumnbr of analyses performed at control locations 

3. 1oNscr limit of detection (I1I[)).  

4. Mean and rairce of-all intdicator locations tocthecr 

. Mlean and ralne of all Contolhr locations togecther.  

6- MaNi, distMeCC and direction from discharge. meanl anld ranee for the location N% ith the higuhest 
ati1r ial mean (indicator or control).  

7. Nunmber of nonroutine reported measureentcis as defined in these specifications.  

In the Ce, ret that .sonlle rCesilts arc not available for inclusion Ns ith the report, the report shall be submitted 
noting and explaiining the rcasons for the missing results I lie inl issing data shall be submitted in the next 
annual report.  

IThis report shall inchide a comparison of dose aissessmntiris of the nmeasured e1ns ironmental results of the 
ca Ilculated cfflitent results to conifirm the relative accuirac, or coll.ser alisin of effluent monitorinr dose 
call u lat ions, 

I lie report sihall also include i map of sampling locations key ed to a tiable giving disitances and directions 
Fromn the discharge, the report shall also include a sumnmary of the Interlaborator, Comparison Data 
required bs Y'ntioo I/- 3 of this manual.

I.F-i
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F.2 A~ IMi n F Radiactive IFffliurent 0Rýlrcp<r 

Ihe l oommi/ tohno( liiv Elfihhva Rk,•oi- ,Rt l-i hall iTARILR Lluartee ytairl\ quantities of and an annual 
5.tnimHiiiiv of radioatctix e liquid and o-,saous efliCH l.CtS iCleISeCl fioni the Unit In the t? ,Vo/aor" (iuO/t' 
/21 (/c'v /, .•mic -4) foirmat. Radiation do<,C asscssments for these effluent>; shall be pro,,ided in 
aiC cordanc e xx ith IrU (T R SW b6i; and the Raio•/ot,ýi L/ 1//ioeII /L'ter c I ! .N11S'v/c i/il.l o.. Ani annual 
asses•smint of the radiation doses fronm the site to the moq1 likt'lx exposed RIAI NI MNBIZR OF T[1 
I'II IHI, ' ,hall be included to dlemonilstrate cont•ormancce '.ith 10 (T I:R 190. Gas<cous pathay( doses 
shall us.e inctcorohogical conditions concurrent xx'th the time ot radioactive gaseous effluent releases.  
I)oses shall he calculated in iiccordance with the (,)/It/x [),xc ( t./ll11i .1 Atanual. I-he licensee shall 
mainitain an annual slummnars, od the hourly meteorologicil data (i.e-. e xin]d speed, wind direction and 
atitiosphcric stabilityv) either ill the Formin of an hour-bv-h1our listing on a nlmantiC mediumiI or in the 
form iof i joint fr.qlCxlC distribution. The licensee has the optioll oIf submitlinig this annual 
mueteorological st!rriiars x ilh the ARER or retaining it and prov idinc it to the NR(" upon request. The 
ARItR shdll be 'suhinittcd b% Nlax I of each %car f-or the period covering the previons calendar year.  

1 he ARI R Hliall incluiCle a slimniarI sof eOaCh type f solid radioaCtise '\ aste shipped ofTsite for burial or 
final dispos,,al diurig the report period arnd shall hinclC thie tefolio inl information for each type: 

* t[)pe of xx;atC (ee.. spCnt resin, ConIpaCted dry aste. ir r~iialtd N oIt liiiici its, LtC.  
S siolidificfiationl l lit (C k. Cliille t) 

l total Curies 

* total x oliue and typical Container Noluines 
* principal ridiouij Clidcs (those 'reater than I ('', of otoial iCtixvitv) 
* tx pes of coriitainrrs useCd (Ce g. ISA. T,, pc A. ctc.  

Ihe AItR shall incluItde the foliox hing infoniiiation for all <IabnormalI re lcases olfradi diictix c gaseous and 
liquild efLfhlenls (i.e., all iinplinield or uncontrolled r•idioactix its rclcas'es. ii•Chidin' reportable 

qualititles;) roin the site to uiircstrrCteCd areas 

"• total number Of aiid curie content of'releases (liquid an1d _,as) 
"* a description of the event 11and equipment in ohcc]d 
"* caiuse( s) for the abnoiilaI release 
"* actions takcn to prex cit recturirence 
"* C•riseicirciices of the •ilholrnial release 

(hanges to the RAI/lk)!R 1(1( R 1 ;l - 1l. A X, 7 )\lJO \.IV(; and ()/.I.S/I7[ f)0 'ft7 ( 'AL( ".. TI, 
2W. IA I f. IL (i."1ftl)( If) shall be submitted to the NR(C is appropriate, 'is a part ofor concurrent wxvith 
the ARt R I-or the per iod in Ihliich the chances wxere imade.

1. F-2
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l.A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this manual the Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (Section II of the RENMODCM) is to 
provide the parameters and methods to be used in calculating offsite doses and effluent monitor setpoints at 
the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. Included are methods for determining maximum individual whole 
body and organ doses due to liquid and gaseous effluents to assure compliance with the dose limitations in 
the Technical Specifications. Also included are methods for performing dose projections to assure 
compliance with the liquid and gaseous treatment system operability sections of the Ruhiologicwal Effluent 
Monitoring Manual (REMM - Section 1 of the REMODCAI). -he manual also includes the methods used 
for determining quarterly indi-viidual and population and annual doses for inclusion in the Aninml 
Radioactive Effluent Report.  

The bases for selected site-specific factors used in the dose calculation methodolo.,gy are provided in 
Reference Manual VP-13-REM-REF02, REAMODAIf Technical nfiormation.  

Another section of this manual discusses the methods to he used in determining effluent monitor alarm/trip 
setpoints to be used to ensure compliance with the instantaneous release rate limits in the Technical 
,S'pecijications.  

The basis for ;OMB Ofthe factofs in this mnanual art- inch-Jded as appendices. to this manual. Stipplemental 
in ~ m a ............ .......................... n is pr-,--idedl n' an ., di~i; o..... append.ix., 

This manual does not include the surveillance procedures and forms required to document compliance with 
the surveillance requirements in the Technical Speci/ieatiton.,- (Units 2 and3) or Radioloc'ical Effluent 
Controls in REMODCMlSection 111 for Unit 1. All that is included here are the methods to be used in 
performance of the surveillance requirements. Appendix A, Tables App.A-I and App.A-2 provide a 
cross-reference of effluent requirements and applicable methodologies contained in the RFIMODCM.  

Most of the calculations in this manual have several methods gixen for the calculation of the same 
parameter. These methods are arranged in order of simplicity and conservatism, Method I being the 
easiest and most conservative. As long as releases remain low. one should be able to use Method I as a 
simple estimate of the dose- If release calculations approach the limit, however, more detailed yet less 
conservative calculations may be used At any time a more detailed calculation may be used in lieu of a 
simple calculation. NUSCO Radiological Asessnent BranCh mio . perform h-es more detailed 
calculationse.  

[his manual is written common to all three units since some release pathways are shared and there are also 
site release limits involved. These facts make it impossible to completely separate the three units.

ILA-l-I-
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11.0. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All changes to thi- man+*aI the Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCNI) shall be reviewed and approved 
by the Site Operations Review Committee prior to implementation.  

All changes and their rationale shall be documented in the ,4Mual Radioactive Efflucnt Rep•ort.  

It shall be the responsibility of the Senior Vice President and CNO - Millstone to ensure that this manual is 
used in performance of the surveillance requirements and administrative controls of the Technical 
Specifications. The delegation of implementation responsibilities is delineated in the Millstone 
Radiological Effluent Program Reference Manual (MP-I 3-RENI-RF01).

II.B-I
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I1.C. [IQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS 

The determination of potential doses from liquid effluents to the maximum exposed member of the public is 
divided into two methods. Method I is a simplified calculation approach that is used as an operational tool to 
ensure that effluent releases as they occur are not likely to cause quarterly and annual offsite dose limits to be 
exceeded. Effluent doses are calculated at least once every 31 days. Method 2 is a more detailed 
computational calculation using accepted computer models to demonstrate actual regulatorv dose compliance.  
Method 2 is used whenever the Method I estimation begins to approach a regulatorvy limit, and for preparation 
of the Annual Radioactive Effluent Report which includes the quarterly and annual dose impacts for all 
effluents recorded discharged to the environment durin.g..ly .re c 

1. Whole Body Dose from Liquid Effl-s .  

ecnical Specifications ýimit the whole body dose to' an individual member of the public to 
1.5 mrem per calendar quarter and 3 mrem per year from liquid effluents released from each unit. 6C 
(See Appendix A, Tables App.A-I and App.A-2 for cross-reference effluent control requirements and 
applicable sections in the REMODCM which are used to determine compliance). In addition, 
installed portions of liquid radwaste treatment system are required to be operated to reduce 
radioactive materials in liquid effluents when the projected w,,hole body dose over 31 days exceeds 

S",, ir------ 006 mrem. This part of the DCM provides the calculation methodology for determininig the whole 1" 
body dose from radioactive materials released into liquid pathways of exposure associated with 
routine discharges. This includes the liquid pathways which contribute to the 25 mrem annual total 
dose limit (40 CFRI190) to any real individual member of the public fronl all cflCuent sources (liquids, 
gases, and direct).  

a. Method I (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

For Unit 1: 

1, - 2 .5 CF +- 5.6 x 10-7 C, 

For Units 2 and 3: 

DI,, 2x 10-2 C, +- 5.6 x 10-7 C, 

Where: 

D, = The estimated whole body dose to a potentially maximum exposed 
individual (in mrem) due to fission and activation products released in liquid 
effluents during a specified time period.  

C,- total gross curies of fission and activation products, excluding tritium and 
dissolved noble gases, released during the period of interest.  

C, = total curies of tritium released during the period of interest,- I A/ , 31 ... ,!.. . alendar gu.1.rter, .','ar t-,o Jat) _.•' 

Note: Calculation Requirements (Method 1): 

If D,1wfliga calendar quarter-e-r inieperioJis greater than 0.5 mrem. go / 
to Method 2.

II.C-I
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II.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

b. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

If the calculated dose using Method I is greater than 0.5 mren or if a more accurate 
determination is desired, use the NRC computer code LAIAP II to calculate the liquid 
whole body doses. Method 2 (LADIAP I) is also used in the performance of dose 
calculations for the Alnnual Radioac'tive Efflutw Rl?ort. The use of this code is given in 

.,,' w Engineering Procedure RAB B-I I, Liquit Dose Cualculations --L- DT1P 11. i 9ld 

2. Maximum Orpan Dose from Liquid ETlluents A6ndJdl /• -,/7- kY 

Technical Specifications limit the maximum organ dose to an individual member of the public to 5 
mrem per calendar quarter and 10 mrem per year from liquid effluents released from each unit. (See 
Appendix A, Tables App.A- I and App.A-2 for cross reference effluent control requirements and 
applicable sections in the REMODCM ,Nhich are used to determine compliance). In addition.  
installed portions of liquid radwaste treatment system are required to be operated to reduce 
radi uid effluents when the projected maximum organ dose over 31 days 
exceeds 0.02 mrem. ]his part of the DCM provides the calculation methodology for determining 
the maximum organ dose from radioactive materials released into liquid pathways of exposure C 
associated with routine discharges. This includes the liquid pathways which contribute to the 25 
mrem annual organ (except 75 mrem thyroid) dose limit (40 CFRI90) to any real individual member 

.,. of the public from all effluent sources (liquids, gases, and direct).  

a. Method I (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

For Unit 1: 

D, - 2.1 Cr 

For Units 2 and 3: 

Do 0.2 C, 

Where: 

Do The estimated maximum organ dose to the potentially maximum exposed 
individual (in mrem) due to fission and activation products released in liquid 
effluents during a specified time period.  

CF total gross curies of fission and activation products, excluding tritium and 
dissolved noble gases, released during the period of interest - same as 
S.eclion II C 1. a.  

Note: Calculation Requirements (Method 1 
----- If D( .., calendar quarterrshrer time =s greater than 2 mrem, go to 7 A 

Ifet hod 2.  

b. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

If the calculated dose using Method I is greater than 2 mrem, or if a more accurate 
determination is desired, use the NRC computer code LADTAP II to calculate the liquid 
maximum organ doses. Method 2 (LADTAP It) is also used in the performance of dose 
calculations for the Annual Radioactive Effluent Report. The use of this code and the input 
parameters are given in Engineering Procedure RAB B-I1, L iquid Dose Calculations 
LADT[A P11. -letC.r g Ai" 

ft oP ,1 Ni~l~e (9i'43- 7/~~ 2
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lI.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

3. Estimation ofAnnual Whole Body Dose (Applicable to All Units) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) whole body dose (Dvw) from liquid effluents dt~be made C " 
every month to determine compliance with the annual (lose limits for each Unit. Annual doses ab 
determined as followxs: 

Zl 

where the sum of the doses include the whole body dose contribution from all effluent releases for 
each Unit recorded to-date. For estimation of the Total Dose requirements of 40CFRI90, the effluent 
releases from all three Units combined are used.  

The followingk sTd be used as D,,: 

(I) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section lIfC. 6 for the Annual 
Radioactive Effluent Report are completed for any calendar quarter, use that result.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the results as 
detenrined in Section If.C. I.  

(3) If the annual dose estimate, Dw,, is greater than 3 mrem and any D,, determined as in 
Section 11 C. I wvas not calculated using Mehthod 2 (i.e., LADTAP II computer code), 
recalculate D, using Method 2 if this could reduce Dw to less than 3 nirern.  

4. Estimation of Annual Maximum Organ Dose (Applicable to All Units) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) maximum organ dose (D,) from liquid effluents .. be Y '7ki 
made every month to determine compliance with the annual dose limits for each Unit. Annual doses C 

Sbe 
determ ined as follows: 

zD,,- -D( 
Dv*o - Do 

where the sum of the doses include the maximum organ dose contribution from all effluent releases 
for each Unit recorded to-date. For estimation of the Total Dose requirements of 40CFR 190. the 
effluent releases from all three Units combined are used.  

The following guidelines s dbe used: 

(1) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section II(..6 for theAnnual 
Radioactive Effluent Report are completed for any calendar quarter, use that result.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the results as 
determined in Section It C 2.  

(3) If different organs are the maximum for different quarters, they may be summed together 
and DYo can be recorded as a less than value as long as the value is less than 10 mrem.  

(4) If Do is greater than 10 mrem and any value used in its determination was calculated as in 
Section II ('.2. but not with Method2 (i.e., LADTAP I1 computer code), recalculate that 
value using Meth'hod2 if this could reduce Do) to less than 10 mrem.

II.C-3
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II.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) I"l 

5. Monthly Dose Projections 

Section IqC.2.a of the REMM requires that Ier-Iau p( r s o liquid radwaste treatment 
equmpmen e used to reduce radioactive liquid effluents when the projected doses for each Unit 
(made at least once per 31 days) exceeds 0.006 mrem whole body or 0.02 mrem to any organ. The 
following methods are applied in the estimation of monthly dose projections: 

a. Wehole Body and Maximum Organ (Applicable to Unit I Only) 

The projected monthly whole body dose (Unit I) is determine from: 

DFv - D'Mw * R, * R, * F 

The projected monthly maximum organ dose is determine from: 

DF() -D'% 10 * R * R2 * F 

Where: 

D',, the whole body dose from the last typical (see Notes below) previously 
completed month as calculated per the methods in Si;_wA`J.L 

0)'.() the maximum organ dose from the last typical previously complete 
month as calculated per the methods in Section 1I('.C2.  

R, - the ratio of the total estimated volume of liquid batches to be released in 
the present month to the volume released in the past month 

R, the ratio of estimated primary coolant activity for the present month to that 
for the past month.  

F the factor to be applied to the estimated ratio of final curies released if 
there are expected differences in treatment of liquid waste for the present 
month as opposed to the past month (e.g., bypass of filters or ./ 
demineralizers). NUREG-0016 or past experience e use 
determine the effect of each form of treatment which will vary. F - I if 
there are no expected differences.  

Notes: 

I. The last typical month should be one without significant operational 
differences from the projected month. For example, if the plant was down for 
refueling the entire month of February and startup is scheduled for March 3, 
use the last month of operation as the base month to estimate March's dose.  

2. If there were no releases during last month, do not use that month as the base 
month it is estimated that there will be releases for the coming month.  

3. If the last typical month's doses were calculated using LADTAP II (or similar 
methodology), also multiply the LADTAP doses by R, where R, - total 
dilution flow from LADTAP run divided by estimated total dilution flow.

11.C-4
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lI.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

b. Whole Body and Maximum Orpan (Applicable to Units 2 and 3) 

The projected monthly whole body dose (tinits 2 or 3) is determined from: 

Dr,,1w D'ml [(I - F,) R, R, F2 - F, R. RJ 

"The monthly projected maximum organ dose (Units 2 or 3) is determined from: 

D F~ - D'\,) [(1 - F,) R, R, F, 4 F, R, RJ 

Where: 

D',,,, the whole body dose from the last typical* previously completed month as 
calculated per the methods in Section I1 C. /.  

DlMo the maximum organ dose from the last typical* previously completed 
month as calculated per the methods in Section /1. C. 2.  

*Note: See notes in Section ll.C.5.a.  

R, the ratio of the total estimated volume of liquid batches to be released in 
the present month to the volume released in the past month.  

R. the ratio of estimated volume of steam generator blowdown to be released 
in present month to the volume released in the past month.  

F1  the fraction ofcuries released last month coming from steam generator 
blowdown calculated as: 

curies from blowdown 
curies from blowdown + curies from batch tanks 

R, -the ratio of estimated secondary coolant activity for the present month to 
that for the past month

R, the ratio of estimated primary coolant activity for the present month to that 
for the past month.  

F, the factor to be applied to the estimated ratio of final curies released if 
there are expected differences in treatment of liquid waste for the 
month as opposed to the past month (e.g.. bypass of filters o._z'A0) 
demineralizers). NURFG-0017 or past experience spdbe usdTW 
determine the effect of each form of treatment which will vary. F, = I if 
there are no expected differences.  

6. Quarterly Dose Calculations for Annual Radioactive Effluent Report 

Detailed quarterly dose calculations required for the Annual Radioactive Effluent Report shall be 
done using the NRC computer code LADTAP II. The use of this code, and the input parameters are 
given in Engineering Procedure, RAB B-I 1, Liquid Dose Calculations - LADT'IP 11.  

`7' P- e1-
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II.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

7. Bases for Liquid Pathway Dose Calculations 

The dose calculation methodology and parameters used in the ODCM implement the requirements in 
Section lIL.A of Appendix I (IOCFR50) which states that conformance with the dose obiectives of 
Appendix I be shown by calculational procedures based on models and data, such that the actual 
exposure of a member of the public through appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially 
underestimated. The dose estimations calculated by both Method I and method 2 are based on the 
liquid models presented in Regulatory Guide 1.109. Rev.1; "Calculation of Annual Doses to Man 
from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with I OCFR 
Part 50, Appendix I". These equations are implemented via the use of the NRC sponsored computer 
code LAD yAP Ii. Input parameter values typically used in the dose models are listed in Station 
Reference Manual, "REMODCM Technical Infi)rmation Document (MP-13-REAI-REF02). This 
same methodology is used in the determination of compliance with the 40CFR190 total dose standard 
for the liquid pathways.  

The conversion constants in the Method I equations are based on the maximum observed comparison 
of historical effluent releases for each unit and corresponding whole body or critical organ doses to a 
maximum individual. Ihe dose conversion factors are calculated based on the ratio of the observed 
highest dose (whole body and organ) and the curies of fission and activation products released during 
the period. This ratio results in the Method I equation conversion factor in mrem/Ci released. This 
same approach was repeated separately for tritium (as a different radionuclide class) discharged in 
liquids wastes. Reference Manual MP-13-REM-RF102 describes the derivation of the Method I 
constants and list the historical whole body and maximum or,,an doses calculated for each unit 
operat ion.  

II.C-6
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tenn ination of potential release rates and doses from raa idctiv cous effluents to the maximum )C'2 
receptor are divided into two methods. All Method 10 prov i'•'plited operational tools to ensure 

luent releases are not likely to cause quarterly and annual off-sti-4~se or dose rate limits to be 
ed. tffluent doses are calculated at least once ever3, 1 da s. Method 2 provides for a more detailed 
tational calculation using accepted computer models to demonstrate actual regulator, compliance.  
d 2 can be used when ever the Method I estimation approaches a regulatory limit, and for preparation of 
nual Radioactive I ffluent Report w, hich includes the quarterly and annual dose impacts tor all effluents 
*d discharged to the atmosphere during the year of record.  

Site Release Rate Limits ("Instantaneous") 

Technical Specifications for each unit require that the instantaneous off-site dose rates from nobles 
gases released to the atmosphere be limited such that they do not exceed 500 mrem/year at any time 
to the Mshole body or 3000 mrerm/year to the skin at any time from the external cloud. For iodine
131, 133. tritium, and particulates (half-lives - 8 day s), the inhalation pathway critical organ dose 
rate from all units shall not exceed 1500 mrem/year at any time. These limits apply to the 
combination of releases from all three Units on the site, and are directly related to the radioactivity 
release rates measured for each Unit. By limiting gaseous release rates for both classes of 
radionuclides (i.e., noble gases, and iodines, tritium, and particulates) to within values which 
correlate to the above dose rate limits, assurance is provided that the Technical Specification dose rate 
limits are not exceeded

a. Method I for Noble Gas Release Rate Limits (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

The instantaneous noble gas release rate limit from the site shall be: 

Q, + (,2 + QI 
I R0(1(000 290.000 290.000 

Where: 

Q, - Noble gas release rate from MPI Stack (pCi'sec) 
Q2 - Noble gas release rate from MP2 Vent (pCi"sec) 
Q, Noble gas release rate from MP3 Vent (pCi/sec) 

As long as the above is less than or equal to I, the doses will be less than or equal to 500 
mrem to the total body and less than 3000 mrem to the skin.  

Note: See the REMODC! Technictl h•? OCUmL't 
".S'eleion 4.2 for the der' on of the noble gas release rate limit e uality.  

b. Method I for Release Rate Limit - 1-131, 1-133, 11-3 and Particulates With Half Lives 
Greater Than 8 D)ays (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

With releases satisfying the following limit conditions, the dose rate to the maximum organ 
vw ill be less than 1500 mrem/year from the inhalation pathwa,,: 

(1) The site release rate limit of ]- 13 I, I-1 33. and tritium (where the th\ roid is the 
critical organ for these radionuclides) shall be: 

Rhy I R 5h2 -fRh < I

I D-1
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Where the contribution from each I rits is calculated from: 

Unit 1: R,,,, 5.5 x 104 ,:,Q 4 1.33 x lO 4 , ' Q 4.4 x10 ' Q...  I Jnit 2: R,h,,, 5. 1xlj0 2 Qc 1.25xI10' ,, Q,: 4.2 x!0 Q I W, 

Unit3: R,,,-= 5. x 10x •;Q,, 1_25xlx 10-- Q, 4.2x 10-6 Q111 

(2) The site release rate limit of particulates, with half-lives grater than 8 days and 
tritium (where the critical organ is a composite of target organs for a mix of 
radionuclides) shall be

ARPg + +_2 /f < 

Where the contribution from each I nits is calculated from: 2 

I Jnit 1: R,,, - 5.5 x 10-' Q, - 4.4 x 10• Q, 
Unit 2: R_, - 5.1 x 10- Q, + -4.2 x 10 O.n, 
Init 3: R,,, - 5.1 x 102 Q - 4.2x 10 Q,,

Each of the release rate quantities in the above equations are defined as: 

1Q11  Release rate of 1-131 from MNP I Stack (tiCi/sec) 
,Q., Release rate of 1-133 from MNIF Stack (pCiiscc) 
,;1Q1  Release rate of -131 from MP2 Vent (pCii'sec)* 
"6•(,Q Release rate of I- 133 from MP2 Vent (pCi/sec)* 
MQ1  - Release rate of 1-13 1 from MP3 Vent (pCii'sec)* 

1"Q11 Release rate of 1- 133 from MP3 Vent (pCiisec)* 

QH -Release rate of tritium from MPI Stack (pC'i/sec) 
Q112 Release rate of tritium from MP2 Vent (pCi/sec)* 
QH Release rate of tritium from MP3 Vent (pCiisec)* 
QP1 Release rate of total particulates w% ith half-lix es greater than 8 days 

from the MPI Stack (pCi'sec) 
Q1, - Release rate of total particulates w ith half-lives greater than 8 days 

from the MP2 Vent (WCisec) 
QP3 Release rate of total particulates wivth half-lives greater than 8 days 

from the MP3 Vent (pCi/sec) 

*includes releases via the steam generator bloxk dox% n tank vent.  

c. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

The above Method I equations assume a conservative nuclide mix. If necessar-y. utilize 
the GASPAR code to estimate the dose rate from either noble gases or iodines, tritium, 
and particulates with half-lives geater than 8 days. The use of the code is described in 
Engineering Procedure RAB-B12, Guseous Dose Cjlculatiojis - GASPfR. e&_t4 " l 

2~Th~ ~-~i'-/3 /-7 el"(~)
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ll.). GASEOUS DOSE CAL(CULATIONS (Cont'd) 

2. 10 CFR50 Appendix I - Noble Gas Limits 

Technical Specifications limit the off-site air (lose from noble gases released in gaseous effluents 
to 5 mrad gamina, and 10 mrad beta for a calendar quarter (10 and 20 mrad g-anma and beta, 
respectively, per calendar car). Effluent dose calculations are calculated at least once escrv 
31 days. In addition, installed portions of the gaseous radwaste treatment systcm (ire required to 

S77 -•/ be operated to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous effluents when the projected doses over 31 
d"y-exceed 0.02 mrad air gamma or 0.04 mrad air beta. (See Appendix A. Tables App.A-! and 
App.A-2 for a cross reference of effluent control requirements and applicable sections of the 
REMODCM which are used to determine compliance.) -his part of the ODCM provides the 
calculation methodology for determining air doses from noble gases.  

a. Method I Air Dose (Applicable to Units I, 2, and 3) 

For Unit I: 

)( /, 9.3 x 10' CN, ,. ) 

For Unit 2. 7 

D~,_ - 6.3x 10' C ,** 
D)": 1.7 x 10+ Ctý** 

For Unit 3: 
1, 63l 4  

N 3" 

D,, 1.7 x 10 CG** 

If *�R. D;.-D or D(,, are greater than 1.6 nirad or D,, D)... or 1D)13 are greater than 
[)3 hire gjLa a calen qror U ora re period go to Method 2 below.  

Where: c-ý 

DW - The gaema air dose from Unit I for the period of interest (mrad).  
D,•z The beta air dose from Unit I for the period of interest (mrad).  
D(2 - The gaema air dose from Unit 2 for the period of interest (mrad).  
D,, The beta air dose from Unit 2 for the period of interest (mrad).  
Dr,, The gaema air dose from Unit 3 for the period of interest (mrad).  
D,, The beta air dose from Unit 3 for the period of interest (nirad).  
CN, The total curies of noble gas released from Unit I Stack* during the period of 

interest.  
C,, The total curies of noble gas released from Unit 2 during the period of interest.  

Include all sources - Unit 2 Vent, containment purges and waste gas decay tanks.  
C', The total curies of noble gas released from Unit 3 during the period of interest.  

Include all sources - Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent, and containment purges 
and drass downs.  

* Includes contributions from Units 2 and 3. If 200' of the airborne dose limits are 

exceeded, a Special Assessment will be perfonned to determine the dose attributable 
to each unit individually. The intent is to prevent double accounting of normal 
routine releases since Unit I accounts for some Unit 2 and 3 releases- Special 
sampling for batch releases is not required at the Unit I Stack 

** See the REMODC! Technical Information Document (IP-13-REM-REF02), 
Section 4.2, for the derivation of air dose Method I factors-

II.D-3
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b. Method 2 Air Dose (Applicable to Units I, 2, and 3) 

Unit I For MP1 dose calculations, use the AIRNM computer code to determine the 
critical location air doses. -2,', 

The 3rd quarter 1980 joint frequency data • be used as input for the 
AIREM code. The reason for this is given in the REVOD(C'l Techmical 
Iqfoirmntion Document (MP-12-REF02), Section 4.2. o 

T fthe calculated air dose exceeds one half the Technical 

Specification limit, use meteorology concurrent kkith time of release.  

Units 2, 3 For MP2 and MP3 dose calculations use the GASPAR computer code to 
determine the critical site boundary air doses.  

For the Special Location. enter the following worst case quarterly average 
meteorology based on the Unit 2 vent eight-year history: 

X/Q - 8.1 x 106 sec/m3 

(See the REI( )L)M Technical lnfrormntion 
Documiiet (A•l'-12-REM-REF02). Attichment 5) 

DQ - 1.5 x 10.7 mr ,,, 0 

N ..f~the calculated air dose exceeds one half the quarterlx Fechnical 
Specification limit, use meteorology concurrent ), ith time of release.  

C. Estimation of Annual Air Dose Limit Due to Noble Gases (Applicable to 
Units 1, 2, and 3) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) beta and gamma air doses (D• and D, C t -d 
respectively) from noble gases released from I nits 1. 2 and 3> de made esvery•ýD 
month to detennine compliance with the annual dose limits for each Unit. Annual air 
doses c.aibe determined as follows: 

Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3 A 

Dy l. )i: 1 'D,,, D) Wi Nl)63 Dvij - D111 I)yBz T-DBI D,,,B" ! D,, 

where the sums are over the first quarter (i.e., summation of the all release periods within 
the quarter) through the present calendar quarter doses

Where: 

D[,1 . Iý(, Dyc 3, Dy81 , DY.- and D,, - gamma air dose and beta air dose for 
the calendar year for Unit 1. 2. or 3.  

The following• d,-e used as the quarterly doses: , / 7 

(1) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section ILD-5 for the 
Annual Radioactive Effluent Report are complete for any calendar quarter, use 
those results.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the 
results as determined above in Sections 1.D. 2 u or I1.D. 2. h.  

> IfDv,,_ ,N,',,,G3_are greater than 10 mrad orD,, ,~o, )B3 are greater than NOV 
20 mrad and any corresponding quarterly dose was not calculated using Method 2 X 6-K 
(Section II D.2.h), recalculate the quarterly dose using meteorology concurrent with -/
time of release.

II.D-4
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3. 10 CFR50 Appendix I - Iodine and Particulate Doses 

Technical Specifications limit the off-site dose to a critical organ from radioiodines, tritium, and 
particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days released in gaseous etfluents to 7.5 mrem for a 
calendar quarter (15 mrem per calendar year). Effluent dose calculations are performed at least 
once every 3 1 days. In addition, installed portions of the gaseous radwaste treatment system are 
required to be operated to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous effluents when the projected 
dos.sover 31 days exceed 0.03 mrem. (See Appendix A, J ables App.A- I and App.A-2 for a cross') 
reference of effluent control requirements and applicable sections of the REMODCM which are 
used to determine compliance .) This part of theJ)[CNIM provides the calculation methodology for 
determining critical organ doses from atmospheri re --es of iodines, tritium and particulates.  

Doses from tritium (for Methods I a-2a only) for Unit I may be neglected if the total tritium curies 
from the quarter are less than 500.  

a. Critical Organ Doses (Applicable to Unit 1) 

(I) Method Ia - Unit I 

The maximum organ dose is the greater of I), or D,: 

Dr- 1.22 x 102,,,C, I I 3 (;;( f 20 x 10 C0T 
Do - 42.3C, 1 2.0 x 10 •CH 

If either dose iS greater t hani 2. omrein during a calendar quarter or 
shorter time period, go to Mlethod lb tor Unit I below.  

Where: 

I)D The thyroid dose for the period of release of gaseous effluents.  
D)O The dose to the maximum organ other than the thyroid for the 

period of gaseous effluent release.  
;,C - The total curies of 1-131 released in gaseous effluents from 

Unit I Stack* during the period of interest.  
,,IC The total curies of I- 133 released in gaseOuS effluents from 

Unit I Stack* during the period of interest.  
Cp The total curies of particulates w ith half-lives greater than 8 

days released in gaseous effluents from Unit I Stack* during 
the period of interest.  

CH - The total curies of tritium released in gaseous effluents from 
Unit I Stack* during period of interest.  

*Note: Unit I Stack samples include releases from Units 2 and 3. The activity 
from Units 2 and 3 released -via the Unit I Stack will normally be 
included here. However, if 20%0 of any airborne limits are exceeded, a 
Special Assessment wsill be required to detennine the dose attributable 
to each unit individually. Fihe intent is to prevent double accounting of 
normal routine releases since I nit I accounts for some Unit 2 and 3 
releases. Special sampling for batch releases is not required at the 
Unit I Stack.

II.D-5
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(2) Method lb - Unit I 

Doses from vegetation consumption can be neglected during the I st and 4th 
quarters and doses from milk consumption can he neglected during the 1st 
quarter. These time frames can be extended for short term releases (batch 
releases and weekly continuous, if necessary) if it can be verified that the milk 
animals were not on pasture and/or vegetation is not available for harvest.  
Therefore, calculate doses to the thyroid and maximum organ for pathway s that 
actually exist- Sum pathways if necessary.  

With the same determination of radioactivity released in Method Ia above, 
calculate the pathway related dose as follows: 

i. Inhalation Pathway 
D, 3.2 x 10- I , 7.8 x !t0 ) , 2.6 x 10 "CH 
D, 3.2 x 10t) , 2.6 x 10"C 

ii. Vegetation Pathway 
Dr 4.1 1 ,C, 7 .48x 10-2 •0 ,C 8.0x 10C.  
Do - 4.9 Cp 8.0 x 10 "C', 

iii. Milk Pathway 
D, I 18,, C, 1.05...C, f 9.8 x 10 "C" 
Do 38C1 , 9 .8x 10("C,

Sum above pathways, as appropriate Note: sum of all three pathwNays is 
Method I().  

Note. The maximum organ dose is the greater [), or D,. If it is greater 
than 2.5 mrem du..gia calendar quarter& rshone me "perro go to 
Method I c. , 

(3) Method Ic - Unit I 

After reviewing the existing cow and goat farms, if it can be determined that the 
1983 -1987 D/Q data is acceptable tNote: If not, see guidance in the 
REMOD('M Technical lnf)rmation I)ocument (MP-12-REM -REi02, 
Section 4.2), then follow Method lh above, except for iii. k here milk pathway 
dlose is: 

D, 28131CI + 0.2491;Cj 4 9.8x 0 '"C4 
D -8.9C, + 9.8x 10 "C, 

Note. During the 2nd and 3rd quarters also add (to the above) the Inhalation 
and Vegetation Pathways from Mclthodlh, during the 4th quarter add 
Inhalation and Milk (above) only.  

(4) Method 2a - Unit I 

Use the GASPAR code to determine the maximum organ dose. For the Special 
Location, enter the following worst case quarterly, average meteorology as taken 
from the REMODCM Technical hinformation Document (AlP-12-REM-R2F02),

11.I)-6
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I.D. ;GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

X/Q 6.1 x 10' sec in 
[."Q 5.9 x 10'" in (Niilk and Vegetation) and/or 
[YQ - 1.4 x 10" in (If 1983- 1987 I) (Q data is acceptable for 

existing milk locations. If not, see guidance in the 
REAJODGA! Thchnical Information Document 
(MP-12-REI.XI-REF02). Section 4 2.) 

Use the Inhalation, Milk and Vegetation pathways (if applicable) in 
totaling the dose.If the maximum organ dose is greater than 3.8 mrern _____ 

a calendar quarter ýsohI''~d2 

(5) Method 2b - Unit 1 

Use the GASPAR code with actual locations, real-time meteorology and the 
pathx, avs which actually exist at the time at those locations.  

b. Critical Or2an Doses (Applicable to Units 2 and 3) 

(1) Method Ia - Unit 2 and Unit 3 

The maximum organ dose is the greater ofl)T or D,.  

DT 3-1 x 10' C31C 29.53 j3j(u f 2.6 x 10 (', 
DO 1. 1 x 10 3 C1, -4 2.6 x 101 u, , x• ,uO .l~ e r t ha n, 5o 

If either dose is greater than 2.5 mrem jlfg a calendar quarter 
, perioo to Method l b for Uhnits 2 and 3 below.  

Where: 

DT = The thyroid dose for the period of gaseous effluents releases.  
DO -he dose to the maximum organ other than the thyroid for the 

period of gaseous effluent releases.  
,,C, The total curies of 1-131 in gaseous effluents from Unit 2 

(Unit 2 Vent and Steam Generator Blowdown Tank Vent*) or 
Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent. FSF Building Ve n t, Steam Generator 
Blowdown lank Vent*, and Containment I)rawdo\sn**) 
during the period of interest.* * * 

1,,C, The total curies of 1-133 in gaseous effluents from Unit 2 
(Unit 2 Vent and Steam Gienerator Blowdown Tank Vent*) or 
Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, [SF Building Vent, Steam Generator 
Blowdown Tank Vent*, and Containment Drawdown**) 
during the period of interest. * * * 

C, -The total curies of particulates with half-lives greater than 
eight days released in gaseous effluents from the Unit 2 Vent 
or Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, I SF Building Vent, and Containment 
Drawdown**) during the period of interest.*** 

CH The total curies of tritium released in gaseous effluents from 
the Unit 2 Vent or Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent 
and Containment I)raw don*4 *) during the period of 
interest.***

I1.D-7
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l.1). GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

Results from SA1 studies in 1982 and 1983 and guidance provided in the 

R. A. Crandall / F. R. Bre/inski memo to E. J_ Mroczka, Millstone Unit 2 
Steam Generator BlosNdoýsn lank Releases, NE-83-RA-879, June 15, 
1983, indicate that the steam generator blosvdos, n tank sent releases can 
be estimated by use of a factor of 1,'6.000 (a DF of 2000 and a partitioning 
factor of I/3). Although Unit 3 normally recycles blosvdoNsn, periodically 
blowdown is released for short periods of time. These releases should be 
similar to Unit 2 and until studies can be performed at Unit 3 the same 
calculation should be performed. Based upon the above, the formula to be 
used is: 

S/G blowdown concentration x SCG blo,% dow n flow rate x I,'6000 x 
time - integrated activity 

** This pathway does not hase a effluent monitor.  

*** Unit 2 and 3 also have releases via the Unit I Stack. This activity sw ill be 

included in the Unit I calculations unless 20"o of any airborne limit is 
exceeded and/or a Special Evaluation is performed.  

(2) Method Ib - Unit 2 and Unit 3

Doses from vegetation consumption can be neglected during the Ist and 4th 
quarters and doses from milk consumption can be neglected during the I st 
quarter. These time frames can be extended for short term releases (batch 
releases and weekly continuous, if necessary) if it can be verified that the milk 
animals were not on pasture and'or vegetation ssas not available for harvest.  
Therefore, calculate doses to the thy roid and maximum organ for pathway's that 
actually exist. Sum pathliwass, if necessary.  

With the same determination of radioactivity released in Method I a above, 
calculate the pathway-related doses as follows: 

Inhalation Pathway (Ist, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Quarters) 
Dr ý 4.1 IC, f 1.0 ,C, 4 3-3 x 10 4 C 
D),= 4. 1 C, , 3.3x 104 CH 

ii. Vegetation Pathway (2nd and 3rd Quarters) 
Dt= 105 ,1 C, + 1.9 ;C1 I 1.0 x 103C', 
Do=124C•, I- 1.0x I0c(' 

iii. Milk Pathway (2nd, 3rd and 4th Quarters) 
Dr, 3000C1('1 1 26.61 C, + 1. 3x 10 C, 
Do= 951 C, l- 1.3x 10 C, 

Sum above pathways, as appropriate (Note: sum of all three pathways is 
Alethod Ia)

No . The maximum organ dose is the greater of DT or D,. If it is 
greater than 2.5 mrem d a calendar quarter p rio go 
to the Method I c.

II.D-8
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ll.D. (GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

(3) Method Ic - Unit 2 and Unit 3 

After reviewintg the existing cow and goat farms, if it can be determined that tile 1983
1987 I),Q data is acceptable (Note: If not, see ghidance in the RPP.f)D( 'AM lechiual 
Inoformation Dotutnlu'lt (,II'-I2-REl-RI 0f.(2), Scction 4.2. then follow ,'Ifthodlb, above.  
except for m where the milk pathwx ay dose is: 

Dr - 122,,C, ' 1..08,C, f 1.3 x 10 ' C, 
t)o 40 C' + 1.3 x 10-3 C 

Note: During the 2nd and 3rd quarters also add (to the above) the Inhalation and 
Vegetation Pathways from Wethodilh ahove; during the 4t1 quarter add 
Inhalation and Milk (above) only.  

(4) Method 2a - Unit 2 and Unit 3 

Use the GASPAR code to determine the maximum organ dose. For the Special Location, 
enter the folloxing worst case quarterly average meteorology as taken from the 
REAIOLKM TeA!chnial Information Document (AlP-12-REM -REFO2), ,ttclhmLn5.  

XQ 8.1 x 10 'sec/mj 
I)"() 1.5 x 10- in 2 (Milk and Vegetation) and'or 
DfQ 6-1 x 109 m 2 

(If 1983-1987 D/Q data is acceptable for existing milk locations. If not.  
see guidance in the RLEODT'M Technical Information Document 
(MP-12-REAl-RA.F02), Seeoion 42.) 

As shown in the REMODC'A Technical hlilt riation Document (HP- 12-REM-REF02), 
Alttachments 4 and 5, the same meteorology can be used for both continuous and batch 
releases- Iherefore, the program need only be run once using the total curies from all 
releases from Unit 2 or 3.  

Use the Inhalation, Milk and Vegetation patlhxaays (if applicable) in totaling the dose. If 
the maximum organ dose is greater than 3.8 inrem. go to M.ehod& 2b and 2c.  

(5) Method 2b - Unit 2 

Use the GASPAR code with the actual locations, real-time meteorology and the 
pathways wxhich actually exist at the time at these locations. The code sfZ b-Fe run 
separately for steam generator blowdown tank vents and ventilation releases, 
containment purges and waste gas tank releases.  

(6) Method 2c - Unit 3 

Use the GASPAR code with the actual locations, real-time meteorolo°gy arid t, 
pathways which actually exist at these locations. h7e code sý g'•b- -ran separately for 
ventilation, process gas, containment vacuum system, aerated ventilation and 
containment purges

II.D-9
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ll.D. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

c. Estimation of Annual Critical Organ Doses I)ue to lodines, Tritium and Particulates 
(Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) critical organ doses (I), r and D,) for thyroid and 
maximum organ other than thyroid, respectix ely) from radioiodine. tritium and•,t/ 
particulates wxith half-lives greater than 8 days released from Units I, 2 and 3 s xýttd be 

made every month to determine compliance wiith the annual dose limits for each Unit.  

Annual critical organ doses,.p6 be determined as follows: / 

Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3 

)ri -V !D D L F I), D D11 
IN'01 -vDOl D"'2 - VLD)2 Dm W£-D,) 

where the sums are over the first quarter (i.e., sumnmation of the all release periods within 
the quarter) through the present calendar quarter doses.  

Where: 

l),F1, D, T2- D r,, Do 1, I)D,2 aind 1) > thyroid (T) dose and maximum organ 
(0) dose (other than the thyroid) for the calendar year for I Jnit I. 2, or 3.  

The following guidelines s uld be used for I), and D),: 

(1) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section I1 D.5 for the 
.4nnul RIadioactive Effluent Rpotrt are complete for any calendar quarter. use 
those results.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the 
results as determined above in Sction 1I.I) 3 a or I1.1) 3.b.  

(3) If D,, and/or D, o are greater than IS nmrem and quarterly dose was not 
calculated using Melhod Ic of Section II D. 3.a or liD. 3. h recalculate the 
quarterly dose using Alethod Ich 

(4) If different organs are the maximum organ for different quarters, they can be 
summed together and Dy, recorded as a less-than value as long as the value is 
less than 15 mrem. If it is not, the sum for each organ involved s be (2f154q 
d(etermined.

II.D- 10
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1I.D. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

4. Gaseous Effluent Monthly Dose Projections 
Section I D.2.a of the RI MM requires that p-iio ns ofbt gaseous radvwaste treatment 

for each Unit (made at least once per 31 days) exceed 0.02 mrad gamma air. 0.04, mrad beta air, or 
..9/• 0.03 mrem to any organ from gaseous effluents I he following methods are applied in the 

estimation of monthly dose projections.  

a. Unit I Proiection Method 

(I) Due to Gaseous Radwaste Treatment Systen (Offpas) (Unit I) 

If the augmented offgas system is expected to be out of service during the 
month, determine the noble gas air doses from the following: 

[)r, (rurad) 8.0 x Q x R x d 

DE ,F (mrad) / 0.08 x Q x R x d Where: -C_ 
Q Estimated curies'sec at the air ejector at the expected maximum 

power for the month.  
R Estimated curie reduction factor from air ejector to stack via the 

30 minute (actual time is approximately 55 minutes) holdup line 
(in decimal fraction).  

d - Estimated number of days the 30 minute holdup pipe will be 
used.  

DF (M Estimated monthly gamma air dose.  
9-3 x 10 l mrad(Ci* x Q Ciisec x R x d (day) x 8.6 x 10' sec/day 

I)1 L Estimated monthly beta air dose.  

* See the REMODC'A Technical Infcirmititon 1)ocmunitif (AII-12-RLE-REF02), 

,Section 4 2. fior dosefactor (1Arivation 

(2) Due to Ventilation System Releases (Unit !)** 

If portions of the Ventilation Treatment System are expected to be out of service 
during the month, determine the monthly maximum organ dose projection 
(D',,,o) from the following: 

i. Method I 

I)E•O - 1/3 R, (I .01- R,) (R,+ 0.01) D)o 

For the last quarter of operation, determine D, as determined per 
.Section M1 D.3 a 

Where: 
R, - The estimate of the expected reduction factor for the 

ItIEPA filter. Typically this should be 100 (see 
NURE;G-0016 or 0017 fir ahititional guidance).  

R. The estimate of the fraction of the time which the 
equipment was inoperable during the last quarter.  

R, The estimate of the fraction of the time which the 
equipment is expected to be inoperable during the next 
monthh 

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be released for the next 
month and applicable method for dose calculation from 
Section .D. 3. a.

I.D-I I
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lID. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

h. Unit 2 Projection Method 

(I) Due to (aseous Radwaste Treatment System (Unit 2) 

Determine tile beta and gamnma monthly air dose projection fronm noble gases 
from the following: . ' 

[)F (mrad) N I -) /f spr- i' "DEB (mrad) /9.33 x -10 { C' 

"DFNIB :tile estimated nmonthly beta air dose.  
Where: 

CEr the number of curies of noble gas estimated to be released 
from the w, aste •-,as storaee tanks during the next month.  

D ,MG the estimated monthly ganmma air dose.  

(The dose conversion factor is fronm the REMOD('Alf echnical 
information Document (Al'-12-REM-RLP'02), Section 4 2, for the Unit 
I stack releases since the I1nit 2 waste gas tanks are discharged via the 
Unit I stack. This factor should be conservative as tile isotopic mix 
would only be the Ionger-li',ed noble gases which w~ould have lower 
dose conversion factors than the ts pical mix from Unit I.) 

(2) Due to Steam Generator BIostdo~vn '[ank Vent (Unit 2) 

i. Method I 

Determine I)'Mo ýihich is the cstimated monthly dose to the maximum 
organ from the following

D 1Eo 1 I/3 R, x 1), 

For the last quarter of operation, determine 1), as determined per 
Section IL D. 3. h.  

Where: 

R, - the expected ratio of secondary coolant iodine level for the 
coming month as compared wxith the average level during the 
quarter used in determining D1 above 

iH. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate tile curies expected to be released for the next 
month and applicable method for dose calculation from 
,'ection 11. D. 3- b.

iI.D-12
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lI.D. (GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

(3) Due to Ventilation Releases (Unit 2)** 

If portions of the ventilation treatment system are expected to be out of service 
during the month, determine the monthl i maximnum organ dose projection 
(D1 •. 0 ) from the following

i. Method I 
Determine DE',() which is the estinmate(] monthly (lose to the maximum 
organ from the followN ing: 

DlN( E 1/3 R, (1.01- R) (R• 0.01) D, 

For the last quarter of operation, determine D, as determined per 
Section 11. D.3-b.  

R, the expected reduction factor for the LIFPA filter- Typically this 
should be 100 (see," 'RE(;-0016 or 0017 fo•r additional 

guidance).  
R, the fraction of the time which the equipment was inoperable 

during the last quarter.  
R3  the fraction of the time which the equipment is expected to be 

inoperable during tile next month.  

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be released for the next 
month and applicable method for dose calculation from 
Section lI.D.3.b.  

** Since dose projections are only required if the treatment specified in Secton / D of 
the Radiological Effluent Monitoring Manual are not operating, tile monthly gamma 
and beta air dose projections are not required for ventilation releases.  

c. Unit 3 Projection Method 

(I) Due to Radioactive Gaseous Waste Srsteni (Unit 3) 

Determine the beta and gamma monthly air dose projection from noble gases 
from the following: 

DE1 (mrad) 9.3 x 10C (",O CC' ,N'(, .  
[)E (mrad /9, 3 x 10 C",, ,A- i', D ,"'

Where: 
CEN the number of curnes ot noble gas estimated to be released 

from the reactor plant gaseous vents (the activity from this 
pathway increases when the process waste gas sy stem is out 
of service.) during the next month.  

DEMG = the estimated inonthly• gamma air dose
IDMB = the estimated monthl, beta air (lose.  

(The dose conversion factor is from the REMOD('A Technical 
Information Document (M' -12-RIM -RET02), Section 4.2, for the Unit 
I stack releases since the Unit 3 reactor plhnt gaseous vents are 
discharged via the Unit I stack.)

II.D-13



l.D). GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

(2) Due to Steam Generator Blowdoivn 'rank Vent (Unit 3) 

i. Method I 

Detennine D',,, which is the estimated monthly dose to the maximum organ.  

DF5 o- 1/3 R, x D, 

For the last quarter of operation, detennine 1), as determined per 
Section II. D. 3. b.  

Where: 

R, 1 the expected ratio of secondary coolant iodine level for the 
coming month as compared with the average level during the 
quarter used in the determining 1), above 

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to he released for the next month and 
applicable method for dose calculation from Section 1I/ D. 3. b, 

(3) Due to Ventilation Releases (Unit 3)** 

If portions of the ventilation treatment system are expected to be out of service 
during the month, determine the monthly mnaxilnum organ dose projection ('),,,) 
from the following,: 

i. Method I 

Determine DfMo which is the estimated monthly dose to the maximum organ.  

DE...= 1/3 R, (1.01- R,) (R, 0.01) D, 

For the last quarter of operation, determine Do as determined per 
Section 11, D.3. b.  

Where: 

R, the expected reduction factor for the I IEPA filter. Typically 
this should be 100 (sec ,\ I RE;-0016 or 001 f!ur additionad 
guidance).  

R,= the fraction of the time which the equipment was inoperable 
during the last quarter.  

R, = the fraction of the time which the equipment is estimated to be 
inoperable during the next month.  

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be released for the next month and 
applicable method for dose calculation from Section IID 3.h 

Since dose projections are only required if the treatment specified in 
Section ID of the Radiological Effluent Monitoring Manual are not 
operating, the monthly gamma and beta air dose projections are not required 
for ventilation releases.

lI.D- 14
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1.D). GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

5. Quarterly Dose Calculations for Annual Radioactive Effluent Report 

Detailed quarterly gaseous dose calculations required f-or the Annual Radioactive Efflueint Re'port 
shall be done using the computer codes GASPAR and AIRMNI.  

6. Compliance with 40CFRIg01 

The following sources s.> be considered in determining the total dose to a real individual from 
uranium fuel cycle sources: 

a. (aseous Releases from Units 1, 2, and 3.  
b. Liquid Releases from Units 1, 2, and 3.  
c. Direct and Scattered Radiation from Unit I Turbine Shine.  
d. Direct and Scattered Radiation from Radioactive Material Stored on Site.  
e. Since all other uranium fuel cycle sources are greater than 5 miles away, they need not be 

considered.  

The Radioactive Effluents Technical Specifications (RETIIS) contain specific requirements in 
REMODCM, Section III, Control D.3. for Unit land Technical Specification 3.11.3 for Units 2 & 
3 for ensuring compliance with 40CFRI90 based on gaseous and liquid doses (sources a and b).  

Calculations and detailed surveys* were used to characterize off-site exposure from "-Skyshine" 
(source c) from the Unit I Turbine Building. The location of maximuml dose is that of the critical 
fisherman. Listed below are the assumptions used for the calculation of this dose: 

CALCULATION OF SKYSIIINE CONTRIBUTION TO CRITICAL FISIIERNIAN** 

(I) Based upon data obtained by Don ILanders (NIP ynv. Lab) from the State of C I 
Department of Environmental Protection (1)1P) records on lobster catches: 

Annual average of 3.5-4.5 days between trips to each lobster basket.  
(2) Therefore, there are 104 trips per year.  
(3) Conservatively, assuming it takes one hour in the area to check all the baskets, this 

results in 104 hours around the intake structures areas.  
(4) Maximum dose rate in the area is normally 65 iR br.  
(5) Average dose rate is approximately one-half of the maximum.  
(6) Therefore, annual dose to critical lobsterman is approximately 

104 hours/year x 65 pRih x 1/2 - 3.4 inrero.  
(7) Multiplication to account for increase due to hydrogen water chemistry (IIWC).  
(8) Therefore, dose/month 

mrem year mrem 3.4 x x Unit I Capacity Factor = 0.3 mn x Unit I Capacity Factor x IIWC Factor year 12 months month 

'For operation without hydrogen injection, IIWC I.  
There are three things that could increase the Sky shine doses- First, would be an increase in the 
percent of N-16 in main steam. This occurs at plants implementing hydrogen water chemistry 
(IIWC) and was observed at the Unit I mini test. Based on this test and data from other IIWC 
plants an IIWC factor increase in the range of 1.5 to 4 for feedwater hydrogen of 0.4 to 0.8 ppm 
and a factor increase from 4 to 5 for 0.8 to 2.0 ppm would be expected. Hence, any process that 
could increase N-16 main steam concentrations would require a detailed Radiological 
Environmental Review to ensure limits are met. Second, would be removal of shielding within 
the Unit I Turbine Building. This is not expected, but would definitely receive a radiological 
review if it occurred. Third, would be an increased occupancy time by a member of the public 
off site such that the combined occupancy and dose rate exceeded that assumed for the fisherman.  
Since the dose rate decreases rapidly with distance, this would only be expected to be an activity 
very' near the Unit I intake structure. The Safety Analysis Branch (SABLR(d9 should be 
informed by anyone who becomes aware of any activity by a member of the public that could be 
expected to exceed 50 hours per year in this location.

I1D-15
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ll.D. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

Doses to source d are controlled by design and operations to ensure the off-site dose from each 
radwaste storage facility is less than one mnrem per ,ear. Potential doses from each fiacility are 
evaluated in Radiological Environmental ReviewNs (RER's) Nshcre total off-site doses from all 
four sources are considered to ensure compliance with 40CFRI 90.  

Memo to P. I.. ITirinzoni from J. W. Doroski and C. A. Flory, Skvshine Evaluation at Millstone 

Unit 41. N[E-87-RA-1033. D)ecember 8. 1987.  

** This should be the most limiting individual since it is expected that even though fishermen may r', 

spend more time near the area, they normally fish in an area of I pRbhr.  

7. Bases for Gaseous Pathway Dose Calculations ' -- "3'- " • 

The dose calculation methodology and parameters used in twe-144 implement the requirements 
in Section III.A of Appendix I (IOCFR50) which states that conformance with the ALARA dose 
objectives of Appendix I be shown by calculational procedures based on models and data, such 
that the actual exposure of a member of the public through appropriate pathways is unlikely to be 
substantially underestimated. Operational flexibility is provided by controlling the instantaneous 
release rate of noble gas (as well as iodines and particulate activity) such the maximum off-site 
dose rates are less than the equivalent of 500 mnremn\' ear to the wk hole body, 3000 mrem year to 
the skin from noble gases, or 1500 mrem/year to a critical orean from the inhalation of iodines, 
tritium and particulates. The dose rate limits are based on the 10CFR20 (pre- 1991 ) annual dose 
limits, but applied as an instantaneous limit to assure that the actual dose over a %ear will be w'ell 
below these numbers.  

The equivalent instantaneous release rate limits for t. nit I were determined using the E'PA 
AIRENI code. For Units 2 & 3, these doses were calculated using the NRC GASPAR code. 1The 
AIREM code calculates cloud gamma doses using dose tables from a model that considers the 
finite extent of the cloud in the vertical direction. Beta doses are calculated assuming semi
infinite cloud concentrations, which are based upon a standard sector averaged diffusion equation.  
The GASPAR code implements the models of NRC Regulatoryx Guide 1.109, Rev. 1, "Calculation 
of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of 
Evaluating Compliance with IOCFR Part 50, Appendix I." Input parameter valies typically used 
in the dose models are listed in the Station Reference Manual, "'REMODCAI Tcchnical 
Infiormation Documintil (MP-13-R.EM-REF02)I This same methodology is used in the 
determination of compliance with the 40CFRI9O0 total dose standard for the gaseous pathwxays.  

In the detennination of compliance with the dose and dose rate limits, maximum individual dose 
calculations are performed at the nearest land site boundary with maximum decayed X/Q, and at 
the nearest vegetable garden (assumed to be nearest residence) and cow and goat farms %Nith 
maximum Di'Qs. The conversion constants in the Method I equations for maximum air doses, 
or.gan and xx hole body doses, and dose rates are based on the maximum observed comparison of 
historical effluent releases and corresponding calculated maximunim doses. The dose conversion 
factors are calculated based on the ratio of the observed highest dose and the curies of fission and 
activation products released during the period. This ratio results in the Method I equation 
conversion factor in mrem/Ci released. Reference Manual NP-13-REM REEO2 describes the , 
derivation of the Method I constants and list the historical maximum doses calculated fo c 

organ.Ac
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IlE. LIQUIDF MONITOR SETPOINTS 

Unit I Liquid Radwaste Effluent Line 

'fhe trip/alarm setting on the Unit I liquid radwaste discharge line depends on dilution water flow.  
radxwaste discharge flow, the isotopic composition of the liquid, the background count rate of the 
monitor and the efficiency of the monitor. Due to the variability of these parameters, an 

alann 'trip setpoint will be determined prior to the release of each batch. The following method 
will be used: 

Determine the allowable discharge flow (F) from: 

F -0.1 xRxl) 

Where: 

R)Re quired Re duction Factor -/ • F~i/ml of nuclideIi / E/i _9 

'MPC of nuclide i 

Based on the tank isotopic analysis and the MPC values for each identified nuclide 
(including noble gases*) determine to be in the liquid radwaste effluent.  

1) The existing dilution flow * (Note: D - 4 service water pumps x 8,000 gpm 4 

# emergency service water pumps x 2.S00 gpm 

Note: TIhat discharging at this flow rate would yield a discharge concentration 
corresponding to 100o/ of the Technical Slccification Limit due to the safety factor of 0.1.  

With this condition on discharge flow rate met, the monitor setpoint can be calculated: 
2 xAC xCa 

Where: 

S •, Ihe setpoint of the monitor (cps).  

AC -IThe total radwaste effluent concentration ([WCi/ml ) in the waste tank.  
Ca The current calibration factor for the radxaste effluent line monitor.  
2 -The multiple of expected count rate on the monitor based on the radioactivity 

concentration in the tank

This value or that corresponding to 2.1 x 10 ptCi.iml**, whichever is greater, plus 
background is the trip setpoint. For the latter setpoint, independent valve verification 
shall be performed and a minimum dilution flow of 2_500 gpm shall be verified and if 
necessary, appropriately adjusted.  

Ihe allowable discharge flow rate (F) calculated above may be increased by uIp to a 
factor of 5 with appropriate administrative controls (e.g., ensure other release points may 
not cause MPC's to be exceeded).  

• If necessarv. credit for other unit dilution flow can be taken as long as administrative controls are in place to assure 

NIPC's are not exceeded When using other unit dilution flow. at least one Circulating wkater pump from the other unit 
shall be operating and the setpoint shall be equal to 8-5 x I0' uCi/rul. -he alue of 8.5 x 10' is based on a maximum 
discharge flow of 350 gpm. a minimum dilution flow of 100.000 gpm. and an effectixe maximum permissible 
concentration of 3 x 10'. The concentration assumes that Sr-90 is present it 10"0 of total acti% ity.  
T * [he Nalue of 2.1 x 10 is based on the same parameters as the pre),ious note except minimum dilution flow is 2.500 gpm.
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11.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

2a. Unit I Reactor Building Service Water Effluent Line 

The Mill Reactor Building Service Water Monitor is approximately two times the ambient 
background reading on the monitor in counts per second.  

2b. Unit I Reactor Building Service Water Effluent Concentration Limitation 

Results of anal\ sis of service water sample taken in accordance with Table I.C-I of Section 1 of 
the REMODCM shall be used to limit radioactivity concentrations in the service water to less than 
the limits in IOCFR2O, Appendix B (version prior to January 1. 1994).  

3. Unit 2 Clean Liquid Radwaste Effluent Line 

Similar to the Unit t liquid discharge line, the setpoints on the Unit 2 liquid waste effluent line 
depend on dilution wNater flow, radwaste discharge flow, the isotopic composition of the liquid, the 
background count rate of the monitor and the efficiency of the monitor. Due to the variability of 
these parameters, an alarm/trip setpoint will be determined prior to the release of each batch. The 
following method will be used: 

From the tank isotopic analysis and the MPC values for each identified nuclide (including noble 
gases*) determine the required reduction factor, i.e.: 

For Nuclides Other Than Noble Gasei•: 
pO~~ ~ ~ / i fmild 

R Re quired Re duction Factor = / i-i / ml of nuclide" 
MIPC of nuclide iC 

For Noble Gases: 

R 2 Re quired Re duction Factor = 1 iCi !nl of noble gases 
2 x 10 4 pCi/nil 

"2xl0 4 /EfCi/ml of noble gases 

R the smaller of Rt orR2 

In lieu of determining the required reduction factor for noble gases, conservatism is allowed. For 
example, calculate the maximum concentration of noble gases that can be discharged from any 
tank.  

Assuming: 

Maximum discharge rate - 350 gpm 

Normal Minimum dilution flow ý 200.000 epm (2 circulating pumps, less thuin rated due 
to hiotiCfOUhulin)) 

350 gpm 
Maximum Noble Gas Concentration x 3 - 2 xIO pCi / ml 

20(0000 gpm 

Therefore, 

Maximum concentration = 0.11 pCi/ml
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Il.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) A

Determine the allowable discharge flow (F) in gipm: 

F 0.1 x R x ) 

Where: 

D I The existing dilution flow (D): (Note: I) - circulating water pumps x 
100,000 gprn f 41 service water pumps x 4,000 -prn 

Note that discharging at this flow rate would N jeld a discharge concentration 
corresponding to 10% of the Techmccl ,S'pec i/wiain Limit due to the safety 
factor of 0. 1.  

The allowable discharge flow rate (F) may' be increased by up to a factor of 5 with appropriate 
administrative controls to ensure other releases concurrent xw ith releases from this pathway would 
not cause MPC's to be exceeded.  

With this condition on discharge flow rate met, the monitor setpoint can be calculated: 

R, 2 x AC x Ca (See Note I below.) 

Where: 

R, The setpoint of the monitor (cps).  
AC T he total radw aste effluent concentration (pCi/ml ) in the tank.  
(Ca The current calibration factor for tie eftlient line monitor.  
2 The multiple of expected count rate on the monitor based on the radioactivity 

concentration in the tank.  

This value or that corresponding to 1.7 x l0-' pCi "ml (Note 2 bhelwii, whichexcvr is greater, plus 
background is the trip setpoint. For the latter setpoint, independent valve verification shall be 
performed and minimum dilution flow in Note 2 shall be verified and if necessary, appropriately 
adjusted.  

Note 1: If discharging at the allowable discharge rate (F) as determined in above, this setpoint 
would correspond •.to 20o0 of the Technical Specification limit. I'" I 

Note 2: 1This value is based upon worst case conditions. assuming maximum discharge flow 
(350 gpm), normal minimum dilution water flow (200,000 gpm for MP2) and an 
assumed worst case mix of nuclides (3 x 10 ' - 1-131 MPC). This will assure that low 
level releases arc not terminated due to small fluctuations in activity. flowever, to verify 
that the correct tank is being discharged when using this value, independent valve 
verification shall be performed. This value may be adjusted (increased or decreased) by 
factors to account for the actual discharge flow and actual dilution flow: however, 
controls shall be established to ensure that the allowable discharge flow is not exceeded 
and the dilution flow is maintained.
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II.E. ItIQUID) MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

4. Unit 2 Aerated Liquid Radwaste Effluent line and Condensate Polishinp Facility Waste 
Neutralization Sump Effluent Line 

Same as II..3 for Clean Liquid Monitor and the (Condensate Polishing Facility (CP'F) Waste 
Neutralization Sump monitor except the CPF monitor has the capability to readout in CPM or 
pCib'il. For the CPF Waste Neutralization Sump monitor, use a default setpoint it no chemistry 
grab samples are required. This default shall be the loxwer of. two times background or the value 
as specified in II.FE3.  

5a. Unit 2 Steam Generator Blowdown 

Assumptions used in determining the Alarm setpoint for this monitor are: 
a. Total S.G. blowdown flow rate - 700 gpm.  

b. Normal minimum possible circulating water dilution flow during periods of blowdowsn 
200,000 gpm (2 circulating water pumps) 200,000 gpm.  

c. The release rate limit is conservatively set at 10bo of the IOCFR Part 20 limit 
for1 131 (0.1 x 3 x 10-7 PCi/ml - 3 x 10 l 'pCi'ml)* 

d. Background can be added after above calculations are performed.  

T setpoinh tLhelcorresponA ato a concentration of: 

Alarm (fmCi/ml) 200,000 x 3 x 108 4 background** 8.5 x 10' 6 Ci/ml I background 700 

The latest monitor calibration curve sltd be used to detenrine the alarm setpoint in cpm[ 
corresponding to 8.5 x 10" pCiml, 

I his setpoint may be adjusted (increased or decreased) throughl proper administrative controls if 
the steam generator blowdown rate is maintained other tlhan 700 gpm and or other than 2 
circulating water pumps are available. The adjustment would correspond to the ratio of flows to 
those assumed above or: 

circulating & sern ice water flow (gpm) 700 Alarmn (•.Ki(i / l) = 8 5 x 10- j1C'i /Til x -x+ 
200.0(,0 0 (S blosxdowin (gpni) 

Background = 3x 0 8%i /ni l x circulating & scr ice ýN aler tlow (ppn) + Pat)kground 
total S/(G blmocdokn (gpm) 

Note: The Steam Generator Blowdown alarm criteria is in practice based on setpoints required 
to detect allowable levels of primary to secondary leakage. ltis alarm criteria is • I 
typically more restrictive than that required to meet discharge limits. This fact s ldI be I, 
verified, however, whenever the alarm setpoint is recalculated.  

• In lieu of using the 1-131 MPC value, the identified MPC values for unrestricted area may be 

used.  
•* Background of monitor at monitor location (i.e., indication provided by system monitor with 

no activity present in the monitored system).
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ll.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

5b. Unit 2 Steam Generator Blowdown Effluent Concentration Limitation 

The results of analysis of blowdowrn samples required by Fable ILC-2 of Section I of the 
RFM()I)CM shall be used to ensure that blodomn effluent releases do not exceed the 
concentration limits in I1OCF R20, Appendix B (version prior to January 1, 1994) 

6. Unit 2 Condenser Air Ejector 

N 1A since this monitor is no longer a final liquid effluent monitor.  

7a. Unit 2 Reactor Building Closed Coolin2 Water 

The purpose of the Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW) radiation monitor is to give 
warning of abnormal radioactivity in the RBCCW system and to prevent releases to the Service 
Water system which, upon release to the environment, would exceed allowable limits in 
10CFR20. According to Calculation RERM-02665-R2, radioactivity in RBCCW water %Nhich 
causes a monitor response of greater than the setpoInt prescribed below could exceed IOCFR20 
limits upon release to the Service Water system

SF1 POINT DURING POWER OPERATIONS
To give adequate warning of abnormal radioacti ity, the sctpoint shall be two times the radiation 
monitor background reading, provided that the background reading does not exceed 2,000 cpm.  
The monitor background reading shall be the normal monitor reading. If the monitor background 
reading exceeds 2,000 cpm, the setpoint shall be set at the background reading plus 2,000 cpm 
and provisions shall be made to adjust the setpoint if the background decreases.  

SETPOINT D)URING SHtUTDOWN: 
I. During outages not exceeding three months the sctpoint shall be two times the radiation 

monitor background reading, provided that the background reading does not exceed 415 cpm.  
If the monitor background reading exceeds 415 cpm, the setpoint shall be set at the 
background reading plus 415 cpm and provisions shall be made to adjust the setpoint if the 
background decreases.  

2. During extended outages exceeding three months, but not exceeding three years, the setpoint 
shall be two times the radiation monitor background reading, provided that the background 
reading does not exceed 80 cpm. If the monitor background reading exceeds 80 cpm, the 
setpoint shall be set at the background reading plus 80 cpm and provisions shall be made to 
adjust the setpoint if the background decreases.  

PROVISIONS FOR ALTERNATE DILUTION FIOWS: 
These setpoints are based on a dilution flow of 4,000 gpm from one ser-vice water train. If 
additional dilution flow is credited, the setpoint may be adjusted proportionately. For example, 
the addition of a circulating water pump dilution flow of 100,000 gpm would allow the selpoint to 
be increased by a factor of 25.  

7b. Unit 2 Service Water and Turbine Building Sump Effluent Concentration Limitation 

Results of analyses of service water and turbine building sump samples taken in accordance with 
Table I.C-2 of Section I of the REMODCM shall be used to limit radioactivity concentrations in 
the service water and turbine building sump effluents to less than the limits in I OCFR20, 
Appendix B (version prior to January I, 1994).
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II.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

8. Unit 3 Liquid Waste Monitor 

Similar to the Unit I liquid discharge line, the setpoints on the Unit 3 liquid waste monitor depend 
on dilution water flow, radwaste discharge flow. the isotopic composition of the liquid, the 
background count rate of the monitor and the efficiency of the monitor. Due to the variability of 
these parameters, the alert and alarm setpoints will be determined prior to the release of each 
batch. The following method will be used: 

From the tank isotopic analysis and the MPC values for each identified nuclide (including noble 
gases*) determine the required reduction factor, i.e.: 

For Nuclides Other Than Noble Gases*: 

Kli /iml of nuclide i 
R- Re quired Re duction Factor = I/ MCl of nuclide NIPC of nuclidei 

For Noble Cases:* 

R 2 Re quired Re duction Factor - / • ('i/ ml ofnoble gases_ 
2 x 10 4 fCi /ml 

2xlO 4 /"Ci / ml of noble gases 

R the smaller of RI or R 2 

* In lieu of determining the required reduction factor for noble gases, conservatism is allowed.  

For example, calculate the maximum concentration of noble gases that can be discharged from 
any tank.  

Assuming: 

Maximum discharge rate = 150 gpm 

Normal Minimum dilution flow - 300,000 gpm (2 circulating pumps) 

Maximum "Altoxsable7 ' Concentration x - 2 xl 0 a pCi ml 
300.000 tpm 

Therefore, 

Maximum "allowable" concentration 0.4 IiCiiml 

Determine the allowable discharge flow (F) 
F = 0.1 xRxD 

Where: 
D - The existing dilution flow (D): (Note: ) # circulating water pumps x 

150.000 gpm 4- # service water pumps x 15,000 gpm 

Note that discharging at this flow rate would yield a discharge concentration corresponding 
to 10% of the Technical Specification Limit due to the safety factor of 0- 1.  

The allowable discharge flow rate (F) may be increased by tip to a factor of 5 with appropriate 
administrative controls to ensure other releases concurrent with release from this release pathway 
would not cause MPC's to be exceeded.
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II.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

With this condition on discharge flow rate met. the monitor setpoint can be calculated: 

R,,, 2xACxCa(seeNote I) 

Where: 
R,,, The selpoint of the monitor (cps).  

AC The total radwaste effluent concentration (pCi ml ) in the tank.  
Ca T he current calibration factor for the effluent line monitor.  
2 The multiple of expected count rate on the monitor based on the radioactivity 

concentration in the tank.  

This value, or that corresponding to 2 x 10' pCi/ml (NVot' 2 below), whichever is greater. plus 
background. For the latter setpoint, independent valve verification shall be performed and 
minimum dilution flow in Note 2 shall be verified and if necessary. appropriately adjusted.  

Note I: If discharging at the allowable discharge rate (F) as determined above, this Alarm 
setpoint would yield a discharge concentration corresponding to 20% of the Technical 
Specification limit.  

Note 2: This value is based upon worst case conditions, assuming maximum discharge flow 
150 gpm), minimum dilution water 1lom (2 circulating pumps 300.000 gpm), and an 

assumed mix of nuclides as specified for an unidentified liquid release in IOCFR20 
( I x 10-' pCii'ml). T his will assure that low level releases are not terminated due to small 
fluctuations in activity. However, to verify that the correct tank is being discharged 
when using this value, independent valve verification shall be performed. Ihis value 
may be adjusted (increased or decreased) by factors to account for the actual discharge 
flow and actual dilution flow; however, controls shall be established to ensure that the 
allowable discharge flow is not exceeded and the dilution flow is maintained.  

9. Unit 3 Repenerant Evaporator Effluent Line 

The MP3 Regenerant Evaporator has been removed from service with i)CR N13-97-041.  
Therefore a radiation monitor alarm is not needed.  

10. Unit 3 Waste Neutralization Sump Effluent Line 

Same as Section ILE.& Note that for this monitor, even though grab samples may not be required, 
setpoints still have to be utilized. In such cases, the default shall be the lower of: two times 
background or the value as specified in II.E.8.
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II.E. LIQUID IMONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

I 1a. Unit 3 Steam Generator Blowdown 

The alarm setpoint for this monitor assumes

a. Steam generator blowdown rate of 400 gpm (maximum blowdown total including weekly 
cleaning of generators - per 3-Part Memo from NIP3 Reactor Engi neering).  

b. The release rate limit is conservatively set at 1000, of the I0('JR Part 20 limit (0. 1 times the 
1-131 NIPC* for unrestricted areas which equals 0.1 x 3 x 10- p Ciml).  

c. Minimum possible circulating and service water dilution flow during periods of blowdown 
300,000 gpm (2 circulating water pumps) - 30,000 gpm (2 service water pumps) 
330,000 gpm.  

d. Background can be added after above calculations are performed.  

Therefore, the alarm setpoint ý correspon to a concentration of- I -9 

330.000 AIlarri (pii ml) x 3 x It) 1 h ackround - 2.47 x 10 p(i ml + background 
400 

This setpoint may be increased through proper administrative controls if the steam generator 
blowsdown rate is maintained less than 400 gpmn and or more than 2 circulating and 2 service water 
pumps are available. The amount of the increase would correspond to the ratio of flowNs to those 
assumed above or: 

Alarm (p~ nii ,ut 2.47 x 10- () Iti / l xcirculating & service %N 11cr tflmo (Lpin) 400 
330t0i0 S ,( blowkdos n (gpmn) 

,ackground - 3x1 g / I circulating & x r--te s, ater tiow {gpn + Backvround 
total S /(G hlovk doý n (gpm ) 

Note: The Steam Generator Blowdown alarm criteria is in practice based on setpoints required 
to detect allowable levels of primary to secondary leakage. This alarm criteria is 
typically more restrictive than that required to meet discharge limits. This fact •s> bed be 
verified, however, whenever the alarm setpoint is recalculated. " 

* In lieu of using the 1-131 MPC value, the identified NIPC values for unrestricted area may be 

used.  

I1 b. Unit 3 Steam Generator Blowdown Effluent Concentration Limitation 

The results of analysis of blowdown samples required by Table I.C-3 of Section I of the 
RENIODCM shall be used to ensure that blowdown effluent releases do not exceed the 
concentration limits in IOCFR20, Appendix B (version prior to January I, 1994).
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II.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETIPOINTS (Cont'd) 

12a. Unit 3 Turbine Building Floor Drains Effluent Line 

T[he alarin setpoint for this monitor assumes: 
a. Drinking wxater is not a real pathway at this site. Iherefore, the NRC code, ILADTAP. is used 

to calculate the dose to the maximum individual.  
b. The avcrace annual discharge flow is LI I x 10 ' fi,"sec (process flow during sump pump 

operation is 50 gpm and pump normally operates less than 100O of the time for a conservative 
average flow of 5 gpm). There is no continuous additional dilution, therefore, there is no 
dilution prior to discharge.  

c. Near field dilution factor 13,000.  
Far field dilution factor - 32,000.  
(Reference AilLstone 3 FSAR, Section 2.4. 13) 

d. Isotopic concentrations were taken from the Aillxson, 3 FS.R, Tuble ] l2-4 (Sce column 
under Turbine Building).  

e. Each concentration above was multiplied by the total annual flow (9.95 x 10' cm', 
conservatively assuming 5 gpm continuous as discussed in item b).  

f. The maximum individual organ dose is set equal to M% of 75 mrem (40CFRI90 limit). The 
limiting individual is the child; maximum organ is the thyroid Flhis value is approximately 
one quarter of the value 

The setpoint corresponding to 0.75 mrem to the child's thx, roid is 3.8 x 10 ().Ci.ml.  

12b. Unit 3 Service Water and Turbine Building Sump Effluent Concentration Limitation 

Results of analyses of service water and turbine building sump samples taken in accordance with 
Table I.C-3 of Section I of the RlMODCM shall be used to limit radioactivity' concentrations in 
the service water and turbine building sump effluents to less than the limits in IOCFR20, 
Appendix B (version prior to January 1, 1994).  

13. Bases for Liquid Monitor Setpoints 

1Liquid effluent monitors are provided on discharee pathways to control, as applicable, the release 
of radioactive materials in liquid effluents during actual or potential releases of liquid waste to the 
environment- The alarm / trip setpoints are calculated to ensure that the alarm trip function of 
the monitor will occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 (Appendix B, [able If, 
Column 2), which applies to the release of radioactive materials from all units on the site. This 
limitation also prov ides additional assurance that the levels of radioactive materials in bodies of 
water in Unrestricted Areas will result in exposures within the Section ILA design obiectives of 
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 to a member of the public.  

In application, the typical approach is to determine the expected concentration in a radioactive 
release path and set the allowable discharge rate past the monitor such the existing dilution flow 
will limit the effluent release concentration to 10/0 of the MPC limit for the mix. The setpomnt is 
then selected to be only 2 times the expected concentration, or 2 0% of the MPC limit. As a result, 
considerable margin is included in the selection of the setpoint for the monitor to account for 
unexpected changes in the discharge concentration or the contribution from other potential release 
pathways occurring at the same time as the planned effluent release. For those monitors on 
systems that are not expected to be contaminated, the alarm point is usually selected to be two 
times the ambient background to give notice that normal conditions may have chanced and should 
be evaluated.
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11.F. (;ASEOUS MONIT OR SETPOINTS 

!. Unit I IltINroyen Monitor 

Per .cctoiom Il1('.3 of the Racimlogical [fflu,, (C'ntrols, tile alarmn setpoint shall be less than or 
equal to 4` o hy drogen by volume. [Note: This parameter is pertinent only during the operational 
period of the plant. PIower operations has permanently ceased. I 

2. Unit I Steam Jet Air Ejector Offras Monitor 

[Note: This parameter is pertinent only during the operational period of the plant. Powx er 
operations has permanently ceased.] 

Radiological Effluent Control IIl.C.2 requires the alarm setpoint to be set tip to ensure that the 
instantaneous noble gas release rate limits from the stack are not exceeded.  

Radiological l-ffluent Control III.C.4 specifies the maximum allows ed noble gas in-process activity 
to be 1.47 x 10" pCi/sec. T he value of 1.47 x 10" pCiisec is based on an assumed release of the 
entire inventory in the otf gas treatment sysstern vith 9•1o'5 worst-case nleteorology. At that level, 
the dose would still be less than I OCFR20 limits.  

Based on Se'ctioin II.F.3 (bhelo'), the stack instantaneous release rate limit for MP- I (assuming I/3 
of the site limit) is 363,000 pCii'sec. Assuming an approximate txvo factor decay from the air 
ejector monitor to the stack when using the 50 minute hold-up pipe, the corresponding activity at 
the air ejector is 700,000 pCi/sec and, hence, is more limiting than the 1.47 x 10' pCi."sec. When 
using, the off gas treatment system, the decay factor is greater than 40. and hence, the 1-47 x 106 
pCi sec is more limiting.  

I he trip setpoint should be established by Station Chemistry to ensure Technical Specification 
Limits are met based on latest conversion factor from mR 'hr to pCi/sec Chemistry should specify 
the mR,'hr corresponding to the following noble gas activity rates at the air ejector monitor: 

With of gas treatment system out of service: < 700,000 WCi'sec 
With all flow thru off gas treatment system: < 1,470,000 [.Ci/sec 

To avoid having to re-adjust the setpoint with a change in off gas treatment, it is recommended 
that the alarm correspond to _< 700,000 luCi/sec unless a higher value is necessary to continue 
operations.
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II.F. GASEOUS MONITOR SEiPOINTS (Cont'd) 

3. Unit I Stack Noble Gas Monitor

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance ,kith the conditions 
,iven in ection II.D. L.a in order to satisfy Radiological E/i unt ('ontro 1111.).2. 1.  

"Jhe alarm setpoint ý be set at or below the "cps" corresponding to 363,000" pCi'/sec from the 
NiP I stack noble gas monitor calibration curve. The calibration curve (given as IiCi/sec per cps) is 
determined by assunming a maximum ventilation flow of 180.000 CIFN.  

"Note Tlhe release rate value of 363,000 pCi/sec assumes that 33% of the site limit is assigned to 
the MiPI stack. If effluent conditions from the MPI stack approach the alarm setpoint, it may be 
increased if the MP2 or MP3 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the sum of the allowed 
individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed the site limit as dictated in - Section 
IllD. .a, and described in the RE.IODCAI Technical fin/ormation Documeant 
(AIt- 12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2 & -1 

4. Unit I Main Stack Sampler Flow Rate Monitor 

T'he MIP I main stack sampler flow control alarms on losw pressure indicating loss of flow. or on 
high pressure indicating restricted flow.  

The alarm will occur with either (per GEK-2768 IA): 

a. Pressure Switch I less than 2" Hg (Low Flow, i e., damaged filter, filter inadvertently left 
out) 

or 
b. Pressure Switch #iI greater than 18" 11g (Restricted Flow, i.e., plugged filter) 

or 
c. Pressure Switch 42 less than 20" Hg (Restricted Flow, i.e., pump abnormalities) 

5. Unit 2 Vent - Noble Gas Monitor 

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance with the conditions 
given in O Section Il.D. I.a in order to satisfy Teehnica/ Specifications 3.3.3. 10 andc3.11.2.  

The alarm setpoint s .Tff be set at or below the "cpm" corresponding to 95,000 •iCi,'sec from the 
MP2 vent noble gas monitor calibration curve. The calibration curve (given as pCi,'sec per cpm) is 

I determined by assuming the maximum possible ventilation flow for various fan combinations.  
,urves for three different fan combinations are normally given.  

No -The release rate value of 95,000 pCi/sec assumes that 33%. of the site limit is assigned to 
the MPI2 vent. If effluent conditions from the MP2 vent approach the alarm setpoint, it may be 
increased if the NIPI stack or MP3 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the sum of the 
allowed individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed the site limit as dictated in ODCM 
Section II.D. La, and described in the REMOD('A Teclmical hnfrmation Document 
(AI'-12-REAl-REF02), Section 4.2. Prior to decreasing the M PI stack setpoint, evaluate if the 
NIP I steam jet air ejector setpoint needs to be changed, to comply with Radiological Effluent 
(Contro 1111.C 2 (see OD1) M Section II.F.2).

lI.F-2
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11.F. GASEOUS N1ONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

6. Unit 2 Waste Cas Decay Tank Monitor 

Administratively all waste gas decay tank releases are via the MPI stack %khich has a release rate 
limit typically set at 363.000 pCi,'sec (see the REM(ID( ,Al Tfchnnical Ihormcaion L)oclncwnt 
(AlP-12-REAM-REFO2), St'ciot 4.2 for bases). Assuming 33% of the limit is from the NIPI stack.  
the release rale limit for MPI is 363,000 pCi/sec, 

Releases from waste gas decay tanks are much lower than this limit and are based upon a dilution 
factor of 1000 (dilution less than 1% of the worst case quarter X"Q; 210.000 ft''min x 6.3 x 108 
sec/'ni' x 0.028317 minft' x 1i160 min/sec = 1/160,000, which is equivalent to 0.624500 of a dilution 
factor of 1000) and release rates to maintain offsite concentration below MPC values.  

[he MP2 waste gas decay tank monitor (given pCi/cc per cpni) calibration curve is used to assure 
that the concentration of gaseous activity being released from a waste gas decay tank is not greater 
than the concentration used in discharge permit calculations.  

7. Unit 3 Vent Noble Gas Monitor 

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance with the conditions 
given in ( Section 11-). I.a in order to satisltv hini a! ,j'Catfl 3 3.3 10 anm 3.11.2. 1.  

"The alarm setpoint s. bý set at or below a value of9.5 x 10 ',Ci'cc for the MP3 vent. / 14'1/5 

[Note: The release rate value of 9.5 x 10 4 fiCi/cc assumes that 33% of the site limit is assigned 
to the MP3 vent. This value corresponds to a release rate otf95.000 pCi'/sec and a maximum 
ventilation flow rate of-210,000 CFM (per memo from G. C_ Knight to R. A. Crandall.  
MP-3-1 885, July 19. 1989). If effluent conditions from the NIP3 vent approach the alarm setpoint.  
it may be increased if the NIPI stack or MP2 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the 
SUM of the allowed individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed thie site limit as dictated 
in (Ap-in Section II-1). 1 a. and described in the RELIlOD(',AI Tcchnical i/uIt mation Docuatnt NclI 
(MfP-12 lEM-lRFFO21 , Section 4.2.1 C.L 

8. Unit 3 Engineering Safeguards Buildin2 Monitor 

Assuming releases less than 10% of the MP3 FSAR design releases of noble gases (Tabh, 11.3 11, 
1.4 x I0' Ci/year which is equal to 450 pCi/sec) assures that less than 100 of the above 
instantaneous release rate is added by this intermittent pathway (450/290.000 0.160%,). Assuming 
a flow rate of 6,500 CFM (3.05 x 106 cc/sec) for this pathway translates this limit to: 

0. 1 x 45 0/3.05 x 10 I.Sx 10-Sp.Ci/cc 

The Alarm setpoint sbhi.d1 be set at or below this Value.  Cw3
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II.F. GASEOUS MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

9. Bases for Gaseous Monitor Setpoints 

Gaseous effluent monitors are provided on atmospheric release pathways to control, as applicable, 
the release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents to the environment. The alann / trip 
setpoints are calculated to ensure that the alarm / trip function of the monitor will occur prior to 
exceeding the dose rate limits required by the Tcchncal S•pccificatioiis (Units 2 atd 3) or 
Radiological Efflucnt ('ontrols (Unit 1) requirements for each unit. Monitor setpoint selection is 
based on a conservative set of conditions for each release pathway (as discussed above for each 
monitor pathway) such that the dose rate at any time at and beyond the site boundary from all 
gaseous effluents from all units on the site will be within the numerical values of the annual dose 
limits of 10 CFR Part 20 (the version prior to January 1, 1994) into Unrestricted Areas. Since the 
Technical Specifications and Effluent Controls are constncted such that the numerical values of 
the annual dose limits of 10 CFR Part 20 be applied on an instantaneous basis (i.e., no time 
averaging over the year), and the integrated dose objectives of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I provide for 
corrective actions to reduce effluents if the ALARA dose values are exceeded, assurance is 
obtained that compliance with the revised annual dose limits of 10 CFR 20.1301 (100 mrem total 
effective dose equivalent to a member of the public) will also be met. The use of the stated 
instantaneous release rate values, which equate to the site dose rate limits, also provides 
operational flexibilit\ to accommodate short periods of hiher than normal effluent releases that 
may occur durin- nlant oneraitons.
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IIM.A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this section is to provide the following for Millstone UJnit One: 
a. the effluent radiation monitor controls and surveillance requirements, 
b. the effluent radioactivity concentration and dose controls an(d surveillance requirements, and 
c. the bases for the controls and surveillance requirements.  

Definitions of certain terms are provided as an aid for implementation of the controls and requirements.  

Some surveillance requirements refer to specific sub-sections in Sections 1 and II as part of their 
required actions.

lll.A-1
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III.B. DEFINITIONS 
The defined terms of this sub-section appear in capitalized type and are applicable 
throughout Section III.  
B.1 ACTION - that part of a Control that prescribes remedial measures required under 

designated conditions.  

B.2 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION - the adjustment, as necessary, of the instrument output 
such that it responds within the necessary range and accuracy to know values of the 
parameter that the instrument monitors. The INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION shall 
encompass those components, such as sensors, displays, and trip functions, required to 
perform the specified safety function(s). The INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION shall 
include the INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST and may be performed by means of any 
series of sequential , overlapping, or total channel steps so that the entire channel is 
calibrated.  

B.3 INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST - the injection of a simulated or actual signal into 
the channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify that the instrument is 
OPERABLE, including all components in the channel, such as alarms, interlocks, 
displays, and trip functions, required to perform the specified safety function(s). The 
INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by means of any series of 
sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps so that the entire channel is tested.  

B.4 INSTRUMENT CHECK - the qualitative determination of operability by observation of 
behavior during operation. This determination shall include, where possible, comparison 
of the instrument with other independent instruments measuring the same variable.  

B-5 OPERABLE - An instrument shall be OPERABLE when it is capable of performing its 
specified functions(s). Implicit in this definition shall be the assumption that all 
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, normal and emergency electrical power 
sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are required 
for the instrument to perform its functions(s) are also capable of performing their related 
support function(s).  

B.6 REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC - an individual, not occupationally associated with the 
Millstone site, who is exposed to existing dose pathways at one particular location. This 
does not include employees of the utility or utilities which own a Millstone plant and utility 
contractors and vendors. Also excluded are persons who enter the Millstone site to 
service equipment or to make deliveriesPd',Persons who use portions of the Millstone 
site for recreational, occupational, or other pqtrposes not associated with any of the 
Millstone plants. ý li 

B.7 SITE BOUNDARY - that line beyond which the Ian own, or otherwise 

controlled by the licensee.  
B.8 SOURCE CHECK - the qualitative assessment of channel response when the channel 

is exposed to radiation.  

B.9 RADIOACTIVE WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS - Radioactive Waste Treatment 
Systems are those liquid, gaseous, and solid waste systems which are required to 
maintain control over radioactive materials in order to meet the controls set forth in this 
section.

Ill.B-1
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IlI.C. RI,,)IOACTIVE EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Radioactive Liquid Effluent MonitorinpInstrumentation 

CONTROLS 

The radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table III.C-1 
shall be OPERABLE with applicable alarm/trip setpoints set to ensure that the limits of 
Control III.D.1.a are not exceeded. The set oinshall be determined in accordance with 
methods and parameters described in the QE2M-Section I 

APPLICABILITY 
As shown in Table III.C-1 

ACTION: 
1. In the event of a control requirement for operation and/or associated action requirement 

cannot be satisfied, this shall not require unit shutdown or prevent a change in 
operational modes.  

2- With a radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel alarm/trip setpoint 
less conservative than required by the above control, without delay suspend the release 
of radioactive liquid effluents monitored by the affected channel, or declare the channel 
inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is acceptably conservative.  

3. With the number of channels less than the minimum channels OPERABLE requirement, 
take the action shown in Table III.C-1. Exert best efforts to restore the inoperable 
monitor to OPERABLE status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next 
Annual Effluent Report why the inoperability was not corrected in a timely manner.  
Releases need not be terminated after 30 days provided the specified actions are 
continued.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Each radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE by performance of the INSTRUMENT CHECK, INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION, 
INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST, and SOURCE CHECK operations at the frequencies 
shown in Table III.C-2.

III.C-1
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TABLE III.C-1

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

Instrument 
1. Gross Radioactivity 

Monitors Providing 
Automatic Termination 
Of Release 

a. Liquid Radwaste 
Effluent Line 

2. Gross Radioactivity 
Monitors Not Providing 
Automatic Termination 
Of Release

a. Service Water 
Effluent Line

Minimum # 
Operable

1

1

Alarm 
Setpoints 
Required Applicability

Yes

Yes

Action

A

B

3. Flow Rate Measurement 
Devices

a. Liquid Radwaste 

b. Dilution water 
Flow

1 No 

No

C 

NA

* At all times - which means that channels be OPERABLE and in service on a continuous, 
uninterrupted basis, except that outages are permitted, within the time limit of the specified 
ACTION statement, for the purpose of maintenance and performance of required test, checks 

and calibrations.  

"**Dilution water flow is determined by the use of condenser cooling water and service water 

pump status. Only those pumps actually discharging to the quarry at the time of the release 
are included. Pump status is only reviewed for purpose of determining flows.  

NA - Not Applicable
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TABLE III.C-1 (Continued) 

ACTION STATEMENTS 

Action A 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirements, effluent releases may continue provided that best efforts are made to 
repair the instrument and that prior to initiating a release.  

1. At least two independent samples of the tank to be discharged are analyzed in 
accordancewith Controls Ill.D.1.a and; 

2. The original release rate calculations and discharge valving are independently verified 
by a second individual.  

Action B 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via this pathway may continue provided that best 
efforts are made to repair the instrument and that once per 12 hours grab samples are collected 
and analyzed for gross radioactivity (beta or gamma) at a lower limit of detection of at least 
3 x 10i7 uCi/gm.  

Action C 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via this pathway may continue provided that best 
efforts are made to repair the instrument and that the flow rate is estimated once per 4 hours 
during actual releases. Pump performance curves may be used to estimate flow.

III.C-3
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TABLE III.C-2 

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING 

INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Instrument 
Instrument Instrument Functional Source 

Instrument Check Calibration Test Check 

1. Gross Radioactivity 
Monitors Providing 
Alarm And Automatic 
Termination Of Release 

a. Liquid Radwaste D(1) R(2) Q(3) P 
Effluent Line 

2. Gross Radioactivity 
Monitors Providing Alarm 
But Not Providing 
Automatic Termination 
Of Release 

a. Service Water D(1) R(2) Q(3) M 
Effluent Line 

3. Flow Rate Measurement 
Devices 

a. Liquid Radwaste D(1) R Q(5) NA 
Effluent Line 

b. Dilution Water Flow D(4) NA NA NA 

D = Daily 
M = Monthly 
P = Prior to each batch release 
R = Once every 18 months 
Q = Once every 3 months 
NA = Not Applicable
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TABLE III.C-2 (Continued) 

TABLE NOTATION 

(1) Instrument Check shall consist of verifying indication of radiation or flow readings during 
periods of discharge. Instrument check need only be performed daily when discharges 
are made from this pathway.  

(2) Calibration shall include the use of a radioactive solid source, the activity of which can be 
traced to an NIST source. The radioactive source shall be in a known, reproducible 
geometry.  

(3) The INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also demonstrate that control room alarm 
annunciation occurs if any of the following conditions exist: 

1. Instrument indicates measured levels above the alarm/trip setpoint.* 

2. Instrument indicates a downscale failure or circuit failure.  

3. Instrument controls not set in operate mode.  

"Automatic isolation shall also be demonstrated for the liquid radwaste effluent 
line.  

(4) Pump status should be checked daily.  

(5) The quarterly functional test for the liquid radwaste flow monitor shall consist only of a 
comparison of the calculated volumes discharged by using the measured flow rate versus 
the tank level decrease. This surveillance is not required if no waste was discharged 
during the quarter.

III.C-5
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1II.C. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Cont'd) 

2. Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation 

CONTROLS 

The radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channels shown in 
Table III.C-3 shall be OPERABLE with applicable alarm/trip setpoints set to ensure 
that the limits of Controls II1.C.3 and II1.D.2.1 are not exceeded. The setpoints shall be 
determined in accordance with methods and parameters described in Section I1.  

Applicability: As shown in Table II1.C-3.  

Action: 

In the event of a control requirement for operation and/or associated action requirement 
cannot be satisfied, this shall not require unit shutdown or prevent a change in 
operational modes, except for Table II1.C-3 action B statement for SJAE off-gas monitor.  

a. With a radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channel alarm/trip 
setpoint less conservative than required by the above Control, without delay 
suspend the release of radioactive gaseous effluents monitored by the affected 
channel, or declare the channel inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is 
acceptably conservative.  

b. With the number of channels less than the minimum channels operable 
requirements, take the action shown in Table III.C-3. Exert best efforts to restore 
the inoperable monitor to OPERABLE status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, 
explain in the next Annual Effluent Report why the inoperability was not corrected in 
a timely manner. Release need not be terminated after 30 days provided the 
specified actions are continued.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

Each radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be 
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the INSTRUMENT CHECK, INSTRUMENT 
CALIBRATION, INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST, and SOURCE CHECK operations at 
the frequencies shown in Table II1.C-4.
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TABLE III.C-3 

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

Minimum # Alarm 
Instrument Operable Setpoints Applicability Action 

1. Main CondenserAugmented 
Offgas Treatment System 
Explosive Gas Monitor 
(For System Designed to 
Withstand Effects of a 
Hydrogen Explosion) 

(a) Hydrogen Monitor 1 Yes ** A 

2. CondenserAir Ejector 
Noble Gas Activity Monitor 

(a) SJAE Off-Gas Monitor 2 Yes B 

3. MP1 Main Stack 

(a) Noble Gas Activity 
Monitor 1 Yes * C 

(b) Iodine Sampler 1 No * D 

(c) Particulate Sampler 1 No * D 

(d) Stack Flow Rate 1 No E 
Monitor 

(e) Sampler Flow Rate 1 Yes * E 
Monitor 

At all times - which means that channels be OPERABLE and in service on a continuous, 

uninterrupted basis, except that outages are permitted, within the time frame of the 
specified ACTION statement, for the purpose of maintenance and performance of required 
test, checks and calibrations.  

During augmented off-gas treatment system (recombiner) operation.
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TABLE III.C-3 (Continued) 

ACTION STATEMENTS 

Action A 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirement, operations of the main condenser augment offgas treatment system 
may continue provided that best efforts are made to repair the instrument and that gas samples 
are collected once per 4 hours and analyzed for hydrogen within the ensuing 4 hours.  

Action B 

With one monitor inoperable, releases via this pathway may continue provided the inoperable 
monitor is placed in the tripped position. With both monitors inoperable, releases may continue 
for up to 72 hours provided the augmented gas system is not bypassed and the main stack 
monitor is operable, otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 12 hours.  

Action C 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via this pathway may continue provided that best 
efforts are made to repair the instrument and that grab samples are taken once per 12 hours and 
these samples are analyzed for gross activity within 24 hours.  

Action D 

With the number of samplers OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum number 
OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via this pathway may continue provided that the best 
efforts are made to repair the instrument and that samples are continuously collected with 
auxiliary sampling equipment for periods of seven (7) days and analyzed for principal gamma 
emitters with half lives greater than 8 days within 48 hours after the end of the sampling period.  

Action E 

With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by the Minimum Channels 
OPERABLE requirement, effluent releases via this pathway may continue provided that best 
efforts are made to repair the instrument and that the flow rate is estimated once per 4 hours.

III.C-8
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Table II1.C-4 

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING 

INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Instrument 

1. Main Condenser Augmented 
Offgas Treatment System 
Explosive Gas Monitor 

(a) Hydrogen Monitor 

2. Condenser Air Ejector 
Noble Gas Activity Monitor 

(a) SJAE Off-Gas Monitor 

3. MP1 MAIN STACK 

(a) Noble Gas Activity 
Monitor 

(b) Iodine Sampler 

(c) Particulate Sampler 

(d) Stack Flow Rate Monitor 
Monitor 

(e) Sampler Flow Rate 
Monitor

Instrument 
Check 

D(1) 

D(3) 

D(3) 

W 

W 

D 

D

Instrument 
Calibration 

Q(2) 

R(4) 

R(6) 

NA 

NA 

R 

R

D = Daily 
W = Weekly 
M = Monthly 
R = Once every 18 months 
Q = Once every 3 months 
NA = Not Applicable
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M 

Q(5) 
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NA 

NA 
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NA 

M 
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NA 
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Table III.C-4 (Continued) 

TABLE NOTATION 

(1) Instrument check daily only when the augmented off-gas treatment system is in operation.  

(2) The INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION shall include the use of standard gas samples 
containing a nominal: 

1. One volume percent hydrogen, balance nitrogen; and 
2. Four volume percent hydrogen, balance nitrogen.  

(3) Instrument check daily only when there exist releases via this pathway.  

(4) Calibration shall be performed using a known source whose strength has been determined 
through the use of a condenser R meter traceable to the NIST. The source and detector 
shall be in a known reproducible geometry.  

(5) The instrument functional test shall also demonstrate the following: 

1. Automatic isolation of the off-gas line occurs within 15 minutes if any of the following 
conditions exist: 

a. Both monitors indicate measured levels above the trip setpoint.  
b. One monitor indicates measured levels above the trip setpoint, and the other 

indicates a downscale trip.  
2. Control room alarm annunciation occurs if any of the following conditions exist: 

a. Either monitor indicates measured levels above the alarm/trip setpoint.  
b. Either monitor indicates a downscale failure.  
c. Instrument controls are not set in the operate mode.  

(6) Calibration shall include the use of a known source whose strength is determined by a 
detector which has been calibrated to an NIST source. These sources shall be in a known 
reproducible geometry.  

(7) The INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also demonstrate that control room 
alarm annunciation occurs if any of the following conditions exist: 

1. Instrument indicates measured levels above the alarm/trip setpoint.* 
2. Instrument indicates a downscale failure.  
3. Instrument controls not set in operate mode.  

* - Not applicable for stack flow rate monitor.
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III.C. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Cont'd) 

3. Explosive Gas Instrumentation 

CONTROLS 

The concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment system, 
downstream of the recombiners, shall be limited to less than or equal to 4% by volume.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 
With the concentration of hydrogen greater than 4% but less than or equal to 8%, 
restore the concentration to within the limit within 48 hours. With the concentration of 
hydrogen greater than 8%, terminate use of the augmented off-gas system.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

The concentration of hydrogen shall be determined to be within the above limits by 
monitoring the waste gases with the hydrogen monitor required by Table II1.C-3 or by 
compliance with Action A of Table III.C-3 if the Monitor is inoperable.
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III.C. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Cont'd) 

4. Steam Jet Air Ejector Noble Gas Activity 

CONTROLS 

In the main condenser off-gas system, the noble gas in-process activity rate shall not 
exceed 1.47 x 106 uCi/sec averaged over 15 minutes as measured at the off-gas 
monitor.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 
With the noble gas activity exceeding the above limit, reduce the activity rate to within 
the limit within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 12 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

1. The noble gas in-process activity rate shall be continuously monitored by the steam 
jet air ejector off-gas monitor required OPERABLE in Table II1.C-3.  

2. The noble gas in-process activity rate shall be determined to be within the above 
limit by performance of the steam jet air ejector sampling required in Section 1.D.1
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III.C. RAI)IOACTIVE EFFUIJENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Cont'd) 

5. IIiph Range Stack Noble Gas Monitor 

CONTROLS 

The MP1 stack high range noble gas effluent monitor shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: 
At all times which means that the monitor shall be OPERABLE on a continuous basis, 
except that outages are permitted, within the time frame of the specified action 
statement, for the purpose of maintenance and performance of required tests, check 
and calibrations.  

ACTION: 
If the stack high range noble gas monitor is not OPERABLE then initiate a preplanned 
alternate method of monitoring noble gas effluents within 72 hours, and either restore 
the inoperable monitor to OPERABLE status within 7 days or prepare and submit a 
special report to the Commission within 14 days following the event outlining the action 
taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans and schedule for restoring the 
monitor to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

The monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL 
CHECK on a monthly frequency and performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION once 
per refueling cycle.
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III.D. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSE LIMITATIONS 

1. Radioactive Liquid Effluents 

a. Radioactive Liquid Effluents Concentrations 

CONTROLS 

The concentration of radioactive material released from the site (see Figure Ill.D-1) 
shall not exceed the concentrations specified in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, 
Column 2 for radionuclides other than dissolved or entrained noble gases. For 
dissolved or entrained noble gases, the concentration shall not exceed 2 x 10.' uCi/ml 
total activity.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 
With the concentration of radioactive material released from the site exceeding the 
above limits, restore the concentration within the above limits within 15 minutes.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

1. Radioactive liquid wastes shall be sampled and analyzed according to the sampling 
and analysis program specified in Section I.  

2. The results of the radioactive analysis shall be used in accordance with the 
methods of Section II to assure that the concentrations at the point of release are 
maintained within the limits of Control III.D.1.a.

Ill.D-1
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III.D. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSE LIMITATIONS (Cont'd) 

1. Radioactive Liquid Effluents (Cont'd) 

b. Radioactive Liquid Effluents Doses 

CONTROLS 

The dose or dose commitment to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from 
radioactive materials in liquid effluents from Unit 1 released from the site (see Figure 
Ill.D-1) shall be limited: 

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 1.5 mrem to the total body and 
to less than or equal to 5 mrem to any organ; and, 

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 3 mrem to the total body and to 

less than or equal to 10 mrem to any organ.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 

With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials in liquid effluents 
exceeding any of the above limits prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 
days a Special Report which identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit(s) and 
defines the corrective actions to be taken to reduce the releases of radioactive 
materials in liquid effluents during the remainder of the current calendar quarter and 
the calendar year so that the cumulative dose or dose commitment to any REAL 
MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from such releases during the calendar year is within 
3 mrem to the total body and 10 mrem to any organ.  

SURVEILANCE REQUIREMENTS 

1. Dose Calculations. Cumulative dose contributions from liquid effluents shall be 
determined in accordance with Section I1 once per 31 days.  

2. Relative accuracy or conservatism of the calculations shall be confirmed by 
performance of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program as detailed 
in (j I Section ".
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III.D. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSE LIMITATIONS 

2. Radioactive Gaseous Effluents 

a. Radioactive Gaseous Effluents Dose Rate 

CONTROLS 

The instantaneous dose rate offsite (see Figure lIl.D-1) due to radioactive materials 
released in gaseous effluents from the site shall be limited to the following values: 

a. The dose rate limit for noble gases shall be less than or equal to 500 mrem/yr to 
the total body and less than or equal to 3000 mrem/yr to the skin; and, 

b. The dose rate limit for lodine-131, lodine-133, Tritium, and for all radioactive 
materials in particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days shall be less than or 
equal to 1500 mrem/yr to any organ.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION 

With the dose rate(s) exceeding the above limits, decrease the release rate to comply 
with the limit(s) given in Control III.D.2.a within 15 minutes.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

1. The instantaneous release rate corresponding to the above dose rate shall be 
determined in accordance with the methodology of FSection I, 

2. The instantaneous release rate shall be monitored in accordance with the 

requirements of Table llI.D-4.  

3. Sampling and analysis shall be performed in accordance with he:RE / ection Oto assure that the limits of Control III.D.2.a are met. tIZ,
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III.D. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSE LIMITATIONS (Cont'd) 

2. Radioactive Gaseous Effluents (Cont'd) 

b. Radioactive Gaseous Effluents Noble Gas Dose 

CONTROLS 

The air dose offsite (see Figure IlI.D-1) due to noble gases released in gaseous 
effluents from Unit 1 shall be limited to the following: 

a. During any calendar quarter, to less than or equal to 5 mrad for gamma 
radiation and less than or equal to 10 mrad for beta radiation

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 10 mrad for gamma radiation 

and less than or equal to 20 mrad for beta radiation.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 

With the calculated air dose from radioactive noble gases in gaseous effluents 
exceeding any of the above limits prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 
days a Special Report which identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit(s) and 
defines the corrective actions to be taken to reduce the releases of radioactive noble 
gases in gaseous effluents during the remainder of the current calendar quarter and 
the calendar year so that the cumulative dose during the calendar year is within 10 
mrad for gamma radiation and 20 mrad for beta radiation.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

1. Dose Calculations - Cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter 
and current calendar year shall be determined in accordance with 4 - P1/6,4? 
fSection Il'once every 31 days.  

2. Relative accuracy or conservatism of the calculations shall be confirmed by 
performance of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program as detailed in , ~~~ection 102/•glC•/

Ill.D-4
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Unit One Controls

III.D. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSE LIMITATIONS (Cont'd) 

2. Radioactive Gaseous Effluents (Cont'd) 

c. Gaseous Effluents - Dose, Radio-iodines, Radioactive Material In Particulate Form, 
and Radionuclides Other than Noble Gas 

CONTROLS 

The dose to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from lodine-131, lodine-133, Tritium, 
and radioactive materials in particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days in 
gaseous effluents released offsite from Unit 1 (see Figure Ill.D-1) shall be limited to the 
following: 

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 7.5 mrem [to any organ]; 

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 15 mrem [to any organ].  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 

With the calculated dose from the release of radio-iodines, radioactive materials in 
particulate form, or radionuclides other than noble gases in gaseous effluents 
exceeding any of the above limits prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 
days a Special Report which identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit and defines 
the corrective actions to be taken to reduce the releases during the remainder of the 
current calendar quarter and during the remainder of the calendar year so that the 
cumulative dose or dose commitment to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from 
such releases during the calendar year is within 15 mrem to any organ.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

1. Dose Calculations - Cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter 
and current calendar year shall be determined in accordance with Section II 
once every 31 days.  

2. Relative accuracy or conservatism of the calculations shall be confirmed by 
performance of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program as detailed in 
te M ection

III.D-5
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III.E. TOTAL RADIOLOGICAL DOSE FROM STATION OPERATIONS 

CONTROLS 

The dose or dose commitment to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from the Millstone 
Site is limited to less than or equal to 25 mrem to the total body or any organ (except the 
thyroid, which is limited to less than or equal to 75 mrem) over a period of 12 consecutive 
months.  

APPLICABILITY: At all times.  

ACTION: 

With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials in liquid or gaseous 
effluents exceeding twice the limits of Controls III.D. .b, III.D.2.b, or III.D.2.c prepare and 
submit a Special Report to the Commission within 30 days and limit the subsequent releases 
such that the dose commitment from the site to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from 
the Millstone Site is limited to less than or equal to 25 mrem to the total body or any organ 
(except thyroid, which is limited to less than or equal to 75 mrem) over 12 consecutive 
months. This Special Report shall include an analysis which demonstrates that radiation 
exposures from the site to any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from the Millstone Site (including all effluent pathways and direct radiation) are less than the 40 CFR Part 190 
Standard.  

If the estimated doses exceed the above limits, the Special Report shall include a request for a variance in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. Submittal of the report is considered a timely request, and a variance is granted until staff action on the request is 
complete.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Cumulative dose contributions from liquid and gaseous effluents and direct radiation from the Millstone Site shall be determined in accordance with Iection 11once per 31 
days. Q 

llf-
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Unit One Controls

III.F. BASES 

Section III.C.1 - Radioactive Liquid Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation 
The radioactive liquid effluent instrumentation is provided to monitor and control, as 
applicable, the releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents during actual or potential 
releases of liquid effluents. The alarm/trip setpoints for these instruments shall be calculated 
in accordance with the approved methods in the ODCM to ensure that the alarm/trip will 
occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. The OPERABILITY and use of this 
instrumentation is consistent with the requirements of General Design Criteria 60, 63, and 64 
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

Section III.C.2 - Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation 
The radioactive gaseous effluent instrumentation is provided to monitor and control, as 
applicable, the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents during actual or 
potential releases. The alarm/trip setpoints for these instruments shall be calculated in 
accordance with the approved methods in the REMODCM to ensure that the alarm/trip will 
occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. This instrumentation also includes 
provisions for monitoring (and controlling) the concentrations of potentially explosive gas 
mixtures in the waste gas holdup system. The OPERABILITY and use of this 
instrumentation is consistent with the requirements of General Design Criteria 60, 63, and 64 
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

Section III.C.3 - Explosive Gas Monitoring 
This specification is provided to ensure that the concentration of potentially explosive gas 
mixtures contained in the waste gas treatment system is maintained below the flammability 
limits of hydrogen and oxygen. Maintaining the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen 
below their flammability limits provides assurance that the releases of radioactive materials 
will be controlled in conformance with the requirements of General Design Criterion 60 
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

Section III.C.4 - Steam Jet Air Eiector Noble Gas Activity 
Restricting the gross radioactivity rate of noble gases from the main condenser provides 
reasonable assurance that the total body exposure to an individual at the exclusion area 
boundary will not exceed a small fraction of the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 in the event this 
effluent is inadvertently discharged directly to the environment without treatment. This 
Specification implements the requirements of General Design Criteria 60 and 64 of 
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

Section III.C.5 - High Range Stack Noble Gas Monitor 
This specification ensures the operability of the High Range Stack Noble Gas Monitor 
installed per NUREG-0737 to monitor post-accident noble gas releases from the Millstone 
Unit No. 1 stack. Since the Millstone Unit No. 1 stack represents the final release point for 
potential accident level releases from all 3 Millstone units, the applicability has been defined 
as "At all times" rather than relating it solely to Millstone Unit No. 1 operating modes. The 
Millstone Unit No. 1 stack noble gas effluent monitor required to be operable per Section 
III.C02 - Table C.1-1 is strictly the low range (Normal Range) monitor. Hence this 
specification for the High Range Monitor is not redundant.

Ill.F-1
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Unit One Controls

Section Il.D. l.a - Radioactive Liquid Effluents Concentrations 
This control is provided to ensure that the concentration of radioactive materials released in 
liquid waste effluents from the site will be less than the concentration levels specified in 
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II. This instantaneous limitation provides additional 
assurance that the levels of radioactive materials in bodies of water outside the site will result 
in exposures within: (1) the Section II.A design objectives of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50, to 
an individual and (2) the limits of 10 CFR 20.106(e) to the population. The concentration limit 
for dissolved or entrained noble gases is based upon the assumption that Xe-1 35 is the 
controlling radioisotope and its MPC in air (submersion) was converted to an equivalent 
concentration in water using the methods described in International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 2.  

Section III.D.1.b - Radioactive Liquid Effluents Doses 
This control is provided to implement the requirements of Sections ILA, IliA, and IV.A of 
Appendix 1, 10 CFR Part 50. The control implements the guides set forth in Section IILA of 
Appendix I. The Action statements provide the required operating flexibility and at the same 
time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I to assure that the releases 
of radioactive material in liquid effluents will be kept "as low as is reasonably achievable".  
The dose calculations in the ODCM implement the requirements in Section III.A of Appendix I 
that conformance with the guides of Appendix I is to be shown by calculational procedures 
based on models and data such that the actual exposure of an individual through appropriate 
pathways is unlikely to be substantially underestimated. The equations specified in the 
ODCM for calculating the doses due to the actual release rates of radioactive materials in 
liquid effluents are consistent with the methodology provided in Regulatory Guide 1.109, 
"Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the 
Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, "Revision 1, October 
1977, and Regulatory Guide 1.113, "Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of Effluents from 
Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the Purpose of Implementing Appendix I," 
April 1977.  

Section III.D.2.a - Radioactive Gaseous Effluents Dose Rate 
This control is provided to ensure that the dose rate at anytime from gaseous effluents from 
all units on the site will be within the annual dose limits of 10 CFR Part 20 for all areas offsite.  
The annual dose limits are the doses associated with the concentrations of 10 CFR Part 20, 
Appendix B, Table II. These limits provide reasonable assurance that radioactive material 
discharged in gaseous effluents will not result in the exposure of an individual offsite to annual 
average concentrations exceeding the limits specified in Appendix B, Table II of 
10 CFR Part 20 (10 CFR 20.106(b)). For individuals who may, at times, be within the site 
boundary, the occupancy of that individual will be sufficiently low to compensate for any 
increase in the atmospheric diffusion factor above that for the site boundary. The specified 
release rate limits restrict, at all times, the corresponding gamma and beta dose rates 
above background to an individual at or beyond the site boundary to less than or equal to 
500 mrem/year to the total body or to less than or equal to 3000 mrem/year to the skin.  
These release rate limits also restrict, at all times, the corresponding thyroid dose rate above 
background to an infant via the cow-milk-infant pathway to less than or equal to 1500 
mrem/year for the nearest cow to the plant-

Ill.F-2
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Unit One Controls

Section III.D.2.b - Radioactive Gaseous Effluents Noble Gas Dose 
This control is provided to implement the requirements of Sections lI.B., IliA and IV.A of 
Appendix 1, 10 CFR Part 50. The control implements the guides set forth in Section II.B 
of Appendix I. The action statements provide the required operating flexibility and at the 
same time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I to assure that the 
releases of radioactive material in gaseous effluents will be kept "as low as is reasonably 
achievable." The Surveillance Requirements implement the requirements in Section IliA 
of Appendix I that conformance with the guides of Appendix I be shown by calculational 
procedures based on models and data such that the actual exposure of an individual 
through the appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially underestimated. The 
dose calculations established in the ODCM for calculating the doses due to the actual 
release rates of radioactive noble gases in gaseous effluents will be consistent with the 
methodology provided in Regulatory Guide 1.109, "Calculational of Annual Doses to Man 
from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance 
with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, October 1977 and Regulatory Guide 
1.111, "Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous 
Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled Reactors," Revision 1, July 1977.  

The ODCM equations provided for determining the air doses at the site boundary were 
based upon utilizing successively more realistic dose calculational methodologies.  
More realistic dose calculational methods are used whenever simplified calculations 
indicate a dose approaching a substantial portion of the regulatory limits. The methods 
used are, in order, previously determined air dose per released activity ratio, historical 
meteorological data and actual radionuclide mix released, or real time meteorology and 
actual radionuclides released.

Ill.F-3
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Unit One Controls

Section III.D.2.c - Radioactive Gaseous Effluents Radio-iodines, Particulates, and Gas 
Other Than Noble Gas Doses 
These controls is provided to implement the requirements of Sections I1.C, Ili.A and 
IV.A of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50. The controls are the guides set forth in Section 
Il.C of Appendix I. The action statements provide the required operating flexibility and 
at the same time implement the guides set forth in Section IV.A of Appendix I to 
assure that the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents will be kept "as 
low as is reasonably achievable." The ODCM calculational methods specified in the 
surveillance requirements implement the requirements in Section Ili.A of Appendix I 
that conformance with the guides for Appendix I be shown by calculational procedures 
based on models and data such that the actual exposure of an individual through 
appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially underestimated. The ODCM 
calculational methods for calculating the doses due to the actual release rates of the 
subject materials will to be consistent with the methodology provided in Regulatory 
Guide 1.109, "Calculating of Annual Dose to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor 
Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I," 
Revision I, October 1977 and Regulatory Guide 1.111, "Methods for Estimating 
Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from 
Light-Water-Cooled Reactors," Revision I, July 1977. These equations provide for 
determining the doses based upon either conservative atmospheric dispersion and an 
assumed critical nuclide mix or using real time meteorology and specific nuclides 
released. The release rate specifications for radio-iodines, radioactive material in 
particulate form and radionuclides other than noble gases are dependent on the 
existing radionuclide pathways to man. The pathways which are examined in the 
development of these calculations are: 1) individual inhalation of airborne 
radionuclides, 2) deposition of radionuclides onto green leafy vegetation with 
subsequent consumption by man, (3) deposition onto grassy areas where milk 
animals and meat producing animals graze with consumption of the milk and meat by 
man, and 4) deposition on the ground with subsequent exposure of man.  

Section III.E - Total Radiological Dose from Station Operations 
This control is provided to meet the reporting requirements of 40 CFR Part 190. For 
the purpose of the Special Report, it may be assumed that the dose commitment to 
any REAL MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from other fuel cycle sources is negligible, with 
the exception that dose contributions from other nuclear fuel cycle facilities at the 
same site or within a radius of 5 miles must be considered.
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APPENDIX A 

REMODCM METHODOLOGY CROSS-REFERENCES 

Radiological effluent controls (Section !11 of the REMODCM for Unit I, and Radiological Effluent Technical 
Specifications for Units 2 and 3) identify the requirements for monitoring, and limiting liquid and gaseous effluents 
releases from the site such the resulting dose impacts to members of the public are kept to "As Low As Reasonabl•y 
Achievable" (ALARA). The demonstration of compliance with the dose limits is by calculational models that are 
implemented by Section 11 of the REMODCM.  

Tables App.A-l (Unit 1) and App.A-2 (Units 2 & 3) provide a cross-reference guide between liquid and gaseous 
effluent release limits and those sections of the REMODCM, which are used to determine compliance. These tables 
also provide a quick outline of the applicable limits or dose obiectives and the required actions if those limits are 
exceeded. Details of the effluent control requirements and the implementing sections of the REMODCM should be 
reviewed directly for a full explanation of the requirements.

App.A- I
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TABLE App.A-I 

MILLSTONE UNIT I 

EFFL UENT REOQI IREM1JENTS AND METIIODOL OG( V CROSS REFERENCE

Radiological RENIODC(, 
Effluent Controls Methodology Applicable Limit or 

Section Objective Exposure Period Required Action 
Ill.D)I I able I C-I I 0(C:R20. App. B, Fable Instantaneous Restore concentration to within 

I.iquid IEffluent 11. Column 2. and 2x 1()4 limits wNithin 15 minutes.  
Concentration tCi 'i"ml, for dissolv ed 

noble gases* 
111D. 1.2 IIC 1 <1 5 mrem .B. Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  

l)osc-l.iquids 11.C 2 <5 mrem Organ Quarlcr** Relatil e accuracy or 
consersatism of the calculations 

11.C3 _<3 mrem I.B. (Calendar Year shall be confirmed bx 
I< C., _10 mrem Organ performance of the RFNIP in 

Section 1.  
T. S. 6 15 1. C. 2 <0.06 mrem 1B. Proiected for Return to operation Liquid Waste 

Liquid Rads~aste 11.lC.5 <0.2 nmrem Organ 31 day s (if s, stern TFreatment Syvstem.  
Freatment not in use) 
1111).2. I able I.I)-] <500 morero",, r TLB. from Instantaneous Restore release rates to ,a ithin 

Gaseous Effluents i.1 I). a noble gases* specifications within 15 minutes.  
D)ose Rate 

13000 mremn "r skin from 
noble gases* 

114). Lb <1I )00 inrem/% r organ 

from pariculaites muith 11/2 
, 8d.. 1-131. 1-133 and 

triti un* 
ll1J).2 2 I11).2 _<5 mrad gamma air Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  

Dose Noble Gases <I 0 inrad beta air ,uarier** 

-<10 mrad gamma air Calendar 
<20 mrad beta air 

i1).D2.3 11.).3 <7.5 mrcm organ Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose Quarter** Rclati',e accuracy or 

1-131I. 1-133, conservatism of the calculations 
Particulates, 11-3 <15 mrcm organ C alendar Year shall be confirmed by 

performance of the REMP in 
Section 1.  

"T.S. 6.15 1.1).2 -002 mrad gamma air P'rojected for Return to operation Gaseous 
Gaseous Radc, aste 1i 14 '0 04 mrad beta air 31 Days Radwaste l'reatment System.  

1reatment -0.03 mrcm organ (if s) stem not 
in use) 

III1)3 ll.D 6 <25 mrem i Tl.* 12 (Consecutive 30-day report i-fIflluent Control 
l otal Dose _<25 mnrem organ* Nlonths** I1..1. D 2. 111.1).2.2. or II I.D. 2.3 

<75 mircm thy roid* are exceeded by a factor of 2.  

Restore dose to public to "% ithin 
the applicable tEPA limit(s) or 
obtain a ,,ariance.  

Applies to the entire site (Units 1, 2, and 3) discharges combined.  
**Cumulative dose contributions calculated once per 31 days.

App.A-2
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TABLE APP.A-2 

MILLSTONE UNITS 2 and 3 

EFFLUE,,N T REQ flREMEITS AND MlEETIJODOLOG VC'ROSS REFERENCE 

Technical REMODCM 
Specification Methodology Applicable Limit or 

Section Section Objective Exposure Period Required Action 

3!4.11.1 Tables L.C-2 1 0CF R20, App. B., Instanlaneous Restore concentration to within 
Liquid Effluent and 1.C-3 Table 11. Column 2, and limits within 15 minutes.  
Concentration 2x 10' pCi/mL for 

dissolved noble gases* 
3/4.1 1.1.2 11.C. 1 <1.5 mrem T.B. Calendar 30-da) report if exceeded.  

Dose-Liquids 11.C.2 <5 mrem organ Quarter Relative accuracy or 
conservatism of calculations 

II.C.3 !<3 mrem T.B. Calendar Year shall be confirmed by 
IL.C.4 <10 mrem organ performance of the RENIP in 

Section I.  
6.15 1.C.2 -0.06 mrem T.B. Projected for Return to operation Liquid 

Liquid Radwaste 31.C.5 >0.2 mrem organ 31 days Waste Treatment System.  
Treatment 
3/4.11.2 lI.D. l.a <500 inrem/yr T.B. from Instantaneous Restore release rates to within 

Gaseous Effluents noble gases* specitications within 15 
Dose Rate minutes.  

<3000 mrem/yr skin 
from noble gases* 

lID. L .b <1500 mrem/yr organ 

from particulates with 
[112: 8d., 1-131, 1-133, 
and tritium* 

3/4.11 .2.2 Hl.D.2 <5 mrad gamma air Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose-Noble Gases <I 0 mrad beta air Quarter** 

<<10 mrad gamma air Calendar Year 
<20 mrad beta air 

3/4.1 1 2.3 ll.D.3 <7.5 mrem organ Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose Quarter** Relative accuracy or 

1-131, 1-I33, conservatism of calculations 
Particulates, 11-3 _<I15 mrem organ Calendar Year shall be confirmed by 

performance of the RENIP in 
Section I.  

6.15 (Unit 2) I.D.2 -0.02 mrad gamma air Projected for Return to operation Gaseous 
6.13 (Unit 3) 1.D.4 -0.04 mrad beta air 31 da(ys Radwaste Treatment System.  

Gaseous >0.03 mrem organ (if system not 
Radwaste in use) 
Treatment 
3/4.11.3 II.D.6 :<25 inrem T.B.* 12 Consecutive 30-day report if Tech Spec 

Total Dose <25 mrem organ* Months** 3.11.1.2, 3.11.2.2, or 3.11.2.3 
<75 mrem thyroid* are exceeded by a factor of 2.  

Restore dose to public to within 
the applicable EPA limit(s) or 

obtain a variance.  
NOTE: T.B. means total or whole body'.  
*Applies to the entire site (Units 1, 2, and 3) discharges combined.  
**Cumulative dose contributions calculated once per 31 days.

App.A-3
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MILLSTONE STA TION 

RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT MONITORING AND OFFSITE DOSE CALCULA TION MANUAL 
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I.A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Section I of this manual is to provide the sampling and analysis programs which 
provide input to Section I1 for calculating liquid and gaseous effluent concentrations and offsite 
doses. Guidelines are provided for operating radioactive waste treatment systems in order that offsite 
doses are kept As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable (ALARA).  

The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program outlined within this manual provides 
confirmation that the measurable concentrations of radioactive material released as a result of 
operations at the Millstone Site are not higher than expected.  

In addition, this manual outlines the information required to be submitted to the NRC in both the 
Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and the A,*mmalRadioactive Effluent Release 
Report.

L.A-1
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I.B. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All changes to the Radiological Effluent Monitoring Manual (REMM) shall be reviewed and 
approved by the Site Operations Review Committee prior to implementation.  

All changes and their rationale shall be documented in the A-nmt'l-Radioactive Effluent Release 
Report.  

It shall be the responsibility of the Senior Vice President and CNO - Millstone to ensure that this 
manual is used in performance of the surveillance requirements and administrative controls of the 
Technical Specifications. The delegation of implementation responsibilities is delineated in the 
Millstone Radiological Effluent Program Reference Manual (MP-J3-REM-REFOI).

I.B-I
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Table I.C-I 

MILLSTONE UNIT I 

RIDIOACTIVE LJIOUID WA1STE VIIPLIN'G AND ,N14L )SIS PROGRMI

There is a Conditional Action Requirement associated with this notation.

[.C- 2

Lower Limit 

Minimum of Detection 
Liquid Release Type Sampling Analysis Type of Activity (LLD)' 

Frequency Frequency Analysis (pCi/ml) 

A. Batch ReleaseB Principal Gamma 5 x 10-7 
Prior to Each Batch Emitters' 

Waste Sample 

Tanks. Floor Drain i-4-x-- 1-

Sample Tank Ce-144 5 x 106' 

and Prior to Each Batch 
Decontamination Monthly 11-3 1 x 10

Solution Tank Composite' Gross alpha I x 107 

Quarterly Sr-89, Sr-90 5 x 10-' 

CompositeF Fe-55 I x 106 

B. Continuous 
Release Principal Gamma 

Weekly Grab Weekly Emitters' 5 x 10 
Sample'* CompositeE i 4-x--4-N0

Ce-144 5 x 10.6 
Reactor Building 

Service Water 
Weekly Grab or Monthly 11-3 1 x 10' 
Composite' Composite' Gross alpha' I x 10-1 

Weekly Quarterly Sr-896 , Sr-90F 5 x 10' 

CompositeEF, Composite 6 F Fe-55'* I x 10-6

REMM



TABLE I.C-! (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

INFORMATIONAL NOTEIS: 

A. The LILD is the smallest concentration of radioactive material in a sample that wý ill be detected with 
95% probability with 5% probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation represents a "real" signal.  

For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical separation): 

LI-D - 4.66 Sh 
E -V - 2.22 x 10 -Y. exp (-At) 

"where: 

LLD is the lower limit of detection as defined above (as pCi per unit mass or volume) 
Sb is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of the counting rate of a blank 

sample as appropriate (as counts per minute) 

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per transformation) 

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume) 

2.22 x 106 is the number of transformations per minute per microcuric 

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable) 

X is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide 

At is the elapsed time between midpoint of sample collection and midpoint of counting time 

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an a priori (before the fact) limit representing the 
capability of a measurement system and not as an a posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular 
measurement.  

Analyses shall be performed in such a manner that the stated LLDs will be achieved under routine 
conditions. Occasionally background fluctuations, unavoidably small sample sizes, the presence of 
interfering nuclides, or other uncontrollable circumstances may render these LLDs unachievable.  
In such cases, the contributing factors will be identified and recorded on the analysis sheet for the 
particular sample.  

B. A batch release is the discharge of liquid wastes of a discrete volume from the tanks listed in this table.  
Prior to the sampling, each batch shall be isolated and at least two tankisump volumes shall be 
recirculated or equivalent mixing provided.  

C. The LLD vill be 5 x 10' pCi/ml. The principal gamma emitters for which this LLI) applies are 
exclusively the following radionuclides: Mn-54, Fe-59. Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, Cs- 134, and Cs
137, and Ce 1-4. Ce-144 shall be measured, but with an LLD of 5 x 10-6

pCi1ml.  

This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks which are 
measurable and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, shall also be identified and reported.  
Nuclides which are below the LLD for the analyses should not be reported as being present at the LLD 
level. When unusual circumstances result in a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be 
documented in the I m-94+F-Radioactive Effluent Re/ease Rcport.

IC- 3
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TABLE I.C-2 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 
INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 

A. The LLD is the smallest concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will be detected with 95% probability 
with 5% probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation represents a "real" signal.  

For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical separation): 
LLD = 4.66 S, 

E -V - 2.22 x 106--Y- exp (- X At) 
where: 

LLD is the lower limit of detection as defined above (as IiCi per unit mass or volume) 

Sb is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of the counting rate of a blank sample as 
appropriate (as counts per minute) 

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per transformation) 

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume) 

2.22 x 106 is the number of transformations per minute per microcurie 

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable) 

?. is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide 

At is the elapsed time between midpoint of sample collection and midpoint of counting time 

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an a priori (before the fact) limit representing the capability of a 
measurement system and not as an a posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measurement.  

Analyses shall be performed in such a manner that the stated LLDs will be achieved under routine conditions.  
Occasionally background fluctuations, unavoidably small sample sizes, the presence of interfering nuclides, or other 
uncontrollable circumstances may render these LLDs unachievable. In such cases, the contributing factors will be 
identified and recorded on the analysis sheet for the particular sample.  

B. A batch release is the discharge of liquid wastes ofa discrete volume from the tanks listed in this table. Prior to the 
sampling, each batch shall be isolated and at least two tank/sump volumes shall be recirculated or equivalent mixing 
provided. If the steam generator bulk can not be recirculated prior to batch discharge, samples will be obtained by 
representative compositing during discharge.  

C. The LLD will be 5 x l0-7 pCi/ml. The principal gamma emitters for which this LLD applies are exclusively the 
following radionuclides: Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, Cs-134, Cs-137, and Ce-141. Ce-144 shall also 
be measured, but with an LLD of 5 x 10-' Ci/ml. This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected 
and reported. Other peaks which are measurable and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, shall also be 
identified and reported. Nuclides which are below the LLD for the analyses should not be reported as being present at 
the LLD level. When unusual circumstances result in a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be 
documented in the Ammi-Radioactive Effluent Release Report.
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TABLE I.C-2 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

F. For Batch Releases and Steam Generator Blowdown only, a composite sample is one in which the quantity of 
liquid sampled is proportional to the quantity of liquid waste discharged and in which the method of sampling 
employed results in a specimen which is representative of the liquids released.  

G. Prior to analysis, all samples taken for the composite shall be thoroughly mixed in order for the composite sample 
to be representative of the effluents released.  

1. Daily grab samples shall be taken at least five days per week. For service water, daily grabs shall include each 
train that is in-service.  

K. LLD applies exclusively to the following radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-133m, Xe-135, and Xe-138.  
This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks which are measurable 
and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, shall also be identified and reported. Nuclides which are below 
the LLD for the analyses should not be reported as being present at the LLD level. When unusual circumstances 

result in a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the ,4mio4l-Radioactive Effluent 
Release Report.  

CONDITIONAL ACTION REQUIREMENTS 

D. For the Condensate Polishing Facility (CPF) waste neutralization sump and steam generator bulk: 
IF the applicable batch gamma activity is not greater than 5 x 10-' pCi/ml, THEN these analyses (gross alpha, 

Sr-89, Sr-90, Fe-55) are not required.  

E. For the Condensate Polishing Facility (CPF) waste neutralization sump: 
IF there is no detectable tritium in the steam generators, THEN tritium sampling and analyses are not required.  

IF the steam generator gross gamma activity (sampled and analyzed three times per week per Table 4.7-2 of the 
Technical Specifications) does not exceed I x 10' pCi/ml, THEN the sampling and analysis schedule for all 
principal gamma emitters, 1-131, Ce-144, noble gases, gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55 are not required.  

H. For the Steam Generator Blowdown and the Turbine Building Sump: 
IF there is no detectable tritium in the steam generators, THEN tritium sampling and analysis of the Turbine 
Building Sump is not required.  

IF the steam generator gross gamma activity (sampled and analyzed three times per week as per Table 4. 7-2 of the 
Safety Technical Specifications) does not exceed 5 x 10-7 pCi/ml, THEN the sampling and analysis schedule for all 
principal gamma, 1-13 1, Ce- 144, noble gases, gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55 are not required.  

J. For the Service Water: IF a weekly gamma analysis does not indicate a gamma activity greater than 5 x 10' pCi/ml, 

THEN these analyses (gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90, Fe-55) are not required.  

L. For the Turbine Building Sump: IF the release pathway is directed to yard drains, THEN the LLD for 1- 131 shall be 
1.5 x 10' pCi/ml and for gross alpha I x 10-8 pCi/ml.  

M. IF the Turbine Building Sump is directed to radwaste treatment, THEN sampling is not required.
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TABLE I.C-3 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 
INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 

A. The LLD is the smallest concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will be detected with 95% 
probability with 5% probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation represents a "real" signal.  
For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical separation): 

LLD = 4.66 S.  
E • V .2.22 x 10c.Y- exp (- X At) 

where: 
LLD is the lower limit of detection as defined above (as liCi per unit mass or volume) 
Sb is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of the counting rate of a blank sample 

as appropriate (as counts per minute) 

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per transformation) 

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume) 

2.22 x 106 is the number of transformations per minute per microcurie 

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable) 

X, is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide 

At is the elapsed time between midpoint of sample collection and midpoint of counting time 

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an a priori (before the fact) limit representing the 
capability of a measurement system and not as an a posteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular 
measurement.  

Analyses shall be performed in such a manner that the stated LLDs will be achieved under routine 
conditions. Occasionally background fluctuations, unavoidably small sample sizes, the presence of 
interfering nuclides, or other uncontrollable circumstances may render these LLDs unachievable. In such 
cases, the contributing factors will be identified and recorded on the analysis sheet for the particular 
sample.  

B. A batch release is the discharge of liquid wastes of a discrete volume from the tanks listed in this table.  
Prior to the sampling, each batch shall be isolated and at least two tank/sump volumes shall be recirculated 
or equivalent mixing provided. If the steam generator bulk can not be recirculated prior to batch discharge, 
samples will be obtained by representative compositing during discharge.  

C. The LLD will be 5 x 10.7 pCi/ml. The principal gamma emitters for which this LLD applies are 
exclusively the following radionuclides: Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, Cs-134, Cs-137, and 
Ce-141. Ce-144 shall also be measured, but with an LLD of 5 x 10' pCi/ml. This list does not mean that 
only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks which are measurable and identifiable, 
together with the above nuclides, shall also be identified and reported. Nuclides which are below the LLD 
for the analyses should not be reported as being present at the LLD level. When unusual circumstances 
result in a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the 4,pi4tt-Radioactive 

Effluent Release Report.
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TABLE I.C-3 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

F. For Batch Releases and Steam Generator Blowdown only, a composite sample is one in which the quantity of 
liquid sampled is proportional to the quantity of liquid waste discharged and in which the method of sampling 
employed results in a specimen which is representative of the liquids released.  

G. Prior to analysis, all samples taken for the composite shall be thoroughly mixed in order for the composite 
sample to be representative of the effluents released.  

1. Daily grab samples shall be taken at least five days per week. For service water, daily grabs shall include each 
train that is in-service.  

K. LLD applies exclusively to the following radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-133m, Xe-135, and 
Xe-138. This list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported. Other peaks which are 
measurable and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, shall also be identified and reported. Nuclides 
which are below the LLD for the analyses should not be reported as being present at the LLD level. When 
unusual circumstances result in a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the 
Amonm4 Radioactive Effluent Release Report.  

CONDITIONAL ACTION REQUIREMENTS 

D. For the Condensate Polishing Facility (CPF) waste neutralization sump and steam generator bulk: 
IF the applicable batch gamma activity is not greater than 5 x 10' pCi/ml, THEN these analyses (gross alpha, 
Sr-89, Sr-90, Fe-55) are not required.  

E. For the Condensate Polishing Facility (CPF) waste neutralization sump: 
IF there is no detectable tritium in the steam generators, THEN tritium sampling and analysis is not required.  

IF the steam generator gross gamma activity (sampled and analyzed three times per week as per Table 4. 7-1 of 
the Safety Technical Specifications) does not exceed I x 10-5 pCi/ml, THEN the sampling and analysis 
schedule for all principal gamma emitters, 1-131, Ce-144, noble gases, gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55 are 
not required.  

H. For the Steam Generator Blowdown and the Turbine Building Sump: 
IF there is no detectable tritium in the steam generators, THEN tritium sampling and analysis of the Turbine 
Building Sump is not required.  

IF the steam generator gross gamma activity (sampled and analyzed three times per week as per Table 4.7-1 of 
the Safety Technical Specifications) does not exceed 5 x 10' pCi/ml, THEN the sampling and analysis for all 
principal gamma, 1-131, Ce- 144, noble gases, gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90 and Fe-55 are not required.  

Steam Generator Blowdown samples are not required when blowdown is being recovered.  

J. For Service Water: 
IF a weekly gamma analysis does not indicate a gamma activity greater than 5 x 10-7 pCiml, THEN these 
analyses (gross alpha, Sr-89, Sr-90, Fe-55) are not required.  

L. IF the Turbine Building sump release is directed to yard drains, THEN the LLD for 1-131 shall be 
1.5 x 10-7 pCi/ml and for gross alpha I x 10' pCi/ml.  

M. IF the Turbine Building Sump is directed to radwaste treatment, THEN sampling is not required.
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Table I.D-I 

MILLSTONE UNIT I 

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS WASTE SAMPLING AND ANAL YSIS PROGRAM

I.D-2

Lower Limit 

Minimum Analysis of Detection 

Gaseous Release Sampling Frequency Type of Activity (LLD)A 

Type Frequency Analysis (PCi/cc) 

A. Steam Jet Air Meth!5
Ej 9Gaseous-G a Monthly Principal Gamma Emiterr? 

Dishftrge gm 

B..-MfinSite Stack Monhly" Principal Gamma . .miters. 4_x_-? 
Refer to Table Gaseeau Mntly 
1.D-2 

Samplep~ 1 H4E 
C@'ineus? Week4y-C-wea4,o 4--3 4--*4-0

Principal Partic-ulat-e 
Ceontinuou, Weekly Particulate Gamma Emi,-,er?•-

A (13 1, Oth@r . ith halt 

liv'es greater than 8 Pays) 

rGei...us. Monthly Composite ,r-oss- alpha x 0" 

Paroiculate Sample 

Ce ~~ Quiererly SE 89, 8 901 1(-1 

Gempesie 
Particulate Sample 

@efO4ifueus, Noble Gas Menite Noble Gases Gross 
Activity

- ....h.r .................. c..o KeauI+WiremIIent assoc+iate w ith tisl notationl.
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A. Th lower limi! 01 petection (tLLU) 1S Ge44ineo 4n 4-0l .,;"oclmqH,9S hem ao, ofTobk-s C ,C 2, gr C-3-

B. For gaseous sam.ples, the LLD Will be . .... pCicc and for pa..iculate samples, the LLD . .ill be 
]4- - '4 pC41cc. The principal g amm ..a e F....S fowhich these LLs apply ae exclusively the 
followinig radionuclides: Kr 87, KF 88, Xe 133, Xe 133ml, Xe 135, and Xe 138 for gaseose~s 
and Mn 54, Fe 59, Co 58, Co 60, Zn 65, Me 99,1 1131, Cs 131, Cs 137, Cc 1,1, and Ce Il4 for 
particulate emissions. The list does not mean that only, these nuclides are to be detected and r~epeored.  
Other peaks which are Measurable and identifiable, together- with the abo...e nuelides, shall also be 
identified and repo-ted. Nuclides which are blor w the LLD foir the analy'ses should not be repo.,ted as 

being present at the LLD level for that nuclide. Wh~en unusual circumfstances result in a prior LLps 
higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the . n....l R .d.a .4ve Efflment R.eori.

D. The ratio Of the sample flowA rate to the sampled str-eam flow rate shall be knowNn.

F. Analy's.'es f•o 1 133 Will not be perfrmed on each charcoal sample instead, at least on.ce per month, the 
ratio ofl 133 to 1 131 Will be deterFmined friFom a charcoal sa• ple chan.'geýd aft.r 21 hours of sampling.  
Th4is r~atio, along with the routine I 131 activity deter-mination Nsill be used to determAine- the r~elease rate 
Of 1433.

C. WF there is an increase of the steam jet a ir ejectorF Off ga-, nMOitr OF f "reat er than -50%, afer factor-ig 
out incr.a.e..due to changes in THERMAL POW,'ER level, THEN sampling and analysis sh'all lso be 

perfoed wthin2 1 hours

F. Samples shall be changed at least once per seven days and analyses shall be completed win hours 

after changing.  

IF reactor coolant 1 1 31 samples show., an increase of greater than a factor of 5 after factoring out 
increases due to changes in themial power- leyel, THEN special sampl ing- and analysis of iodine- andA 
par.iculate filters sh-al- a-Iso be perfo-med. These filters shall be changed fll;owing such a five fold"+ 
increase in coolant activit' and cek,@'j 24 hours ther~eafter until the reactor coolant 1 13 1 levels ar-e less 
thanl a factor Of 5 greater than the original coolant levels Or until seven days have passed, Nkhieh@Nveri 
shorter. Sample analyses shall be completed within 14 8 hours of changing. The LLps - a, . be 
increased by a factor of 10 for these samples.  
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Table I.D-2 

MILLSTONE UNIT 2 

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS WASTE SAMPLING AND ANAL ISIS PROGRAM

Gaseous Release Type 

A. Batch Release 
1. Waste Gas 

Storage Tank" 

2. Containment 
Purge

B. Continuous 
Release 

I. Vent

2. Site Stack 

2-3.Containment 
Venting

Prior to Each 
Tank 

Discharge

Each Tank 

Discharge

Principal Gamma 
Emitters'

H-3

I x 104

I X 10-6

4 P P 4

Monthly 
Gaseous

Grab Samplec

Monthlyc

Principal Gamma 
Emitters"

H-36

I x 10'

I x 106

ContinuousD Weekly Charcoal 1-131 1 x 10-12 

Sample' 1-133E I x 10-10 

Principal Particulate 

Weekly Particulate Gamma EmittersB - I x 101 
ContinuousD Sampler* (1- 13 1, others with half 

lives greater than 8 
days) 

ContinuousD Monthly Composite Gross alpha I x 10.11 
Particulate Sample 

Continuous' Quarterly Composite Sr-89, Sr-90 I x 10j1 
Particulate Sample 

Continuous' Noble Gas Monitor Noble Gases - Gross 1 x 10

Activity

Weekly Grab, if

venting'

Weekly

& I I

Principal Gamma 
Emitters'

H-3

I x I04

I x 10.6

*There is a Conditional Action Requirement associated with this notation.
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TABLE I.D-2 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 

A. The lower limit of detection (LLD) is defined in Table Notations, Item a, of Tables C-I, C-2, or C-3.  

B. For gaseous samples, the LLD will be 1 x 10' pCi/cc and for particulate samples, the LLD will be 
I x 10-1 "Ci/cc. The principal gamma emitters for which these LLDs apply are exclusively the 
following radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-133m, Xe-135, and Xe-138 for gaseous 
emission and Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, 1-131, Cs-134, Cs-137, Ce-141, and 
Ce-144 for particulate emissions. The list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected 
and reported. Other peaks which are measurable and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, 
shall also be identified and reported. Nuclides which are below the LLD for the analyses should not 
be reported as being present at the LLD level for that nuclide. When unusual circumstances result in 
a priori LLDs higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the I4nowol-Radioactive 
Effluent Release Report.  

D. The ratio of the sample flow rate to the sampled stream flow rate shall be known.  

E. Analyses for 1-133 will not be performed on each charcoal sample. Instead, at least once per month, 
the ratio of 1-133 to 1-131 will be determined from a charcoal sample changed after 24 hours of 
sampling. This ratio, along with the routine 1-131 activity determination will be used to determine 
the release rate of 1-133.  

H. Waste Gas Storage Tanks are normally released on a batch basis. tHowever, for the purpose of tank 
maintenance, inspection, or reduction of oxygen concentration, a waste gas tank may be 
continuously purged with nitrogen provided the following conditions are met: 

(1) The previous batch of radioactive waste gas has been discharged to a final tank pressure of 
less than 5 PSIG.  

(2) No radioactive gases have been added to the tank since the previous discharge.  

(3) Valve lineups are verified to ensure that no radioactive waste gases will be added to the tank.  

(4) After pressurizing the tank with nitrogen, a sample of the gas in the tank will be taken and 
analyzed for any residual gamma emitters and tritium prior to initiation of the nitrogen purge.  
The measured activity will be used to calculate the amount of activity released during the 
purge.
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TABLE I.D-2 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

CONDITIONAL ACTION REQUIREMENTS: 

C. IF there is an unexplained increase of the Site Stack or Unit 2 mack Vent noble gas monitor of 
greater than 50%, after factoring out increases due to changes in [itERMAL POWER levels, 
containment purges, or other explainable increases, T11EN sampling and analysis shall also be 
performed within 24 hours.  

F. Samples shall be changed at least once per seven days and analyses shall be completed within 48 
hours after changing.  

For Unit 2 vent onlv: 
IF reactor coolant Dose Equivalent 1-131 samples, which are taken t\ o to six hours following a 
TtIERMAL POWER change exceeding 15% of RATEDT I1ERMAL POWFR in one hour, show an 
increase of greater than a factor of 5, THEN special sampling and analysis of iodine and particulate 
filters shall also be performed These filters shall be changed following such a five-fold increase in 
coolant activity and every 24 hours thereafter until the reactor coolant Dose Equivalent 1- 131 levels 
are less than a factor of 5 greater than the original coolant levels or until seven days have passed, 
whichever is shorter. Sample analyses shall be completed within 48 hours of changing. The LLDs 
may be increased by a factor of 10 for these samples.  

G. IF the refueling cavity is flooded and there is fuel in the cavity, THEN grab samples for tritium shall 
be taken .veekIv. The grab sample shall be taken from the Site sStack or vent (Units ,OFr 2) -here 
the containment ventilation is being discharged at the time of sampling.  

IF the containment air radioactivity increases or decreases by a factor oft'wo compared to the 
radioactivity at the time of the weekly air sample based on a trend of Radiation Monitors RM8123 
and RM8262 gas channels, THEN a new containment air sample shall be taken.
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TABLE I.D-3 (Cont'd.) 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 

A. The lower limit of detection (LLD) is defined in Table Notations, Item a, of Tables C-l, C-2, or C-3.  

B. For gaseous samples, the LLD will be I x 10' pCi/cc and for particulate samples, the LLD will be 
I x 10"11 pCi/cc. The principal gamma emitters for which these LLDs apply are exclusively the 
following radionuclides: Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-133m, Xe-135, and Xe-138 for gaseous emission 
and Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, Mo-99, 1-131, Cs-134, Cs-137, Ce-141, and Ce-144 for 
particulate emissions. The list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported.  
Other peaks which are measurable and identifiable, together with the above nuclides, shall also be 
identified and reported. Nuclides which are below the LLD for the analyses should not be reported as 
being present at the LLD level for that nuclide. When unusual circumstances result in a priori LLDs 
higher than required, the reasons shall be documented in the ,4mw4u-Radioactive Effluent Release 
Report.  

D. The ratio of the sample flow rate to the sampled stream flow rate shall be known.  

E. Analyses for 1-133 will not be performed on each charcoal sample. Instead, at least once per month, the 
ratio of 1-133 to 1-131 will be determined from a charcoal sample changed after 24 hours of sampling.  
This ratio, along with the routine 1-131 activity determination will be used to determine the release rate 
of 1-133.  

H. Subsequent to medical emergencies, for initial determination of isotopic content of the containment air, 
a Health Physics sample may be used in place of the normal chemistry sample.  

CONDITIONAL ACTION REQUIREMENTS 

C. IF there is an unexplained increase of the Unit 3 ventilation vent noble gas monitor or gaseous 
radioactive waste monitor of greater than 50%, after factoring out increases due to changes in 
THERMAL POWER levels, containment purges, or other explainable increases, THEN appropriate 
sampling and analysis shall also be performed within 24 hours. (Only applicable to gaseous radioactive 
waste monitor when gaseous dose exceeds 20% of limit - see Footnote 1.) 

F. Samples shall be changed at least once per seven days and analyses shall be completed within 48 hours 
after changing.  

IF reactor coolant Dose Equivalent 1-131 samples (which are taken two to six hours following a 
THERMAL POWER change exceeding 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER in one hour per 
Table 4.4-4 of the Safety Technical Specifications) show an increase of greater than a factor of 5, 
THEN special sampling and analysis of iodine and particulate filters shall also be performed. These 
filters shall be changed following such a five-fold increase in coolant activity and every 24 hours 
thereafter until the reactor coolant Dose Equivalent 1-13 1 levels are less than a factor of 5 greater than 
the original coolant levels or until seven days have passed, whichever is shorter. Sample analyses shall 
be completed within 48 hours of changing the filters. The LLDs may be increased by a factor of 10 for 
these samples.  

G. IF the refueling cavity is flooded and there is fuel in the cavity, THEN grab samples for tritium shall be 
taken weekly from the ventilation vent.  

1. IF Unit I and 3 gaseous doses do not exceed 20% of their limits, THEN sampling and 
analysis of containment vacuum system and gaseous radwaste are not required.
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L.D GASEOUS EFFLUENTS (Cont'd) 

2. Gaseous Radioactive Waste Treatment 
a. Dose Criteria for Equipment Operability Applicable to All Millstone Units 

The following dose criteria shall be applied separately to each Millstone unit.  
I. IF any of the radioactive waste processing equipment listed in Section b are not routinely operating, 

THEN doses due to gaseous effluents from the untreated waste stream to unrestricted areas shall be 
projected at least once per 31 days in accordance with the methodology and parameters in Section 
lI.D.4. For each waste stream, only those doses specified in Section IL.D.4 need to be determined 
for compliance with this section.  

2. IF any of these dose projections exceed 0.02 mrad for gamma radiation, 0.04 mrad for beta 
radiation or 0.03 mrem to any organ due to gaseous effluents, 
THEN best efforts shall be made to return the inoperable equipment to service.  

3. IF actual doses exceed 0.2 mrad for gamma radiation, 0.4 mrad for beta radiation or 0.3 mrem to 
any organ 
AND the dose from a waste stream with equipment not continuously operating exceed 10% any of 
these limits, 
THEN prepare and submit to the Commission a report as specified in Section c.  

b. Required Equipment for Each Millstone Unit 

Best efforts shall be made to return the gaseous radioactive waste treatment system equipment specified 
below for each unit to service if the projected doses exceed any of doses specified above. For the Unit 
2 gas decay tanks, the tanks shall be operated to allow enough decay time of radioactive gases to ensure 
that the Technical Specification dose limits are not exceeded.  
1. Millstone Unit No. I 

Waste Stream Processing Equipment 

Radwaste Ve.nt E.hau.None Rad..a.e ventilation HEPA filt.erzNone required 

I specified 
2. Millstone Unit No. 2 

Waste Stream Processing Equipment 

Gaseous Radwaste Treatment System Five (5) gas decay tanks 
One waste gas compressor 

Ventilation Exhaust Auxiliary building ventilation HEPA filter (L26 or L27) 
Treatment System Containment purge HEPA filter (L25) 

Containment vent HEPA/charcoal filter (L29 A or B) 

3. Millstone Unit No. 3 

Waste Stream Processing Equipment 

Gaseous Radwaste Treatment System Charcoal bed adsorbers 
One HEPA filter 

Building Ventilation Fuel building ventilation filter 

c. Report Requirement For All Three Millstone Units 

If required by Section I.D.2.a.3, prepare and submit to the Commission a Special Report within 30 days 
with the following content: 

Explanation of why gaseous radwaste was being discharged without treatment, identification of any 
inoperable equipment or subsystems, and the reason for the inoperability, 

* Action(s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status, and 
* Summary description of action(s) taken to prevent a recurrence.
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I.D GASEOUS EFFLUENTS (Cont'd) 

3. Basis for Gaseous Sampling, Analysis, and Radioactive Treatment System Use 

Paragraph (a)(2) of Part 50.36a provides that licensee will submit an annual report to the Commission 
which specifies the quantity of each of the principal radionuclides released to unrestricted areas in 
gaseous effluents during the past 12 months of plant operation. The indicated gaseous surveillance 
programs (as directed by Unit I Radiological Effluent Control II.D.2.4-a Surveillance Requirement 3; 
and Units 2 and 3 Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 4.11.2.1.3) provides the means to 
quantify and report on radioactive materials released to the atmosphere from all major and potential 
significant release pathways. This information also provides for the assessment of effluent dose rates 
and environmental dose impacts for the purpose of demonstration compliance with the effluent limits 
of 10 CFR 20, and dose objectives of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 1. The required detection capabilities for 
radioactive materials in gaseous waste samples are tabulated in terms of lower limits of detection 
(LLDs) and are selected, based on NUREG-1301, such that the detection of radioactivity in releases 
will occur at levels below which effluent offsite dose objectives would be exceeded. The indicated 
liquid radwaste treatment equipment for each Unit have been determined, using the GALE code, to be 
capable to minimize radioactive liquid effluents such that the dose objectives of Appendix I can be met 
for expected routine (and anticipated operational occurrence) effluent releases. This equipment is 
maintained and routinely operated to treat appropriate liquid waste streams without regards to 
projected environmental doses.  

If not already in use, the requirement that the appropriate portions of the liquid radioactive waste 
treatment system for each Unit be returned to service when the specified effluent doses are exceeded 
provides assurance that the release of radioactive materials in liquid effluents will be kept "as low as is 
reasonably achievable." This condition of equipment usage implements the requirements of 10 CFR 
50.36a, General Design Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, and the design objective given in 
Section li.D of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. The specified dose limits governing the required use of 
appropriate portions of the liquid radwaste treatment system were selected as a suitable fraction of the 
dose design objectives set forth in Section II.A of Appendix 1, 10 CFR 50 for liquid effluents 
following the guidance in NUREG- 1301.

I.D-10
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F.2 A-•a4l-Radioactive Effluent Release Report 

The I wowd-Radioactive Elfluent Release Report (.4RERR) shall include quarterly quantities of and an 

annual summary of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents released from the unit in the Regulatory 

Guide 1 21 (Rev. 1, June 1974) format. Radiation dose assessments for these effluents shall be 

provided in accordance wk ith 10 CFR 50.36a and the Radiological Eýffluent Technical Specifications.  

An annual assessment of the radiation doses from the site to the most likely exposed REAL MEMBER 

OF THE PUBLIC shall be included to demonstrate conformance with 40 CFR 190. Gaseous pathway 

doses shall use meteorological conditions concurrent with the time of radioactive gaseous effluent 

releases. Doses shall be calculated in accordance with the Offsite Dose Calculation Afanual. The 

licensee shall maintain an annual summary of the hourly meteorological data (i.e., wind speed. wind 

direction and atmospheric stability) either in the form of an hour-by-hour listing on a magnetic medium 

or in the form of a joint frequency distribution. The licensee has the option of submitting this annual 

meteorological summary with the ARERR or retaining it and providing it to the NRC upon request.  
The ARERR shall be submitted by'prior to May I of each year for the period covering the previous 

calendar year.  

The ARERR shall include a summary of each type of solid radioactive waste shipped offsite for burial 

or final disposal during the report period and shall include the following information for each type: 

"* type of wvaste (e.g., spent resin, compacted dry waste, irradiated components, etc.) 
"* solidification agent (e.g., cement) 
"* total curies 
"* total volume and typical container volumes 
"* principal radionuclides (those greater than 1000 of total activity) 
"* types of containers used (e.g., LSA, Type A, etc.) 

The ARERR shall include the following information for all abnormal releases of radioactive gaseous 
and liquid effluents (i.e., all unplanned or uncontrolled radioactivity releases, including reportable 

quantities) from the site to unrestricted areas: 

"* total number of and curie content of releases (liquid and gas) 
"* a description of the event and equipment involved 
"• cause(s) for the abnormal release 
"* actions taken to prevent recurrence 
"* consequences of the abnormal release 

Changes to the RADIOLOGiCAL EFFLUENT;iONITORING and OFFSITE DOSE C>ILCULA 710N 

MANUALI (RE )D('CAI) shall be submitted to the NRC as appropriate, as a part of or concurrent with 

the ARERR for the period in which the changes were made.

IF-2
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I.A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (Section 1I of the REMODCM) is to provide the 
parameters and methods to be used in calculating offsite doses and effluent monitor setpoints at the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station. Included are methods for determining maximum individual whole body 
and organ doses due to liquid and gaseous effluents to assure compliance with the dose limitations in the 
Technical Specifications. Also included are methods for performing dose projections to assure compliance 
with the liquid and gaseous treatment system operability sections of the Radiological Effluent Monitoring 
Manual (REMM- Section I of the REMODCM). The manual also includes the methods used for 
determining quarterly and annual doses for inclusion in the ,4PHmul-Radioactive Effluent Release Report.  

The bases for selected site-specific factors used in the dose calculation methodology are provided in 
Reference Manual MP-13-REM-REF02, REMODCM Technical Information.  

Another section of this manual discusses the methods to be used in determining effluent monitor alarm/trip 
setpoints to be used to ensure compliance with the instantaneous release rate limits in the Technical 
Spccifications.  

This manual does not include the surveillance procedures and forms required to document compliance with 
the surveillance requirements in the Technical Specifications (Units 2 and 3) or Radiological Effluent 
Controls in REMODCM Section Illfor Unit 1. All that is included here are the methods to be used in 
performance of the surveillance requirements. Appendix A, Tables App.A-1 and App.A-2 provide a 
cross-reference of effluent requirements and applicable methodologies contained in the REMODCM.  

Most of the calculations in this manual have several methods given for the calculation of the same 
parameter. These methods are arranged in order of simplicity and conservatism, Method I being the 
easiest and most conservative. As long as releases remain low, one should be able to use Method I as a 
simple estimate of the dose. If release calculations approach the limit, however, more detailed yet less 
conservative calculations may be used At any time a more detailed calculation may be used in lieu of a 
simple calculation.  

This manual is written common to all three units since some release pathways are shared and there are also 
site release limits involved. These facts make it impossible to completely separate the three units.

IIA-I
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ll.B. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All changes to the Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) shall be reviewed and approved by the Site 
Operations Review Committee prior to implementation.  

All changes and their rationale shall be documented in the ,4nmoa!-Radioactive Effluent Release Report.  

It shall be the responsibility of the Senior Vice President and CNO - Millstone to ensure that this manual is 
used in performance of the surveillance requirements and administrative controls of the Technical 
Specifications. The delegation of implementation responsibilities is delineated in the Millstone 
Radiological Effluent Program Reference Manual (MP-13-REM-REFO I).

II.1B-I



lI.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS 

The determination of potential doses from liquid effluents to the maximum exposed member of the public is 
divided into two methods. Method I is a simplified calculation approach that is used as an operational tool to 
ensure that effluent releases as they occur are not likely to cause quarterly and annual offsite dose limits to be 
exceeded. Effluent doses are calculated at least once every 31 days. Method 2 is a more detailed 
computational calculation using accepted computer models to demonstrate actual regulatory dose compliance.  
Method 2 is used whenever the Method I estimation begins to approach a regulatory limit, and for preparation 
of the Annul-Radioactive Effluent Release Report which includes the quarterly and annual dose impacts for 
all effluents recorded discharged to the environment during the year of record.  

I. Whole Body Dose from Liquid Effluents 

Millstone Units 2 and 3 Technical Specifications and Unit I Radiological Effluent Controls 
(Section III) limit the whole body dose to an individual member of the public to 1.5 mrem per 
calendar quarter and 3 mrem per year from liquid effluents released from each unit. (See Appendix 
A, Tables App.A- I and App.A-2 for cross-reference effluent control requirements and applicable 
sections in the REMODCM which are used to determine compliance). In addition, installed portions 
of liquid radwaste treatment system are required to be operated to reduce radioactive materials in 
liquid effluents when the projected whole body dose over 31 days from applicable waste streams 
exceeds 0.006 mrem. This part of the REMODCM provides the calculation methodology for 
determining the whole body dose from radioactive materials released into liquid pathways of 
exposure associated with routine discharges. This includes the liquid pathways which contribute to 
the 25 mrem annual total dose limit (40 CFRI90) to any real individual member of the public from all 
effluent sources (liquids, gases, and direct).  

a. AMethod I (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

For Unit 1: 

D, = 2.5 C, + 5.6 x 10-7 C, 

For Units 2 and 3: 

Dw=2x 102 Cf+5.6x 10-C, 

Where: 

D,,= The estimated whole body dose to a potentially maximum exposed 
individual (in mrem) due to fission and activation products released in liquid 
effluents during a specified time period.  

C, = total gross curies of fission and activation products, excluding tritium and 
dissolved noble gases, released during the period of interest.  

C, = total curies of tritium released during the period of interest.  

If D,, within a calendar quarter is greater than 0.5 mrem, go to Method 2.

II.C-l
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b. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

If the calculated dose using Method I is greater than 0.5 mrem within a calendar quarter, or 
if a more accurate determination is desired, use the NRC computer code LADTAP il, or a 
code which uses the methodology given in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, to calculate the liquid 
whole body doses- Method 2 (LADTAP I1) is also used in the performance of dose 
calculations for the A-nnioaRadioactivc E"fluent Release Rep7ort. The use of this code is 
given in Lngineering Procedure RAB B-I 1, Liquid Dose Calculations -LADTAPII.  
Additional information on LADTAPII is contained in the REMODCM Technical 
Information Manual (MP- 13-REM-REF02).  

2. Maximum Organ Dose from Liquid Effluents 

Millstone Units 2 and 3 Technical Specifications and Unit I Radiological Effluent Controls 
(Section 111) limit the maximum organ dose to an individual member of the public to 5 mrem per calendar quarter and 10 mrem per year from liquid effluents released from each unit. (See Appendix A, Tables App.A- I and App.A-2 for cross reference effluent control requirements and applicable 
sections in the REMODCM which are used to determine compliance). In addition, installed portions 
of liquid radwaste treatment system are required to be operated to reduce radioactive materials in liquid effluents wlen the projected maximum organ dose over 31 days from applicable waste streams 
exceeds 0.02 mrem. This part of the REMODCM provides the calculation methodology for determining the maximum organ dose from radioactive materials released into liquid pathways of exposure associated with routine discharges. This includes the liquid pathways which contribute to the 25 mrcm annual organ (except 75 mrem thyroid) dose limit (40 CFR 190) to any real individual 
member of the public from all effluent sources (liquids, gases, and direct).  

a. Method I (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

For Unit I: 

Do 2-1 C, 

For Units 2 and 3: 

DIO 0.2 Cr 

Where

Do The estimated maximum organ dose to the potentially' maximum exposed 
individual (in mrem) due to fission and activation products released in liquid 
effluents during a specified time period.  

C, total gross curies of fission and activation products, excluding tritium and 
dissolved noble gases, released during the period of interest - same as 
Section I. C l.a.  

If DO, within a calendar quarter is greater than 2 torem, go to Wethod2.  

b. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

If the calculated dose using Method I is greater than 2 mrem, or if a more accurate 
determination is desired, use the NRC computer code LADTAP II, or a code which uses the 
methodology given in Regulatory Guide 1.109. to calculate the liquid maximum organ doses. Method 2 (LADTAP I1) is also used in the performance of dose calculations for the 
,•Ani-l Radioactive Effluent Release Report. The use of this code and the input parameters 
are given in Engineering Procedure R4B B- I1, Liquid Dose Calculations - LADTAP 11.  
Additional information on LADTAPII is contained in the REMODCM Technical 
Information Manual (MP-13-REM-REF02).  

II.C-2
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ll.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

3. Estimation of Annual Whole Body Dose (Applicable to All Units) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) N, hole body dose (D,,) from liquid effluents shall be made 
every month to determine compliance with the annual dose limits for each Unit. Annual doses will 
be determ ined as followks: 

Dvw -: D i" 

where the sum of the (loses include the whole body dose contribution from all effluent releases for each Unit recorded to-date. For estimation of the Total Dose requirements of 40CFR 190, the effluent 
releases from all three Units combined are used.  

The following shall be used as D,: 

(I) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section 1. C' 6 for the .4HH
Radjoactivce EFl/uen Release Report are completed for any calendar quarter, use that result.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter. use the results as 
determined in Section II. C I.  

(3) If the annual dose estimate, D,,, is greater than 3 mrem and any D, determined as in 
Section I.C" I was not calculated using Method 2 (i.e., LADTAP 11 computer code or a 
Regulatory Guide I. 109 code), recalculate D, using Method 2 if this could reduce DYW to 
less than 3 tMrem 

4. Estimation of Annual Maximum Organ Dose (Applicable to All Units) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) maximum organ dose (D),) from liquid effluents shall be made every month to determine compliance with the annual dose limits for each Unit. Annual doses 
will be determined as follows: 

Dl 0 - i DO 

where the sumn of the doses include the maximum organ dose contribution from all effluent releases for each Unit recorded to-date. For estimation of the Total Dose requirements of40CFR190, the 
effluent releases from all three Units combined are used.  

The following guidelines shall be used: 

(1) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section II.('.6 for the rp4mi-a 
Radioactive Ff11uent Release Report are completed for any calendar quarter, use that result.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the results as 
determined in Section IIC. 2.  

(3) If different organs are the maximum for different quarters, they may be summed together 
and D,(o can be recorded as a less than value as long as the value is less than 10 mrem.  

(4) If D,, is greater than 10 mrem and any value used in its determination was calculated as in 
Section I ('. 2, but not with Method 2 (i.e., LADTAP I1 computer code or a Regulatory 
Guide 1.109 code), recalculate that value using Method 2 if this could reduce Dvo to less 
than 10 tmremr.
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5. Monthly Dose Projections 

Section I.C.2.a of the REMM requires that certain portions of the liquid radwaste treatment 
equipment be used to reduce radioactive liquid effluents when the projected doses for each Unit 
(made at least once per 31 days) exceeds 0.006 mrem whole body or 0.02 mrem to any organ. The 
following methods are applied in the estimation of monthly dose projections: 

a. Whole Body and Maximum Organ (Applicable to Unit I Only) 

The projected monthly whole body dose (Unit 1) is determine from: 

DE ,w = D',. * R, * R2 * F 

The projected monthly maximum organ dose is determine from: 

DFE10  D'Mo * R, * R2 * F 

Where: 

D',v = the whole body dose from the last typical (see Notes below) previously 
completed month as calculated per the methods in Section 11 C. 1.  

D'No = the maximum organ dose from the last typical (see notes) previously 
completed month as calculated per the methods in Section IIC.2.  

R1 = the ratio of the total estimated volume of liquid batches to be released in 
the present month to the volume released in the past month.  

R, = the ratio of estimated primary coolant activity for the present month to that 
for the past month.  

F = the factor to be applied to the estimated ratio of final curies released if 
there are expected differences in treatment of liquid waste for the present 
month as opposed to the past month (e.g., bypass of filters or 
demineralizers). NUREG-0016 or past experience shall be used to 
determine the effect of each form of treatment which will vary. F = I if 
there are no expected differences.  

Notes: 

I. The last typical month should be one without significant operational 
differences from the projected month. FOF .XaHp.•O, if ,ho Plant Wa. dn... for 
r-e~eling the entike month of Febniafr and startup is seheduled forF March--3, 
use !he last mont of operatign as the base month to coimato Mareh's dew-.  

2. If there were no releases during last month, do not use that month as the base 
month if it is estimated that there will be releases for the coming month.  

3. If the last typical month's doses were calculated using LADTAP II (or similar 
methodology), also multiply the LADTAP doses by R5 where R5 = total 
dilution flow from LADTAP run divided by estimated total dilution flow.

1I.C-4
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II.C. LIQUID DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

b. Whole Body and Maximum Organ (Applicable to Units 2 and 3) 

The projected monthly whole body dose (UJnits 2 or 3) is determined from: 

D1 ,f, 1 - D'MXYw [(I - F,) R R, F• +tF, R, RJ 

The monthly projected maximum organ dose (Units 2 or 3) is determined from: 

DE D'U,10 [(1 - F,) R, R4 F, + F, R, RJ 

Where: 
D',,w the whole body dose from the last typical* previously completed month as 

calculated per the methods in Scction I1. C. I 

D'5 o1  the maximum organ dose from the last typical* previously completed 
month as calculated per the methods in Nection l' 2.  

*Note: See notes in Section Il.C.S.a.  

R1  the ratio of the total estimated volume of liquid batches to be released in 
the present month to the olume released in the past month.  

R2 the ratio of estimated x olume of steam generator blow.vdow, n to be released 
in present month to the volume released in the past month.  

F) the fraction of curies released last month coming from steam generator 
blowdown calculated as: 

curies from blowdow~n 

curies from blowdown + curies from batch tanks 

R, -- the ratio of estimated secondary coolant activity for the present month to 
that for the past month.  

R, = the ratio of estimated primary coolant activity for the present month to that 
for the past month.  

F, the factor to be applied to the estimated ratio of final curies released if 
there are expected differences in treatment of liquid waste for the present 
month as opposed to the past month (e.g., bypass of filters or 
demineralizers). NUREG-0017 or past experience shall be used to 
determine the effect of each form of treatment )%hich will vary. F, = I if 
there are no expected differences.  

6. Quarterlv Dose Calculations for A-*mmI-Radioactive Effluent Release Report 

Detailed quarterly dose calculations required for the wnm*4iRadioactive Effluent Release Report 
shall be done using the NRC computer code LADFAP i1, or a code which uses the methodology 
given in Regulatory Guide 1.109,. The use of this code, and the input parameters are given in 
Engineering Procedure, RAB B-I1, Liquid Dose ('alculations - LADTAP Ii. Additional information 
on LADTAPII is contained in the REMODCM Technical Information Manual (tiMP-13-REM
REF02).

I .C-5
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II.D. (;ASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS 

The determination of potential release rates and doses from radioactive gaseous effluents to the maximum 
off-site receptor are divided into two methods. Method I pro, ides simplified operational tools to ensure that 
effluent releases are not likely to cause quarterly and annual off-site dose or dose rate limits to be exceeded.  
Effluent doses are calculated at least once every 31 da s. Method 2 provides for a more detailed 
computational calculation using accepted computer models to demonstrate actual regulatory compliance.  
Method 2 is used whenever the Method I estimation approaches a regulatory limit, and for preparation of the 
Annual-Radioactive Effluent Release Report which includes the quarterly and annual dose impacts for all 
effluents recorded discharged to the atmosphere during the year of record.  

1. Site Release Rate Limits ("Instantaneous") 

Technical Specifications for each unit require that the instantaneous off-site dose rates from nobles 
gases released to the atmosphere be limited such that they, do not exceed 500 moremr/year at any time 
to the whole body or 3000 mrem/year to the skin at any time from the external cloud. For iodine
13 I, 133, tritium, and particulates (half-lives - 8 days), the inhalation pathway critical organ dose 
rate from all units shall not exceed 1500 mrem 'year at any time. These limits apply to the 
combination of releases from all three Units on the site, and are directly related to the radioactivity 
release rates measured for each Unit. By limitinm gaseous release rates for both classes of 
radionuclides (i.e., noble gases, and iodines, tritiurn. and particulates) to within values which 
correlate to the above dose rate limits, assurance is provided that the T'echnical Specification dose rate 
limits are not exceeded.  

a. Method I for Noble (;as Release Rate Limits4A.H.,cab.e to tn•t 2 3 

The instantaneous noble gas release rate limit from the site shall be

1t10(),000 290,000 290,000( 

Where: 

Q, - Noble gas release rate from MP4-Site Stack (pCi/sec) 
Q, - Noble gas release rate from MP2 Vent (p'Ci/sec) 
Q; - Noble gas release rate from MPl3W Vent (pCi 'see) 

As long as the above is less than or equal to I, the doses will be less than or equal to 500 
nirem to the total body and less than 3000 nmrem to the skin.  

b. Method I for Release Rate Limit -1-131, 1-133, 11-3 and Particulates With Half Lives 
Greater Than 8 Days (Appliabl.e to Units ., 2, .nd 3 

With releases satisfying the following limit conditions, the dose rate to the maximum organ 
will be less than 1 500 mrem/year from the inhalation pathway

(1) The site release rate limit of 1- 13 1, 1-133, and tritium (where the thyroid is the 
critical organ for these radionuclides) shall be: 

DR,hi + DR,,h. + I)Rh,. < I

II.D- I
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Where the contribution from each Units is calculated from: 

Unit I: DR,,,, 5.5 x 10-1,,,Q, + 1.33 x 10 11  4.4 x 10'Q 
Unit 2: DRh,2 5.1 x 10-2 ...Q,2 4 1.25 x 10 : 4.2 x 10 ' Q, 
Unit 3: DRR77= 5.1 x 10-2 ..Q,, + 1.25 x 10 ;;Q,, 4.2 x 10 Q...  

(2) The site release rate limit of particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days and 
tritium (where the critical organ is a composite of target organs for a mix of 
radionuclides) shall be: 

DR,,,r, + DRo,g2 + DR,, 3  I 

Where the contribution from each Units is calculated from: 

Unit 1: DR,,= 5.5 x 10- Q,, +-4.4 x 10Q.  
Unit 2: DRo,g,=5.1 x 10-2 Q, 2 +4.2x 10'Q 11 
Unit3: DR0,, 3  5.1 x 10-2 Q" '-4.2 x 10 Qm, 

Each of the release rate quantities in the above equations are defined as: 

,1Q01  Release rate of 1-131 from MP4the Site Stack (pCi/sec) 

IH3Q[I - Release rate of 1-133 from WI--the Site Stack (pCi sec) 
MQ1,2 Release rate of 1- 131 from NIP2 Vent (p(i'sec)* 

1;3Qi2 Release rate of 1-133 from MP2 Vent (pCi/sec)* 
I lQ13  Release rate of 1-131 from MP3 Vent (pCii'sec)* 

I -1Q]; Release rate of I- 133 from MP3 Vent (ICi,'sec)* 
Q,, Release rate of tritium from NIP4-Ihe Site Stack (pCi.sec) 
Q11 -Release rate of tritium from MfP2 Vent (pCiisec)* 
Q1 Release rate of tritium from MP13 Vent (pCi'sec)* 
Qp -Release rate of total particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days from the 

MP4Site Stack (pCi/sec) 
QV2 Release rate of total particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days from the 

MP2 Vent (pCi/sec) 
QP3 Release rate of total particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days from the 

MP3 Vent (pCi/sec) 

* includes releases via the steam generator blow dow n tank vent.  

C. Method 2 (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

The above Method I equations assume a conservative nuclide mix- If necessary, utilize 
the GASPAR, or a code which uses the methodology' given in Regulatory Guide 1.109, 
code to estimate the dose rate from either noble gases or iodines, tritium, and particulates 
with half-lives greater than 8 days. The use of the code is described in Engineering 
Procedure R4B-B12, Gaseous Dose Calhulations - (J.4StLiR. Additional information on 
GASPAR is contained in the REMODCM Technical Information Manual (MP-13-REM
REF02).

II.D-2
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2. 10 CFR50 Appendix I - Noble Gas Limits 

Technical Specifications limit the off-site air dose from noble gases released in gaseous effluents 
to 5 mrad gamma and 10 mrad beta for a calendar quarter (10 and 20 mrad gamma and beta 
respectively, per calendar year). Effluent dose calculations are calculated at least once every 
31 days. In addition, installed portions of the gaseous radwaste treatment system are required to 
be operated to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous effluents when the projected doses over 3 1 
days from the applicable waste stream exceed 0.02 mrad air gamma or 0.04 mrad air beta. (See 
Appendix A, Tables App.A-1 and App.A-2 for a cross reference of effluent control requirements 
and applicable sections of the REMODCM which are used to determine compliance.) This part of 
the REMODCM provides the calculation methodology' for determining air doses from noble 
gases.  

a. Method I Air Dose (Applicable to Units i, 2, and 3) 

For Unit I: 

D(j, 9.3 x 10-' C,,** 
[IN 9.3 x 10-7 C ** 

For Unit 2: 

I),,2 6.3 x 10-ý CN2** 

D)12 1.7 x 10-3 CN2** 

For UJnit 3: 

D~,• 6.3 x 10' C,,* 
D, - 1.7 x 10-' C,, 

If D•,1 , D(,., or D, 3 are greater than 1.6 mrad or ID,, D[,, or F),, are greater than 3.3 mrad 
within a calendar quarter, go to Method 2 below.  

Where: 

D, - The gamma air dose from Unit I for the period of interest (mrad).  
D, - The beta air dose from Unit I for tile period of interest (mrad).  
[)D(, The gamma air dose from Unit 2 for the period of interest (mrad).  
D,, The beta air dose from Unit 2 for the period of interest (mrad).  
DG3  The gamma air dose from Unit 3 for the period of interest (mrad).  
D,, The beta air dose from Unit 3 for the period of interest (mrad).  
CN, The total curies of noble gas released from Inis-I-Site Stack* during the period 

of interest.  
CN, The total curies of noble gas released from Unit 2 during the period of interest.  

Include all sources - Unit 2 Vent, containment purges and waste gas decay tanks.  
C,, The total curies of noble gas released from Unit 3 during the period of interest.  

Include all sources - Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent, and containment purges 
and drawdowns.  

* Includes contributions from all three Uunits42and 3. lf-1010 of the airborne dose 

limits are exceeded, a Special Assessment will be performed to determine the dose 
attributable to each unit individually. TIhe intent is to prevent double accounting of 
normal routine releases since Unit 1 accounts for ýsome U]nit 2 and 3 reease.  
Special sampling for batch releases is not required at the Untit 4Site Stack.  

** See the REVODCAI Technical Information Document (MP-13-REM-REF02), 
Section 4.2, for the derivation of air dose Method I factors.

lI.D-3
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b. Method 2 Air Dose (Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

1U-nis 'Site Stack For MNV--dose calculations for releases from the Site Stack, use the 
AIREM computer code to determine the critical location air doses.  

The 3rd quarter 1980 joint frequency data shall be used as input for the 
AIREM code. The reason for this is given in the REMOD(M Technical 
Information Document (IfP-12-REF02), Section 4 2.  

If the calculated air dose exceeds one half the [echnical Specification limit, use 
meteorology concurrent with time of release.  

Units 2- and 3 releases For MP2 and MP3 dose calculations for releases from Units 2 
and3, use the GASPAR computer code, or a code which uses the 
methodoly,,v given in Regeculatory Guide 1. 109, to detenmine the critical site 
boundary air doses.  

For the Special Location, enter the following worst case quarterly average 
meteorology based on the I Init 2 vent eight-year history: 

XIQ 8.1 x 10 6 sec/m' 
(See the REMODI'M Technical hIformation 
l m cnt (.1P-12 R-REM-RFF02), .ttacht•,nt 5) 

D[Q 1 .5 x 10' rm-2 

If the calculated air dose exceeds one hall the quarterly Technical Specification limit. use 
meteorology concurrent wi .th time of release.  

c. Estimation of Annual Air Dose Limit D)ue to Noble Cases (Applicable to 
Units 1, 2, and 3) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) beta and gamma air doses (1),,, and [),, 
respectively) from noble gases released from Units 1, 2 and 3 shall be made every month 
to determine compliance with the annual dose limits for each IInit. Annual air doses will 
he determined as follows: 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 
DYG, 1 Dc, lD,,, 1 -D,: Dv, - !D(,,, 

DYBI -N-B LH 1 

where the sums are over the first quarter (i.e., summation of the all release periods within 
the quarter) through the present calendar quarter (loses.  

Where: 

D)(j, D),:, DYa 3, DYBI, D,,1 and [),,, - gamma air dose and beta air dose for 
the calendar year for Unit 1,2, or 3.  

The following shall be used as the quarterly doses: 

(I) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Section I1 D.5 for the 
Aw"*ed Radioactive Effluent Release Report are complete for any calendar 
quarter, use those results.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the 
results as determined above in Sections 1. D. 2 a or Ii.D.2 h.  

If DYc, xm, .63 are greater than 10 mrad or DI) yB2 ,,, are greater than 20 mrad and 
any corresponding quarterly dose was not calculated using Method 2 (Section 11. D. 2 b), 
recalculate the quarterly dose using meteorology concurrent with time of release.

II.D-4
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3. 10 CFR50 Appendix I - Iodine and Particulate Doses 

Technical Specifications limit the off-site dose to a critical organ from radioiodines, tritiunm, and 
particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days released in gaseous effluents to 7-5 mrcm for a 
calendar quarter (15 mrem per calendar year). Iftluent dose calculations are performed at least 
once every 31 days. In addition, installed portions of the gaseous radkvaste treatment system are 
required to be operated to reduce radioactive materials in gaseous effluents when the projected 
doses over 31 days from the applicable waste stream exceed 0.03 mreto. (See Appendix A, Tables 
App.A-I and App.A-2 for a cross reference of effluent control requirements and applicable 
sections of the RENIODCM which are used to determine compliance-) This part of the 
REMODCM provides the calculation methodology for determining critical organ doses from 
atmospheric releases of iodines, tritium and particulates.  

Doses from tritium (for Methods la-2a only') for Unit I may' be neglected if the total tritium curies 
from the quarter are less than 500.  

a. Critical Organ Doses (Applicable to -t--Site Stack releases) 

(1) Method I a -Uni-4Site Stack 

The maximum organ dose is the greater of [)r or D,: 

D, = 1.22x 102',,, 'If 1.13 ýC, 2.0x I0 C 1, 
Do- 42.3C + 2. 0 x 10 (', 

If either dose is greater than 2-5 mrem %xithin a calendar quarter go to Method 
Ib Gr-r I Iis, I below.  

Where: 

DT - The thyroid dose for the period of release of gaseous effluents.  
Do =The dose to the maximum organ other than the thyroid for the 

period of gaseous effluent release.  
,C, - The total curies of 1-131 released in gaseous effluents from 

444 !Site Stack* during the period of interest.  
131C 1 = The total curies of i- 133 released in gaseous effluents from 

bIni-14Site Stack* during the period of interest.  
C, = The total curies of particulates with half-lives greater than 8 

days released in gaseous effluents from Vni44Site Stack* 
during the period of interest.  

Cu = The total curies of tritium released in gaseous effluents from 
Ui4-46Site Stack* during period of interest.  

*Note: Unit..Site Stack samples include releases from all Uunits -2 and. -The 
actiN'ity from Uniti 2 and - released via the Unit I Stac ...ill n.....ll,, 
be included here. P.NN C' er, ilf 210%_ of any airborne limits are 
exceeded, a Special Assessment will be required to determine the dose 
attributable to each unit individually. The intent is to prevent double 
accounting of normal routine releases since Unit 1 accounts for SOame 
Unit 2 and 3 releases. Special sampling for batch releases is not 
required at the Unit-!4Site Stack.
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(2) Method I b - U4i4"Site Stack 

Doses from vegetation consumption can be neglected during the I st and 4th 
quarters and doses from milk consumption call be neglected during the 1st 
quarter. These time frames can be extended for short term releases (batch 
releases and weekly continuous, if necessary) if it can be verified that the milk 
animals were not on pasture and/or vegetation is not available for harvest.  
Therefore, calculate doses to the thyroid and maximum organ for pathways that 
actually exist. Sum pathways if necessary.  

With the same determination of radioactivity released in Method Ia above, 
calculate the pathway related dose as follows: 

Inhalation Pathway 
D, 3.2 x 10-2,C, - 7.8 x 10 3

3C 1 + 2.6 x 10 •'C 
D, 3.2x 10-C, - 2.6x 10 'C, 

ii. Vegetation Pathway 
DT 4. 11,lC1  4 7.48 x 10-2. C - 8.0 x 10 '"C1 
DO 4.9 C, t80 x 10T'Cif 

iii. Milk Pathway 
DT, 1181 ,, C, 1..05,;C, + 9.8x 10'C,, 
Do 338 C, 9.8x 10-'(',, 

Sum above pathways, as appropriate Note: sum of all three pathways is 
Method la).  

The maximum organ dose is the greater D, or D,) If it is greater than 2.5 mrem 
xithin a calendar quarter go to Method I c.  

(3) Method I c - Ufit4Site Stack 

After reviewing the existing cow and goat farms, if it can be determined that the 
1983 -1987 D/Q data is acceptable (Note: If not, see guidance in the 
REMO)DICM Technical Information Document (.IP-12-REAi-REF02) 
,ection 4.2, then follow Method lb above, except for iii. where milk pathway 

(lose is: 

D =28131C, - 0.249 1 ;3C I + 98 x 10'CI1 
Do = 8.9 C, + 9.8 X 10-(',' 

Note: During the 2nd and 3rd quarters also add (to the above) the Inhalation 
and Vegetation Pathways from ifethodlb, during the 4th quarter add 
Inhalation and Milk (above) only.  

(4) Method 2a - U-nit4Site Stack 

Use the GASPAR code, or a code which uses the methodolgy given in 
Regulatory Guide 1.109, to determine the maximum organ dose. For the 
Special Location, enter the following worst case quarterly average meteorology 
as taken from the REAMODCf TFechnical Information Document 
(AlP-12-REMl-REF02), Attachment 5.:

If D-6
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XQ 6-1 x 10' sec!m/ 
1)/Q 5.9 x 10" m (Milk and Vegetation) and/or 
D/Q 1.4 x 10' in (if 1983-1987 [) Q data is acceptable for 

existing milk locations. If not, see guidance in the 
REANOD('! Tcchnical hiformation Document 
(AIP-12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2) 

Use the Inhalation, Milk and Vegetation pathways (if applicable) in totaling 
the dose. If the maximum organ dose is greater than 3.8 nirem within a 
calendar quarter go to Aelhod 2h.  

(5) Method 2b - Un4t4Site Stack 

Use the GASPAR code, or a code Nshich uses the methodolgy given in 
Regulatory Guide 1. 109, with actual locations, real-time meteorology and the 
pathwkays which actually exist at the time at those locations.  

b. Critical Organ Doses (Applicable to Units 2 and 3 releases) 

(I) Method la - Unit 2 and Unit 3 releases 

The maximum organ dose is the greater of I) or Do.  

D, 3-I x 10',, C, 1  29.5 3 C, ' 2.6 x 10 C, 
D, 1. 1 x 103 C, f 2.6x 10'('1 

If either dose is greater than 2.5 minrem Nithin a calendar quarter go to 
Method lb for Units 2 and 3 below.  

Where: 

D - The thyroid (lose for the period of gaseous effluents releases.  
D, The dose to the maxinmum organ other than the thyroid for the 

period of gaseous effluent releases.  
131C) The total curies of 1-131 in gaseous effluents from Unit 2 

(Unit 2 Vent and Steam Generator Blowdown Tank Vent*) or 
Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent, Steam Generator 
Blowdown Tank Vent*, and Containment Drawdown**) 
during the period of interest.* * * 

bC, The total curies of i-133 in gaseous effluents from Unit 2 
(Unit 2 Vent and Steam Generator Blowdown Tank Vent*) or 
Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent, Steam Generator 
Blowdown Tank Vent*. and Containment Drawvdowkn**) 
during the period of interest.*** 

Cp =The total curies of particulates with half-lives greater than 
eight days released in gaseous effluents from the Unit 2 Vent 
or Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent, ESF Building Vent, and Containment 
Drawdown* *) during the period of interest.** * 

C,1  The total curies of tritium released in gaseous effluents from 
the Unit 2 Vent or Unit 3 (Unit 3 Vent. ESF Building Vent 
and Containment Drawdown**) during the period of 
interest.* * *
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* Results from SAT studies in 1982 and 1983 and guidance provided in the 

R. A. Crandall / E. R. Brezinski memo to F. J_ Mroctka. Millstone Unit 2 
Steam Generator Blowdowxn Tank Releases. NE-83-RA-879, June 15, 
1983, indicate that the steam generator blow down tank vent releases can 
be estimated by use of a factor of 1'6,000 (a DF of 2000 and a partitioning 
factor of 1/3). Although Unit 3 normally recycles blow down, periodically 
blowdown is released fbr short periods of time. These releases should be 
similar to Unit 2 and until studies can be performed at Unit 3 the same 
calculation should be perfrirmed. Based upon the above, the formula to be 
used is: 

S/G blowdown concentration x SiG blow down flow rate x 1/6000 x 
time = integrated activity 

** This pathway does not have a effluent monitor.  

* Unit 2 and 3 also have releases via the Uii-44Site Stack. This activity will 
be included in the L4;4 14Site Stack calculations unless 210% of any 
airborne limit is exceeded and.'or a Special Evaluation is performed.  

(2) Method lb - Unit 2 and Unit 3 releases 

Doses from vegetation consumption can be neglected during the I st and 4th 
quarters and doses from milk consumption can be neglected during the 1st 
quarter. These time frames can be extended for short term releases (batch 
releases and weekly continuous, if necessary) if it can be verified that the milk 
animals were not on pasture and or vegetation was not available for harvest.  
Therefore, calculate doses to the thyroid and maximum organ for pathways that 
actually exist. Sum pathways, if necessary.  

With the same determination of radioactivity released in NMethod I a above, 
calculate the pathway-related doses as follows: 

i. Inhalation Pathwvay (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Quarters) 
DT 4.1 ICI + 1 0 3,C -+ 33 x 10-4 C11 

D,- 4.1 C, - 3.3 x 10' C, 

ii. Vegetation Pathway (2nd and 3rd Quarters) 
D,= 105 ,C, f 1.9 ,C, t 1.0 x 10'C, 
Do= 124C•, 1.0x 10'C, 

iii. Milk Pathway (2nd, 3rd and 4th Quarters) 
DT, 3000 ,, C, + 26.6 ,,C + 1.3 x 10' C, 
Do= 951 C, + 1.3 x 10' C, 

Sum above pathways, as appropriate (Note: sum of all three pathways is 
,Weihod la).  

The maximum organ dose is the greater of DT or Do. If it is greater than 
2.5 mrem within a calendar quarter, go to the Method Ic.
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(3) Method Ic - Unit 2 and Unit 3 releases 

After reviewing tile existing cow and goat linms, if it can be determined that the 1983
1987 DI'Q data is acceptable (Note: If not, see guidance in the REL'A f)D('J Technical 
hiformation Document (tP-12-REA -RLF 02), *S'ection 4 2) then follow ,Ifthodlb, 
above, except for iii where the milk pathNmay dose is: 

1),- 122;,C, - 1.08,, 3 C, - 1.3 x 10 'C, 
D,- 40C, + 1-3x l0 3 C" 

Note: During the 2nd and 3rd quarters also add (to the above) the Inhalation and 
Vegetation Pathway's from Methdorlb above, during the 4th quarter add 
Inhalation and Milk (above) only.  

(4) Method 2a - Unit 2 and Unit 3releases 

Use the GASPAR code, or a code w.hich uses the methodolgy gniven in Regulatory Guide 
1. 109. to determine the maximum organ dose. For the Special Location, enter the 
following worst case quarterly average meteorology as taken from the RE.WODCM 
Technical lfi)rmation Document (Jff'-12 -REM-REF02), . ttachhment 5 

X'Q 8.1 x 10' sec/mi 
DiQ 1.5 x 10' m-- (Milk and Vegetation) and'or 
DiQ 6-1 x 109 m-' 

(If 1983-1987 D/Q data is acceptable for existing milk locations. If not, 
see guidance in the REMID( 'l fToc nitcal Information Document 
(ýlP-12-REM-REF02), ection 4 2j 

As showxn in the REAIODCMI Technical Inforntiation Documnct (AlP-12-REMI-REF02), 
,4ttachments 4 and 5, the same meteorology can be used for both continuous and batch 
releases. Therefore, the program need only be run once using the total curies from all 
releases from Unit 2 or 3 releases.  

Use the Inhalation, Milk and Vegetation pathways (if applicable) in totaling the dose.  

Ifthe maximum organ dose is greater than 3.8 torero, go to Metholds 2h and 2c.  

(5) Method 2b - Unit 2 

Use the GASPAR code, or a code which uses the methodoley given in Regulatory Guide 
1.109I. with the actual locations, real-time meteorology and the pathways which actually 
exist at the time at these locations. The code shall be run separately for steam generator 
blowdown tank vents and ventilation releases, containment purges and waste gas tank 
releases.  

(6) Method 2c - Unit 3 

Use the GASPAR code, or a code which uses the miethodolgy given in Regulatory Guide 
1.109. with the actual locations, real-time meteorology and the pathways which actual]y 
exist at these locations. The code shall be run separately for ventilation, process gas, 
containment vacuum system, aerated ventilation and containment purges
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c. Estimation of Annual Critical Organ Doses Due to lodines, Tritium and Particulates 
(Applicable to Units 1, 2, and 3) 

An estimation of annual (year-to-date) critical organ doses (D,, and Do for thyroid and 
maximum organ other than thyroid, respectively) from radioiodine, tritium and 
particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days released from Units 1, 2 and 3 shall be 
made every month to determine compliance with the annual dose limits for each Unit.  
Annual critical organ doses will be determined as follows: 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 

Dy.j =IDTI DyT2 ýIDT2  Dm- =DD3 
Dy0 j =DMo D 0o, =IDo2 Dy0 3 =ID0 3 

where the sums are over the first quarter (i.e., summation of the all release periods within 
the quarter) through the present calendar quarter doses.  

Where: 

DYTI, DYT2, DYT3, Dyoj, DY0 2 and Do0 , 3 thyroid (T) dose and maximum organ 
(0) dose (other than the thyroid) for the calendar year for Unit 1, 2, or 3.  

The following guidelines shall be used for D, and D,: 

(1) If the detailed quarterly dose calculations required per Secion lID.5 for the 
,4nmou Radioactive Effluent Release Report are complete for any calendar 
quarter, use those results.  

(2) If the detailed calculations are not complete for a particular quarter, use the 
results as determined above in Section II D. 3 a or ll.D 3. b.  

(3) If D,, and/or D,. are greater than 15 mrem and quarterly dose was not 
calculated using Method ic of Section ll.D3.a or II.D.3. b, recalculate the 
quarterly dose using Method Ic.  

(4) If different organs are the maximum organ for different quarters, they can be 
summed together and D,. recorded as a less-than value as long as the value is 
less than 15 mrem. If it is not, the sum for each organ involved shall be 
determined.
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4. Gaseous Effluent Monthly Dose Projections 

Section l.D.2.a of the REMM requires that certain portions of the gaseous radwaste treatment 
equipment be returned to service to reduce radioactive gaseous effluents when the projected doses 
for each Unit (made at least once per 31 days) exceed 0.02 mrad gamma air, 0.04 mrad beta air, or 
0.03 mrem to any organ from gaseous effluents. The following methods are applied in the 
estimation of monthly dose projections.  

a. Unit I Projection Method 

None required.  

0I) Ducto nso . . dwa.te Treatment Sysiem 'L0ý!a") '..i

if the augmented ,offas y.•tem is expected. te ..e. ut•u of ser.'ice during the 
month, de..m.ine the noble gas air doses from the f";ollwing: 

DP ,, .(rad) - 0.0 x Q x R x d 

WheFei 
- timated cur.ies...e. at the air ejector a; ;he expected maximum 
power- foRr the month.  
Estimated curie reduction factor from air ejector to stack via the 
30 minute (actual time is approximatiel)y 55 mfinute) holdp in 
(in dec-imal fraction).  
E .Simated num.ber of days !he 30 m.inue holdup pipe .will be 

ustmaed. mnhygmi i o 

9.3 x l0... .. a..i. x Q Ciec x R d (day) x 8.6 x l0Osee-day 

see the REMODC'4 Tec •! D.......n . ............ ( 4 E REFP02 

See~n/ 2, fr- dose/aetor- 4-pcwwtbe

e to I e i.'. -- - .S .ystem.. r - 'Cel e S t rn I ,

if portionRS Of the Ventilation Treatmenlt S)yStem are expected to be out of zer.'ice 
during the m.onth, d.te f..inc the monthly maximum organ doze projection (-Dm.) from the following: 

i. Me•.thod 1 

For the last quarter of operation, deten.in.e DP, as de"eFm.ned ,F 
see600n !. D.3.  

R.-- The estimate of the expected reduction fator foDr the 
HEPA filter. Typically this should be 100 (see 
AIIRWg 0016 gr- 001 ;cr- addieioal guidanee).  

-• The estimate of the fraction of the time which the 
equiment'a inloperable during- the !ast quarter.  

R;- The estimate of the fraction of the time which the 
equipmen. is expected to be inoperable durinlg the next 

ii. ,Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be 
released for the nex.t meonth and applicable method for doe, 
calculation from .e;tion 1! . 3P a.  
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b. Unit 2 Projection Method 

(I) Due to Gaseous Radwaste Treatment System (Unit 2) 

Determine the beta and gamma monthly air dose projection from noble gases 
from the following: 

"DENG (mrad) = 9.3 x 10' CEN 
"DEm (mrad) = 9.3 x 10-CEN 
DE, the estimated monthly beta air dose.  

Where: 
cEN = the number of curies of noble gas estimated to be released 

from the waste gas storage tanks during the next month.  
YEN, = the estimated monthly gamma air dose.  

(The dose conversion factor is from the REMODCM Technical 
Information Document (MP-12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2, for the I4 
4-Site sStack releases since the Unit 2 waste gas tanks are discharged 
via the Un4it-lSite sStack. This factor should be conservative as the 
isotopic mix would only be the longer-lived noble gases which would 
have lower dose conversion factors than the typical mix from Unit 1.) 

(2) Due to Steam Generator Blowdown Tank Vent (Unit 2) 

i. Method I 

Determine D,, which is the estimated monthly dose to the maximum 
organ from the following: 

DE5 o 1/3 R, x Dr 

For the last quarter of operation, determine D, as determined per 
Section II.D.3.b.  

Where: 

R1 = the expected ratio of secondary coolant iodine level for the 
coming month as compared with the average level during the 
quarter used in determining Dt above

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be released for the next 
month and applicable method for dose calculation from 
Section 11. D. 3. b.
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l.D. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

(3) Due to Ventilation Releases (Unit 2)** 

If portions of the ventilation treatment system are expected to be out of service 
during the month, determine the monthly maximum organ dose projection 
(DE,,) from the following: 

i. Method I 

Determine DEMo which is the estimated monthly dose to the maximum 
organ from the following: 

DEMo = 1/3 R, (1.01- R2 ) (R3+ 0.0l) D, 

For the last quarter of operation, determine Do as determined per 
Section H.D.3-b.  

R, = the expected reduction factor for the HEPA filter. Typically this 
should be 100 (see NUREG-0016 or 0017for additional 
guidance).  

R, = the fraction of the time which the equipment was inoperable 
during the last quarter.  

R3 = the fraction of the time which the equipment is expected to be 
inoperable during the next month.  

ii. Method 2 

If necessary, estimate the curies expected to be released for the next 
month and applicable method for dose calculation from 
Section ll.D.3-b.  

** Since dose projections are only required if the treatment specified in Section I.D of 
the Radiological Effluent Monitoring Manual are not operating, the monthly gamma 
and beta air dose projections are not required for ventilation releases.  

c. Unit 3 Projection Method 

(1) Due to Radioactive Gaseous Waste System (Unit 3) 

Determine the beta and gamma monthly air dose projection from noble gases 
from the following: 

DE'. (mrad) = 9.3 x 10.5 CE' 
DI•, (mrad) = 9.3 x 10-' CEN 

Where: 
cEN = the number of curies of noble gas estimated to be released 

from the reactor plant gaseous vents (the activity from this 
pathway increases when the process waste gas system is out 
of service.) during the next month.  

DE MG = the estimated monthly gamma air dose.  
DEN M the estimated monthly beta air dose.  

(The dose conversion factor is from the REMODCM Technical 
Information Document (MP-12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2, for the U*4 
-l-Site sStack releases since the Unit 3 reactor plant gaseous vents are 
discharged via the Unit4Site sStack.)
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Il).. GASEOUS DOSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

Quarterly Dose Calculations for Anwi-IRadioactive Effluent Release Report 
Detailed quarler. gaseous dose calculations required for the Amnutil-/io;otivu . E f/luctt RI'lcasc' 
Report shall be done using the computer codes GASPAR and AIREM, or codes which use the 
methodolgh given in Regulatory Guide 1. 109,.  

6. Compliance xith 40CFRI90 

The followring sources shall be considered in determining the total dose to a real individual from 
uranithm fuel cycle sources: 

a. Gaseous Releases from Units 1, 2, and 3
b. Liquid Releases from Units 1, 2, and 3.  
C. Dir-ect aind Scaitter-ed Radiation from U nit I I urbine Shine.  
dc. Direct and Scattered Radiation from Radioactive Material Stored on Site.  
ed. Since all other uranhiun fuel cycle sources are greater than 5 miles away, they need not be 

considered.  

The Radioactive 1f'fluents Technical Specifications (RETS) contain specific requirements in 
RFMOI)CM, Section III. Control D.3, for Unit land Technical Specification 3.11.3 for Units 2 & 
3 for ensuring compliance with 40CFR 190 based on gaseous and liquid doses (sources a and b).  

Calculation-; and detaidled surveys* were used i characteriz, e off site exposre fom Stk-shiRP" 
('ource e) from the Unit i Turbine Building. The location of maximum. dose. i that o'tl th crtical 
fishe rman..... !, isted belo 0. arFe th'e assumptions ...used fo the e I. u. I-at. ioln of tI s -.L< do oe .  

CALCULATION OF SIKYSIJINE CONTRIBUITION TO CRI1TIC-AL ISIR IA* 
1 ) ased upon data obtained by on I .anders (MIP I n.v. I ab) from the State of C'4 

I-epaFtflnent of EnRvironmental Protection (DL P)4 records on lobstler catches Annu~al asverage of 3.5 1 .5 d!ays bet'.secn trips to; each lobster bas.ke.e 

(2) [h.erefre. there are 1011 trips per )ear.  
.) C...er.ati...... assuming it takes one hour in thei area to ch'ck. all the bs•k•ets, his 
results in 101 hours around- the intake s -trutue awre: , 

(1) Maximumi dose rate in the area is normally 65 fiR hr 
(5) As erage dose rate is approximately one half of the maximum.  
(6) therefore, annual d to critica lobsterman is approximately,' 

10.1 hors. sear x 65 •.t. x 112 - 1 remfe.  
(7) ItlMuliplicaOi•on to accoun for increas;e de to hdFrogen, water che.itrs (II/) 

(8Thfer~etoe dose'mionth

mr. m s )ear -•ntCa~t-atr= mrem 3 x-• -Unit,4 @aipacity Factor 0.3-- x Unit-I Capacity Factor x ItWC- Each r year 12 months month 
-or operation without hyýdo'•ge injection, !P.X'C 1.  
Ther.e are three thins that could inc.ease the Sk.,shine doses. First. hsoudbe an increase in the 
percent ofN 16 in main seam. This occurs at plants implementing hydrogen ssater• ,hemistn-.  
(IIWCI) and was obs;ervedd at the Unit I Mini test. Based on this test and data from ot1her WC 
plants an I. .C fa.ctor. increase in the range of i 5 to 1 fo:r fe.ds'ar hydrogen of 0. i 0.8 ppm 
and a factOr increase from Io ; 5 for- 0.8 to 2.0 ppmn sould be expected eHece, any ro+cewth 
could ;ncrease N 16 main steam concentrations s . ould require a detaled Radiological 

ns iron.m.enta. Resiew t.o ensur .imits are met. Seeond. souId be removal of shi.eldin- svihin 
the I lit 1 Turbine Buildinig. This is not expected, but w..ould definitely receive a radiological 
review, if it occurred. Third, swould be an increased occupancy time by' a mebe of the public 

off ite uch hat he cmbied ccupancy' and dose rate exceeeded that assumfed for heFih an Since the dose rate. de.reasesr .apidly A ith distance. this s'ou only' be expected to be an activi;y 
.e.' near the Unit , intake s..cture. The Safety' An•,a si ran ... ch (SAB) should be- infoned by 

anyone . sho becomes, aware of any activity' by a memberofthe public that could be expected to 
exceed 50 houfrs per y ear in, this ocatiean.
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Il.D. GASEOUS I)OSE CALCULATIONS (Cont'd) 

D)oses to source dc are controlled by design and operations to ensure the off-site dose from each 
radxNaste storage facility is less than one mrem per Near. Potential doses from each facility are 
evaluated in Radiological Environmental Re% iews (RER's) where total off-site doses from all 
4fo+r-sources are considered to ensure compliance wx ith t0CI R 190.  

* Memo to P. 1- TirinOni f.ro j. WV. DORF-iI and U. A. Flor'', Flo' PA-4in aluation At Ni I4to 
t nHit '" 1. N F897 RA 1 W 3, Decemfber 8, 19897.  

** - •ThiS Should be the no,... limiting individual s;in•e it is e.pe.ted that evn .... , h ...... en may 
•.pend mofre time n.ear the rea.. the" normally filh in iln! area of R 

7. Bases for Gaseous Pathwav Dose Calculations 

The dose calculation methodology and parameters used in Section I1 of the REMOt)CM 
implement the requirements in Section IlIlA of Appendix I (IOCFRS0) which states that 
conformance with the ALARA dose objectives of Appendix I be shown by calculational 
procedures based on models and data, such that the actual exposure of a member of the public 
through appropriate pathways is unlikely to be substantially underestimated Operational 
flexibility is provided by controlling the instantaneous release rate of noble gas (as well as iodines 
and particulate activity) such the maximum off-site dose rates are less than the equivalent of 500 
torermo/ear to the whole body, 3000 mrem/);ear to the skin from noble gases, or 1500 torem/year 
to a critical organ from the inhalation of iodines. tritium and particulates. The dose rate limits are 
based on the 10C1R20 (pre-1991) annual dose limits, but applied as an instantaneous limit to 
assure that tihe actual dlose over a year will be Nk ell below these numbers.  

The equivalent instantaneous release rate limits for t'nit4Site Stack were determined using the 
EPA AIREM code. For Units 2 & 3, these doses were calculated using the NRC GASPAR code.  
The AIREM code calculates cloud gamma doses using dose tables from a model that considers the 
finite extent of the cloud in the vertical direction. Beta doses are calculated assuming semi
infinite cloud concentrations, which are based upon a standard sector averaged diffusion equation.  
[he GASPAR code implements the models of NRC Regulatory Guide 1. 109, Rev. I. "Calculation 
of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of 
Evaluating Compliance with IOCOR Part 50, Appendix I." Input parameter values typically used 
in the dose models are listed in the Station Reference Manual, "REAIODCAI Technical 
Infrmation Document (lP-13-REM-REF02). This same methodology is use]d in the 
determination of compliance with the 40CFR 190 total dose standard for the gaseous pathways.  

In the determination of compliance with the dose and (lose rate limits, maximum individual dose 
calculations are performed at the nearest land site boundary with maximum decayed X/Q. and at 
the nearest vegetable garden (assumed to be nearest residence) and cow and goat farms xw ith 
maximum D,'Qs. The conversion constants in the Method I equations for maximum air doses, 
organ and whole body doses, and dose rates are based on the maximum observed comparison of 
historical effluent releases and corresponding calculated maximum doses. The dose conversion 
factors are calculated based on the ratio of the observed highest dose and the curies of fission and 
activation products released during the period. 'I his ratio results in the Method I equation 
conversion factor in mrem.'Ci released. Reference Manual MP-13-REM-REF02 describes the 
derivation of the Method I constants and list the historical maximum doses calculated for the 
maximum organ.
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II.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

I la. Unit 3 Steam Generator Blowdown 

The alarm setpoint for this monitor assumes: 

a. Steam generator blowdown rate of 400 gpm (maximum blowdown total including weekly 
cleaning of generators - per 3 Par Memo from MP3 Reactor Engineering ERC 25212-ER-99
0 133).  

b. The release rate limit is conservatively set at 10% of the JOCFR Part 20 limit (0.1 times the 
1-131 MPC* for unrestricted areas which equals 0.1 x 3 x 10' p.Ciml).  

c. Minimum possible circulating and service water dilution flow during periods of blowdown = 
300,000 gpm (2 circulating water pumps) + 30,000 gpm (2 service water pumps) 
330,000 gpm.  

d. Background can be added after above calculations are performed.  

Therefore, the alarm setpoint corresponds to a concentration of: 

Alarm (pCi/ml) 330,000 x 10-8 + background = 2.47 x 10-5 pCi/mil + background 
400 

This setpoint may be increased through proper administrative controls if the steam generator 
blowdown rate is maintained less than 400 gpm and/or more than 2 circulating and 2 service water 
pumps are available. The amount of the increase would correspond to the ratio of flows to those 
assumed above or: 

Alarm (pCi/i) = 2.47 x 10- PCi/mx circulating & senrice water flow (gpm) 400 + 
330,000 S/G blo%,down (gpm) 

Background = 3xI 0-8Ci /m x1 circulating & service water flow (gpm) + Background Backgroun -+3 Backgro/mld 
total S/G blo~vdown (gpm) 

Note: The Steam Generator Blowdown alarm criteria is in practice based on setpoints required 
to detect allowable levels of primary to secondary leakage. This alarm criteria is 
typically more restrictive than that required to meet discharge limits. This fact shall be 
verified, however, whenever the alarm setpoint is recalculated.  

* In lieu of using the 1-131 MPC value, the identified MPC values for unrestricted area may be 

used.  

1 lb. Unit 3 Steam Generator Blowdown Effluent Concentration Limitation 

The results of analysis of blowdown samples required by Table I.C-3 of Section I of the 
REMODCM shall be used to ensure that blowdown effluent releases do not exceed the 
concentration limits in I OCFR20, Appendix B (version prior to January 1, 1994).
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II.E. LIQUID MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

12a. Unit 3 Turbine Buildin2 Floor Drains Effluent Line 

The alarm setpoint for this monitor assumes: 
a. Drinking water is not a real pathway at this site. Therefore, the NRC code. IADTAP or other 

Regoulator• Guide I. 109 code, is used to calculate the dose to the maximum individual.  
b. The average annual discharge flow is 1.1 I x 10 - ft "sec (process flows during sump pump 

operation is 50 gpm and pump normally operates less than 10% of the time for a conservative 
average flow of 5 gpm). There is no continuous additional dilution, therefore, there is no 
dilution prior to discharge.  

c. Near field dilution factor- 13,000.  
Far field dilution factor - 32,000.  
(Rtefrence. ,ll//stone 3 IFSAR, Section 2.4. 13) 

d. Isotopic concentrations were taken from the MAlLstuie 3 [SIR, Tabhc 11.2-4 (Sec column 
unricAr Turbine BR/inem).  

e. Each concentration above was multiplied by tile total annual flow (9.95 x 109 cm', 
conservatively assuming 5 gpm continuous as discussed in item b).  

f. The maximum individual organ dose is set equal to Io i of 75 rnrem (40CFR 190 limit). The 
limiting individual is the child; maximum organ is the thyroid. This value is approximately 
one quarter of the value 

The setpoint corresponding to 0.75 inrem to the child's th roid is 3-8 x 10 "jCi,'i0 .  

12b. Unit 3 Service Water and Turbine Buildin2 Sump Effluent Concentration Limitation 
Results of analyses of service water and turbine building surnp samples taken in accordance with 
"Fable 1.C-3 of Section I of the REMODCM shall be used to limit radioactivity concentrations in 
the service water and turbine building sump effluents to less than the limits in 10CFR20, 
Appendix B (version prior to January I, 1994).  

13. Bases for Liquid Monitor Setpoints 
Liquid effluent monitors are provided on discharge pathways to control, as applicable, the release 
of radioactive materials in liquid effluents during actual or potential releases of liquid waste to the 
environment. ihe alarm / trip setpoints are calculated to ensure that the alarm / trip function of 
the monitor will occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 (Appendix B, Fable 11, 
Column 2), which applies to the release of radioactive materials from all units on the site- This 
limitation also provides additional assurance that the levels of radioactive materials in bodies of 
water in Unrestricted Areas will result in exposures within the Section l.A design objectives of 
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 to a member of the public.  

In application, the typical approach is to determine the expected concentration in a radioactive 
release path and set the allowable discharge rate past the monitor such the existing dilution flow 
will limit the effluent release concentration to 10% of the MPC limit for the mix. The setpoint is 
then selected to be only 2 times the expected concentration, or 20% of the MPC limit. As a result, 
considerable margin is included in the selection of the sctpoint for the monitor to account for 
unexpected changes in the discharge concentration or the contribution from other potential release 
pathways occurring at the same time as the planned effluent release. For those monitors on 
systems that are not expected to be contaminated, the alarm point is usually selected to be two 
times the ambient background to give notice that normal conditions may have changed and should 
be evaluated.
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l1.F. GASEOUS MONITOR SETPOINTS 

1. Unit ! H'drcacn ,fenitorSection reserved

Per Scc6ian AHC=3 Of thO ?lldiga!ea :fflmepiý ('ootroos, the alarm setpoint shall be less than or 
equal !E. 4% hydro.gen by .. lum.e. t....e .ThiS param....er is Pe.i....t Onl... during the operational 
period of the plant. PO.... op.rations has pe.manently ceased.J 

Unit ! Steam Jet Air Ei-ctor Off.as Monit~oSection reserved 

[NOWe ThiS parameter: iS Pftinlent o~nly during, the Operatianal period of he plant. PowAer 
operations has pemanently ceased.  

Radiologi.. l Effliuent Control .. .C.2 requireS the alarm setpoint ;0 be set up to ensure that the 
instantaneous noble gas release rate flimtS fro)m the stack are not exceeded.  

Radiological Effluent Contr-9-l • 1-.C.- specifies the maximum allow.ed noable gas in process acti-ity 
to be 1.17 x 10' pc ..se.. The value of 1.17 x4-0" pCiisec is based on an assumed r•elease .. f the 
entire inveft ..' in the off.gas treatment St.em. with 95.4 worS case meteorology. .A; that level, 
the dose would still be tess than 1OCFR20 limits.  

Pased on Seefien 4.F-3 (bc/ais), the stack instantaneouS releaSe rate limfit for MP 1 (aSsumfing 1/3 
ofthe site limit) is 363,000 pCilUsec. Assuming an apprOXi.. a. tw o fatr.. decay from the air 
jecor monitor.to.th.....c..wh.n.u.ing.the 50 minute hold uip pipe, the eoFespending activity at 
the air ejector is 700,000 - tni,'sec and, hence, is morae limiting than the -47x 11 0 , 17x.Wh 
"uSing the off gas treatment system, the decay, faCt•r is greater haH •10, and hence, the 1.1-7 x 10 

The trip setpoint should be established by Station .hemist.,' to ensure Technical Specification 
Limits are met based on latest conversio factor from mPR r to pCi/sec. Chemist.. '. Should specify 
the mRA, coe-esponding to the following noble'• gas.. ;"ivt rates at th air ejector monitor.  

With of gas tr"eatment system OUt of service: '- 700,00 no) ,,se 
With all flow .th, o'f gas treatment system: ' 11,70,000 C-;/se 

To avoid having to Fe a4jus. the set..in .with a change in off-gas reat.m...., is recommended 
that the ala.m .o.. esp.nd to 700,000 pCse. .unless a er value :s necessa' to contquo
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iI.F. GASEOUS MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

3. U*it4Site Stack Noble Gas Monitor 

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance with the conditions 
given in Section ll.D.L.a in order to satisfy Radio:gica! Efflewnt Control 1!I.D2- .Units 2 and 3 
Technical Specification 3.3.3.10.  

The alarm setpoint shall be set at or below the "cps" corresponding to 363,000 pCi/sec from the 
Ml4Site -sStack noble gas monitor calibration curve. The calibration curve (given as pCi/sec per 
cps) is determined by assuming a maximum ventilation flow of 180,000 CFM.  

The release rate value of 363,000 pCi/sec assumes that 33% of the site limit is assigned to the 
M-P4Site sStack. If effluent conditions from the MP4Site sStack approach the alarm setpoint, it 
may be increased if the MP2 or MP3 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the sum of the 
allowed individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed the site limit as dictated in Section 
lI.D. L.a, and described in the REMODCM Technical Information Document 
(MP- 12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2.  

4. Untk - I.aiWISite Stack Sampler Flow Rate Monitor 

The MPN121 FainSite sStack sampler flow control alarms on low pressure indicating loss of flow, or 
on high pressure indicating restricted flow.  

The alarm will occur with either (per GEK-2768 IA): 

a. Pressure Switch # I less than 2" Hg (Low Flow, i-e.. damaged filter, filter inadvertently left 
out) 

or 
b. Pressure Switch # 1 greater than 18" fig (Restricted Flow, i.e., plugged filter) 

or 
c. Pressure Switch #2 less than 20" Hg (Restricted Flow, i.e., pump abnormalities) 

5. Unit 2 Vent - Noble Gas Monitor 

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance with the conditions 
given in Section II.D. 1.a in order to satisfy Technical Specifications 3.3.3. 10 and 3. 11.2.1.  

The alarm setpoint shall be set at or below the "cpm" corresponding to 95,000 pCi/sec from the 
MP2 vent noble gas monitor calibration curve. The calibration curve (given as pCi/sec per cpm) is 
determined by assuming the maximum possible ventilation flow for various fan combinations.  
Curves for three different fan combinations are normally given.  

The release rate value of 95,000 pCi/sec assumes that 33% of the site limit is assigned to the MP2 
vent. If effluent conditions from the MP2 vent approach the alarm setpoint, it may be increased if 
the MP-l-Site sStack or MP3 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the sum of the allowed 
individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed the site limit as dictated in Section lI.D. I.a, 
and described in the REAMODCM Technical Information Document (MP-12-REM-REF02), 
Section 4.2. PriOF r0o dercraing the N4111 stack otpint, ev..aluate ifthe N4121 soam jet air ejt 

ýepitneds to be changed, to eomply wiih Radiehgle'a!e Efflzew. Centre! AL!.C1.2 Osce Seeub
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il.F. GASEOUS MONITOR SETPOINTS (Cont'd) 

6. Unit 2 Waste Gas Decay Tank Monitor 

Administratively all waste gas decay tank releases are via the MP4Site sStack which has a release 
rate limit typically set at 363,000 pCi/sec (see the REMODCM Technical Information Document 
(MP-12-REM-REF02), Section 4.2 for bases). Assuming 33% of the limit is from the MP4Site 
sStack, the release rate limit for MP4the Site Stack is 363,000 pCi/sec.  

Releases from waste gas decay tanks are much lower than this limit and are based upon a dilution 
factor of 1000 (dilution less than 1% of the worst case quarter X/Q; 210,000 ft3/min x 6.3 x 10.8 
sec/m 3 x 0.028317 m 3/ftl x 1/60 min/sec = 1/160,000, which is equivalent to 0.6245% of a dilution 
factor of 1000) and release rates to maintain offsite concentration below MPC values.  

The MP2 waste gas decay tank monitor (given [tCi/cc per cpm) calibration curve is used to assure 
that the concentration of gaseous activity being released from a waste gas decay tank is not greater 
than the concentration used in discharge permit calculations.  

7. Unit 3 Vent Noble Gas Monitor 

The instantaneous release rate limit from the site shall be set in accordance with the conditions 
given in Section lI.D. l.a in order to satisfy Technical Specification 3.3 3 10 and 3.11 2 1.  

The alarm setpoint shall be set at or below a value of 9.5 x 10.' pCi/cc for the MP3 vent.  

The release rate value of 9.5 x 10-' pCi/cc assumes that 33% of the site limit is assigned to the 
MP3 vent. This value corresponds to a release rate of 95,000 pCi/sec and a maximum ventilation 
flow rate of 210,000 CFM (per memo from G. C. Knight to R. A. Crandall, MP-3-1885, July 19, 
1989). If effluent conditions from the MP3 vent approach the alarm setpoint, it may be increased 
if the M4-Site -sStack or MP2 vent setpoints are also changed to ensure that the sum of the 
allowed individual unit noble gas release rates do not exceed the site limit as dictated in Section 
lI.D. I.a, and described in the REMODCM Technical Information Document 
(MP-12-REAf-REF02), Section 4.2.  

8. Unit 3 Engineering Safeguards Building Monitor 

Assuming releases less than 10% of the MP3 FSAR design releases of noble gases (Table 11.3-I1, 
1.4 x I0' Ci/year which is equal to 450 pCi/sec) assures that less than 1% of the above 
instantaneous release rate is added by this intermittent pathway (450/290,000 = 0.16%). Assuming 
a flow rate of 6,500 CFM (3.05 x 106 cc/sec) for this pathway translates this limit to: 

0.1 x 450/3.05 x 106 = 1.5 x 10- PCi/cc 

The Alarm setpoint shall be set at or below this value.
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APPENDIX IL.A 

REMODCM METHODOLOGY CROSS-REFERENCES 

Radiological effluent controls (Section III of the REMODCM for Unit 1, and Radiological Effluent Technical 
Specifications for Units 2 and 3) identify the requirements for monitoring and limiting liquid and gaseous effluents 
releases from the site such the resulting dose impacts to members of the public are kept to "As Low As Reasonably 
Achievable" (ALARA). The demonstration of compliance with the dose limits is by calculational models that are 
implemented by Section 11 of the REMODCM.  

Tables App. I.A-I (Unit 1) and App. II.A-2 (Units 2 & 3) provide a cross-reference guide between liquid and 
gaseous effluent release limits and those sections of the REMODCM, which are used to determine compliance.  
These tables also provide a quick outline of the applicable limits or dose objectives and the required actions if those 
limits are exceeded. Details of the effluent control requirements and the implementing sections of the REMODCM 
should be reviewed directly for a full explanation of the requirements.

App. IL.A- I
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TABLE APP. ILA-2 

MILLSTONE UNITS 2 and 3 

EFFLUENT REQUIREMENTS AND METHODOLOGY CROSS REFERENCE 

Technical REMODCM 
Specification Methodology Applicable Limit or 

Section Section Objective Exposure Period Required Action 
3/4.11.1 Tables 1.C-2 IOCFR20, App. B., Instantaneous Restore concentration to within 

Liquid Effluent and I.C-3 Table I!, Column 2, and limits within 15 minutes.  
Concentration 2x 104 pCi/mL for 

dissolved noble gases* 

3/4.11.1.2 II.C.1 • 1.5 mrem T.B. Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose-Liquids II.C.2 -<5 mrem organ Quarter Relative accuracy or 

conservatism of calculations 
II.C.3 :53 mrem TB. Calendar Year shall be confirmed by 
11.C.4 • 10 mrem organ performance of the REMP in 

Section 1.  

6.15 1.C.2 >0.06 mrem T.B. Projected for Return to operation Liquid 
Liquid Radwaste II.C.5 >0.2 mrem organ 31 days Waste Treatment System.  

Treatment 
3/4.11.2 lI.D.L.a <500 mrem/yr T.B. from Instantaneous Restore release rates to within 

Gaseous Effluents noble gases* specifications within 15 
Dose Rate minutes.  

-<3000 mrem/yr skin 
from noble gases* 

lI.D. l.b _<1500 mrem/yr organ 
from particulates with 
T 1/2 > 8d., l-131,1-133, 
and tritium* 

3/4.11.2.2 ll.D.2 _<5 mrad gamma air Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose-Noble Gases _<10 mrad beta air Quarter** 

_•10 mrad gamma air Calendar Year 
<20 mrad beta air 

3/4.11.2.3 ll.D.3 -<7.5 mrem organ Calendar 30-day report if exceeded.  
Dose Quarter** Relative accuracy or 

1-131, 1-133, conservatism of calculations 
Particulates, H-3 <_15 mrern organ Calendar Year shall be confirmed by 

performance of the RENIP in 
Section 1.  

6.15 (Unit 2) I.D.2 >0.02 mrad gamma air Projected for Return to operation Gaseous 
6.13 (Unit 3) II.D.4 >0.04 mrad beta air 31 days Radwaste Treatment System.  

Gaseous >0.03 mrem organ (if system not 
Radwaste in use) 
Treatment 
3/4.11.3 ll.D.6 -•25 mrem T.B.* 12 Consecutive 30-day report if Tech Spec 

Total Dose •<25 mrem organ* Months** 3.11.1.2, 3.11.2.2, or 3.11.2.3 
_<75 mrem thyroid* are exceeded by a factor of 2.  

Restore dose to public to within 
the applicable EPA limit(s) or 

obtain a variance.  
NOTE: T.B. means total or whole body.  
*Applies to the entire site (Units I, 2, and 3) discharges combined.  
"**Cumulative dose contributions calculated once per 31 days.

App. IIA-3
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